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The Planning Committee comprises the following members:
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175 - 178

Councillor David Connor (Chairman) Councillor Mandy Smith (Vice-Chairwoman)
Councillor Peter Ashcroft Councillor Barbara Ashwood Councillor Lynda Harford Councillor
Bill Hunt Councillor Sebastian Kindersley Councillor Alan Lay Councillor Mervyn Loynes
Councillor Mike Mason Councillor Jocelynne Scutt

For more information about this meeting, including access arrangements and facilities for
people with disabilities, please contact

Clerk Name:

Daniel Snowdon

Clerk Telephone: 01223 699177
Clerk Email:

daniel.snowdon@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

The County Council is committed to open government and members of the public are
welcome to attend Committee meetings. It supports the principle of transparency and
encourages filming, recording and taking photographs at meetings that are open to the
public. It also welcomes the use of social networking and micro-blogging websites (such as
Twitter and Facebook) to communicate with people about what is happening, as it happens.
These arrangements operate in accordance with a protocol agreed by the Chairman of the
Council and political Group Leaders which can be accessed via the following link or made
available on request: http://tinyurl.com/ccc-film-record.
Public speaking on the agenda items above is encouraged. Speakers must register their
intention to speak by contacting the Democratic Services Officer no later than 12.00 noon
three working days before the meeting. Full details of arrangements for public speaking are
set out in Part 4, Part 4.4 of the Council’s Constitution http://tinyurl.com/cambs-constitution.
The Council does not guarantee the provision of car parking on the Shire Hall site and you
will need to use nearby public car parks http://tinyurl.com/ccc-carpark or public transport
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Agenda Item No: 2
PLANNING COMMITTEE: MINUTES
Date:

Thursday 16th June 2016

Time:

10.00am – 12.05pm

Place:

Kreis Viersen Room, Shire Hall, Cambridge

Present:

Councillors P Ashcroft, B Ashwood, D Connor, L Harford, W Hunt, S
Kindersley, A Lay, M Loynes, J Scutt and M Smith

186. APOLOGIES AND DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Mason. There were no declarations of
interest.
187. MINUTES – 12TH MAY 2016
The minutes of the Planning Committee meeting held on 12th May 2016 were agreed as a
correct record and signed by the Chairman.
The Chairman advised Members that it had been brought to his attention that a member of
the public had tried to register their intention to speak against the application within the
allocated timescale but due to an IT issue, their request was not received by Democratic
Services in time. Therefore on that basis, a member of the public that had registered in time
had been informed they would be given the full five minutes to speak. The Chairman
therefore proposed to exercise his discretion and amend protocol in this instance and allow
all speakers, including those in support of the application, to speak for five minutes. The
Chairman highlighted that the amendment was seen to be an exceptional circumstance and
as such the adjustment would not be seen to set a precedent for any future meetings of the
Planning Committee.
188. EXTENSION TO QUARRY FOR EXTRACTION OF LIMESTONE, PROVISION OF NEW
STORAGE BUILDING, IMPORTATION OF INERT FILL, ANCILLARY RECYCLING OF
INERT MATERIAL AND REVISED RESTORATION
AT: DIMMOCKS COTE QUARRY, STRETHAM ROAD, WICKEN, ELY, CB7 5XL
FOR: CAMBRIDGESHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
LPA REF: E/3008/14/CM
Further to a committee site visit having been undertaken on 15 June 2016, the Committee
received an application for an extension to the quarry for extraction of limestone, provision of
a new storage building, the importation of inert landfill, ancillary recycling of inert material
and revised restoration.
Officers highlighted to Members the site setting displaying a plan showing the location of the
five Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), namely Wicken Fen SSSI which was also a
Ramsar site and a Special Area of Conservation; the Upware Pit South SSSI; Upware Pit
North SSSI; Upware Bridge Pit North SSSI; and the Cam Washes SSSI within the locality.
Additionally, the position of Kingfisher’s Bridge County Wildlife Site (CWS) was pointed out to
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the north of the application site. The position of a neighbouring strip of land in respect of
which information had been received relating to its use for the take-off and landing of aircraft;
the positions of nearby properties; and the position of the site in relation to the A1123 was
also drawn to Members attention.
Photographs of the existing quarry access and site including buildings and activity were
displayed. A plan was displayed showing the locations of Dimmocks Cote Moorings;
numbers 40, 38A and 36 Stretham Road; the Kingfisher’s Bridge visitor building; and High
Fen Farmhouse, a listed building.
Officer’s stated that the proposed extraction of limestone would be carried out over a period
of eighteen and a half years in thirteen phases of operation. The proposed landfilling of inert
waste would also take place in 13 phases. Copies of drawings showing the phasing plan,
phases 1 and 13, and the proposed restoration plan, were also displayed and the positions
of the proposed building and the proposed waste recycling areas were also identified.
Attention was drawn to fencing that would be erected to protect the Great Crested Newt
population in areas of the quarry that had re-vegetated.
During discussion:


Members were informed that the site would receive mixed loads of soil and inert waste.
35,000 tonnes of waste would be received per annum of which approximately 5,000
tonnes would be recyclable material and leave the site which equated to 15% of the total
waste received.



Officers explained that the proposals had been examined in terms of their effect on the
Minerals and Waste development plan. Officers were satisfied that the delivery of inert
waste at the site would not prejudice strategic sites at Block Fen. It was also noted that
allocations within the Mineral and Waste Site Specific Proposals Plan had been made
based on existing capacity within Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, therefore the policy
assessment was particularly relevant in this case.



It was questioned whether the airstrip was registered as an emergency landing strip.
Officers were unsure and recommended that the owner of the airstrip would be better
placed to confirm this. However, they understood that it was booked for flights / landings
etc. to take place for less than 28 days per year under permitted development rights so it
was unlikely that it would take emergency landings. However, it was agreed that this
point would be parked and if required checked with Mr Bent as the landowner.



It was confirmed that the Great Crested Newt population would be free to migrate once
restoration work had been completed and that the restoration plans were consistent with
the habitat needs of the newts.



Attention was drawn to forty-eight letters of objection having been referred to (in relation
to paragraph 6.27 of the officer report). It was also confirmed that one letter in support of
the application had been received. Officers reminded Members it was the content of the
representations made that was of most importance rather than the volume as they had to
contain a valid planning consideration.

The Chairman read out a statement from Councillor Coralie Green on behalf of East
Cambridgeshire District Council in which she formally requested that members of the
Planning Committee consider the concerns she raised as part of her objection to the
planning application. In particular she drew members attention to the issues related to the
traffic impacts on the surrounding villages and the impact this would have on the local
residents.
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Following the above statement members:


Sought clarification regarding the potential increase in vehicle movements. Officers
highlighted paragraphs 8.56 and 8.57 of the report that stated that the average rate of
movements per hour for the entire proposal would be expected to generate, 35 Heavy
Commercial Vehicle (HCV) movements per day into and out of the application site.
Members were informed that when assessing the vehicle movements the applicant was
required to test the maximum number of movements if the site was operating at full
capacity over a period of a month.



Expressed concern that the impact of the vehicle movements relating to the extraction of
mineral would not be consistent on villages as there would be periods of intense activity
because the site was quarried in “campaigns”, which would generate more vehicle
movements. Officers advised that the quarried material would be stored on site; owing
to the site only being able to accommodate a small number of HCVs the material would
not leave at the same time. Reference was made to the mineral that was still evident on
site during the member site visit from the last campaign and it was possible to see the
limited space on site to operate; it was therefore unlikely that movement relating to the
mineral process would be increased above existing rates.

Speaking on behalf of the applicant, Mr Ted Clover informed Members that Francis Flower
were a family owned business that operated across a number of sites in the United Kingdom.
Francis Flower supplied over 90% of the filler for the UK asphalt industry. The site had
operated for many years without complaint. Francis Flower would be able to supply 70% of
the asphalt requirement for the eastern region, the south east and London if the application
was approved and the application was vital for the future development of the country,
particularly with the growth agenda. The next nearest available sources of material were
Derby and Somerset. The proposed restoration had been designed to deliver a landform
that addresses a range of planning requirements which included protecting the existing water
environment, protecting the ecological interest both within and adjoining the site, retaining
the best and most versatile agricultural soil resource whilst seeking to reduce the need for
long term dewatering and achieving a stable restoration scheme. Mr Clover emphasised the
employment benefits of the development and was confident that the site could be quarried
and restored with minimal impact on the environment.
In response to Members questions Mr Clover:


Explained that currently there were 6,000 vehicular movements per annum. However,
owing to tonnage and space constraints on the site, it was likely that the mineral
movements were likely to continue at the same rates of approximately 11 movements
per day. What had been addressed for highways was the fluctuations over a day, so
while there would be fluctuations over the day and year due to agricultural demand
around September; the maximum average number of daily movements assessed was
35, and taking everything into account on a worst case scenario 80 movements were
assessed, although in reality what was proposed was 72. The site would be unable to
generate HCV movements of 21,000 per year that had been quoted by an objector as
the site could not accommodate that number of vehicles. Confusion has come about by
taking the maximums and multiplied up by the days of the years. However, to clarify all
vehicle movements proposed per annum would be 9,500 which included the infill
operations and this was proposed to be controlled by officers through the use of
conditions to limit the rates of materials.
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In relation to the extraction of mineral, drew attention to the site only being able to
accommodate 2 HCVs per hour and therefore there would be a steady flow of HCVs;
around 10 per day. Many HCVs could not be back filled with recyclates because the
HCVs were specialist vehicles and were unsuitable for that purpose. He explained
further that it was not like a sand and gravel quarry where it was possible to backload
most loads, as such the transport assessment did not account for any back-loading
therefore, it was based on the worst case scenario.



Acknowledged that confusion had arisen with the general public in relation to the
transport figures owing to different measurements e.g. annually, daily and hourly etc. and
that it was understandable that the local villages wanted to understand the true impact.
It was confirmed again that the existing is 6,000 vehicular movements per annum with
approximately one third travelling through Wicken and that with the waste element all
vehicle movements proposed would be 9,500. The application would result in a 50%
increase in vehicle movements.



Explained that the row of trees that were situated close to the observation site were
proposed to be removed as part of the proposal. These would eventually, pending
discussions with Cambridgeshire County Council, need to be removed if the application
was not granted as the material they were planted in would be required for the
restoration of the existing site.



In relation to concerns over the quality of water and the guarantees able to give the
SSSIs, explained that a bespoke waste management license had to be obtained from the
Environment Agency (EA) owing to the specialist nature of the site. A transfer note
would be received detailing the infill received on site. All material would be inspected on
arrival then tipped into an engineered, impermeable cell. The EA required that the site
be lined and engineered to a higher standard than most inert waste management sites.
Once sealed in the groundwater would not come into contact with waste from the site.
The site relied on being pumped twice daily and there were safeguards in place in case
of emergency or mechanical failures; which meant that water could be stopped from
leaving the site in the event of any spill. With the restoration proposed, water entered
between the junction of the grey and white levels, which was shown by officers on the
presentation slides, which was why the inert fill was only proposed to go up to the grey
area. The limestone comprised of 2 layers, of which the lower grey layer was all but
impermeable and the cell would be constructed within the layer of grey limestone. The
drainage ditch, as pointed out by officers using the restoration plan side, was proposed
to intercept the water and retain and maintain water quality.



Confirmed that inert waste that would be imported into the site was insoluble and
therefore there would be no leachate. As such only moisture was likely to enter the cell
when placing soils but this would not permeate the cells to the groundwater flow.

Speaking in support of the application, Dr Simon Kelly, a self- employed geologist who
represented the Cambridgeshire Geosite Team and independent of the quarry, highlighted
the long history of quarries in the area and the unique nature of the site. The limestone
outcrop was minute in geological terms – stretching only 5km northwards from Upware.
However, it contained a diverse shallow marine subtropical fauna that was approximately
150 million years old and was hugely significant internationally and could be described as
Cambridgeshire’s answer to a marine Jurassic Park. The site was abundant in the remains
of sea urchins, molluscs and reptiles with over 150 species recorded. It was the only locality
for Dimmocks Cote Marl. The quarry was invaluable for academic research, school trips,
undergraduates, geologists and the Paleontological Association. The quarry processes
exposed new material for research and without the proposed expansion; the limestone at the
site as a teaching facility would deteriorate.
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Dr Kelly stated that if quarrying ceases a significant, unique and long-standing
Cambridgeshire industry would become extinct. Quarrying exposed new surfaces for
geological examination. If the quarry could not expand, the quality of scientific collection e.g., fossils and geological data, would rapidly deteriorate and the Dimmocks Cote Marl
would soon become inaccessible. The teaching quality of the site would therefore
correspondingly deteriorate.
Dr Kelly expressed concerns about contamination regarding the inert waste that was
proposed to be deposited at the site and drew attention to the need for strict controls and
monitoring. However, he acknowledged that the nearby geological SSSI’s were all originally
industrial sites working without the strict controls now in place.
In response to Members questions Dr Kelly:


Explained that sites deteriorate over time. The quality of material that was able to be
collected from the former working pits such as Commissioners Pit (South Pit) was very
limited and can now only access the rock in very small areas.



the educational benefits of the site as a place of academic research.



Expressed the hope that when the works Emphasised were completed by 2037 there
would still be a SSSI and the works would expose new material for research in the
future.

Speaking against the application Mr Tim Bent informed the Committee of his objections. Mr
Bent lived directly north of the quarry, at Kingfishers Bridge House, identified as 40 Stretham
Road. The current operations at the quarry were inaudible but expressed concerns that the
extension and change of use would have an impact on his enjoyment of the land so was
relying on members of the Planning Committee to safeguard his amenity. Mr Bent
appreciated the conditions that had been applied to the proposed development but the
application would impact on his quiet home. The application was also inconsistent with the
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy. The airstrip that was part of Mr Bent’s property and
shared a boundary with the quarry had been registered with VFR Flight Guide Ltd for a
number of years. Mr Bent noted that Francis Flower had recognised the potential hazard of
overhead power cables to landing aircraft and had agreed at considerable cost to bury the
cables underground. However, he questioned the safety of the airstrip in line with Policy
CS34 (neighbouring land uses) and National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph
114 where there should be no adverse impacts on air safety, noting the depth into the quarry
(6 metres) and in the absence of a bund along the northern boundary. Mr Bent also
highlighted the potential pollution that could occur as a result of the need to extract clay from
the site for the required cap and liner and the impacts associated with moving it and
compacting it. He also raised concerns about the traffic movements to the site as he did not
agree with the numbers quoted.
In response to a Member’s question Mr Bent acknowledged that any financial benefit of the
application would be realised by the applicant and not geologists and noted the educational
benefit of the site, but argued that the educational benefit did not outweigh the impact that
the application would have on villages in the local area. Mr Bent also drew attention to what
he perceived to be contradictory information supplied by the applicant regarding proposed
vehicle movements and that the agent had contradicted himself during his presentation.
Speaking against the application Mr Andrew Green explained that he had no objection to the
quarry extension or to the continued operation of the quarry. However, he did object to the
change of use for the site in relation to infilling and the creation of a recycling business.
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Mr Green stated that he was the founding member of the Kingfisher Bridge and the SSSI’s /
CWS. He acknowledged that the project required a water supply from the quarry. He stated
that the current proposal suggested this would be provided and pumped in perpetuity.
Mr Green believed that it would be highly unlikely that the level of checking and monitoring of
inert waste delivered to the site would be possible. It was inevitable that there would be
pollution of the water supply with the immediate loss of ecosystems and SSSIs. Mr Green
emphasised the sensitivity of the location and therefore the site should not become a
recycling centre, or be allowed to deal with waste.
In response to a Member question, Mr Green explained that the ability of the operator to
inspect each load of waste delivered to the site was questionable and expressed doubts
regarding the sustainability of the proposed clay cap as during a dry summer the clay would
dry and crack; rain water would then be able to permeate the cap and pollution would
therefore leach from the site. The application liner represented an experiment that had not
been demonstrated to work. The alternative was a plastic liner that may not last.
The Chairman requested that Members noted it was for the Environment Agency to monitor
the operation of the site with regard to the importation of inert waste. It was not for the
Planning Committee to question the ability of the relevant agencies to monitor and enforce
conditions at the site.
The Local Member for Soham and Fordham Villages, Councillor Joshua Schumann
addressed the Committee. Councillor Schumann, highlighted the concerns of local residents
regarding the inert landfill operation and acknowledged that he was representing Local
Members that were unable to attend. Councillor Schumann drew Members attention to the
recent debate at Full Council regarding capacity on the A10 and A142 and increased vehicle
movements would have a significant detrimental impact. The application would utilise these
routes, already at capacity, which would further exacerbate an existing problem.
Councillor Schumann highlighted that local residents had little objection to the quarry’s
activities but had concerns regarding the proposed change of use regarding recycling as it
was inconsistent with the Waste and Minerals Core Plan and national planning policy. He
requested Members note that whilst officers used the term ‘concerns’ within the report, they
were in fact vehement objections. He also stated there were very few community benefits to
local villages, although noted the educational importance of the quarry. Furthermore, he
emphasised the potential risks of a landfill site being situated next to SSSIs.
Councillor Schumann drew attention to the objections received from Local Members, Parish
Councils and M.P.s for the area.
In response to Members questions Councillor Schumann:


Explained that it would be possible to refuse the application on grounds of impact on
traffic and potential for pollution for SSSIs. However, he was of the opinion that the
pollution issue could be challenged, but the traffic movements could be defended on the
grounds that they would be significant in their increase. In addition he highlighted that it
was contrary to planning policy so in planning terms it could be refused. He
acknowledged that the application had to be considered as one but emphasised
concerns regarding the importation of inert waste.



Noted that while the material extracted at the site was important to the national
infrastructure and that there was a requirement to consider the future in relation to
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growth, it did not outweigh the demonstrable harm it would have on local communities
from the traffic movements


Agreed that it would not be unreasonable to consider that traffic could go straight over
and on the A1123 instead of onto the A10, particularly as the A10 was not always the
most free-flowing route so they might seek alternative routes. It was acknowledged that a
routeing map was proposed as part of the draft planning conditions that addressed the
point.

During discussion of report:


It was confirmed with officers that material that would be deposited at the quarry site
would, depending on where it originated from, travel along the same roads namely the
A10 to be deposited at the Block Fen site. Therefore the traffic would represent a
displacement rather that an increase in the overall traffic level.



Clarification was sought regarding the opening hours of the site and why exceptions had
been listed. Officers confirmed that operations would not commence outside of the
permitted hours and the exceptions took account of what needed to take place outside of
the controlled hours, in particular it was explained that the tanker lorry that would arrive
and leave late at night was a movement that occurred at the site already. Members
noted that the site currently operated with fewer controls and the application provided the
opportunity to greatly tighten operation of the site through the imposition of new
conditions.



The Local Member for Stretham at East Cambridgeshire District Council and
Haddenham for Cambridgeshire County Council drew Members attention to the unique
ecological surroundings to the quarry. Councilor Hunt noted the proposed routing
agreements that were recommended as conditions but expressed concern for their
enforceability and highlighted the concerns of local residents regarding traffic. Councillor
Hunt therefore proposed that the application be refused on grounds of residential
amenity, harm to the airstrip, highways safety and damage to SSSI’s and the Kingfisher
Bridge site with pollution and traffic being the key points. However, the Chairman
advised that further debate should take place before proposals were made.



A Member noted they had no objection with the quarry, but had concerns about the
waste and the impact on the SSSI’s.



A Member thanked officers for the clear and concise report presented. Members were
reliant on experts and ignored their advice at great peril to the Council. The reasons
given for refusal of the application were not supported by the officer’s report. Concerns
regarding traffic would be largely unfounded as the material would be deposited at other
sites nearby. While the concerns of objectors regarding pollution were noted; the
applicant had demonstrated that controls would be in place that mitigated such risk and
noted that it would be the role of the Environment Agency in the monitoring and
enforcement of pollution, which sat outside the remit of the Planning Committee.



Confirmed that the EA and Natural England had been consulted, agreed the draft
conditions and had no objection to the application subject to the recommended
conditions being imposed



Sought clarity regarding the pollution controls that would be enforced if the application
was successful. Officers explained that the applicant would be required to carry out
monitoring, that visits to the site would be undertaken by the EA and that the Council
would inspect the site to ensure compliance from a planning perspective. Natural
England had a key interest in the site and had worked closely with the EA and the
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Council on developing the conditions for the application. Both organisations were happy
that the risks associated with the proposed operations at the site could be mitigated.


A Member drew the Committee’s attention to its role in judging the application against
material planning considerations and to consider the advice of experts. It was noted that
the competency of a planning committee is viewed on the material facts and steer from
experts / officers.



Officers clarified that when they were asked about whether the waste and related traffic
movements could be seen as a displacement of waste rather than new movements the
example was based on Block Fen and that the waste at that point was assumed to be
coming from growth sites in and around Cambridge – although it was noted that the
origin of the waste would impact on the roads to be used.

Officers clarified that the initial consultation followed the relevant regulation requirements and
only dealt with the Parish Council in which the application sat. A member noted it was the
proposals on page 14 of the report in relation to the ancillary recycling and the waste
elements that required control and monitoring.
Following the debate regarding the application the Chairman acknowledged the earlier
proposal made by Councillor Hunt to go against officers’ recommendation and refuse the
application. This was seconded by Councillor Loynes and when put to the vote the proposal
was lost.
It was therefore resolved to grant planning permission subject to the conditions set out in
appendix A to these minutes.
189. SUMMARY OF DECISIONS MADE UNDER DELEGATED POWERS
It was resolved to note the report.
190. DATE OF NEXT MEETING: THURSDAY 21ST JULY 2016

Chairman
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Appendix A
Schedule of Conditions:E/3008/14/CM
Without prejudice, Schedule of Draft Conditions:Commencement
1. The development hereby permitted shall be commenced not later than three years
from the date of this permission. Within seven days of the commencement of
operations, the operator shall notify the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority in
writing of the exact start date.
Reason: In accordance with the requirements of section 91 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 as amended by section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004
Approved Plans
2. The development hereby permitted shall not be proceed except in accordance with
the application forms, planning statement and Environmental Statement
(accompanied by certificates dated 17th November 2014) as amended by the
additional supporting information and amendments included within and accompanying
letters dated 18 February 2015 (capacity figures); 11 August 2015 (including
Transport Addendum July 2015, and Revised Management Plan 13 August 2015,
Hydrological Assessment Addendum August 2015); 22 January 2016 (including
Revised Aftercare scheme and Geological viewing platform proposal); 15 March 2016
(Lorry Routeing); 22 April 2016 (Dewatering clarification); 31 March 2016 (Clay
Capping), and 12 May 2016 (Restoration and Ecology) , and the following conditions.
The site shall be worked, engineered, and restored in accordance with the following
approved drawings:CP/FF/DCN/01
CP/FF/DCN/02
CP/FF/DCN/04
CP/FF/DCN/04a
CP/FF/DCN/04b
CP/FF/DCN/04c
CP/FF/DCN/04d
CP/FF/DCN/04e
CP/FF/DCN/04f
CP/FF/DCN/04g
CP/FF/DCN/04h
CP/FF/DCN/04i
CP/FF/DCN/04j
CP/FF/DCN/04k
CP/FF/DCN/04l
CP/FF/DCN/04m
CP/FF/DCN/05
CP/FF/DCN/06
CP/FF/DCN/07

Location Plan dated September 2014
Block plan dated September 2014
Rev a Phasing Plan dated September 2014
Rev b Phase 1 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 2 dated September 2014;
Rev a Phase 3 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 4 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 5 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 6 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 7 dated September 2014
Rev b Phase 8 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 9 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 10 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 11 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 12 dated September 2014
Rev a Phase 13 dated September 2014
Rev b Restoration Plan dated September 2014
and accompanying key sheet
Sections dated October 2014
Elevations Roof Plan dated June 2014
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CP/FF/DCN/10
CP/FF/DCN/11
CP/FF/DCN/13
CP/FF/DCN/14

Advanced Planting dated April 2016
Great Crested Newt Fencing dated April 2016
Recycling Plant (Section and Layout) dated April
2016
Relocated Upware Bridge Pit North SSSI dated
May 2016

(Note – Drawing number CP/FF/DCN/08 was superseded and there is no submitted
plan numbered CP/FF/DCN/09. Drawing number CP/FF/DCN12 relates to an
Electricity Easement which is relies upon permitted development rights).
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and to minimise harm to the local environment in
accordance with policies CS1, CS2, CS24, CS25, CS34, and CS39 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and
policy ENV 9 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
Working Time Limit
3. All winning and working of mineral, waste importation, ancillary waste management
processes, and the deposit of waste shall cease no later than 31st December 2035.
Reason: To ensure proper and expeditious restoration of the site and to ensure that
the ancillary waste management facilities are limited to the life of the operations in
accordance with policies CS41 and CS25 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
Removal of storage building and remaining items
4. The storage building hereby permitted and all items including vehicles, plant and
equipment relating to the development hereby approved shall be removed from the
application site in its entirety by no later than 18 months from the permanent cessation
of the extraction of mineral within the site edged red on drawing number
CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 or no later than 30th June 2037, whichever is
the soonest.
Reason: To ensure proper and expeditious restoration of the site and to ensure that
the ancillary waste management facilities are limited to the life of the operations in
accordance with policy CS25 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Core Strategy (2011).
5. Restoration time limit
The site edged red on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 shall
be restored in its entirely in accordance with Restoration Plan Drawing Number
CP/FF/DCN/05 Rev b Dated September 2014 no later than 21 months of the
permanent cessation of mineral extraction within the site edged red on drawing
number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 or no later than 30th September 2037,
whichever is the soonest.
Reason: To ensure proper and expeditious restoration of the site and to ensure that
the ancillary waste management facilities are limited to the life of the operations in
accordance with policy CS25 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Core Strategy (2011).
Vehicular Access
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6. Vehicular access and egress to and from the site edged red on drawing number
CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 shall only be gained via the existing quarry
access, which is annotated on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02.
Reason: To ensure satisfactory access to the site in the interests of highway safety in
accordance with policy CS32 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Core Strategy (2011) and COM7 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan
(2015).
Inert waste and ancillary recycling
7. No waste except inert waste consisting of loads which shall include soil materials
intended for the implementation of the permission hereby granted, shall be received
at, processed, or deposited within the site edged red on drawing number
CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014.
Reason: To ensure the appropriate development and restoration of the site and to
protect against pollution and the amenities of the locality in accordance with policies
CS2, CS14, CS22, CS29 CS34, and CS39 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and ENV9 of the East Cambridgeshire
Local Plan (2015)
Distance of arising waste
8. No waste arising at a distance greater than a 25 mile radius of the application site as
shown on Plan CCC1 Waste Catchment Area attached shall be received at or
deposited on the site edged red on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September
2014. The operator shall maintain a written record at the site of deliveries of the origin
of waste delivered, the tonnage, and the date of delivery. These records shall be
maintained and the results collated within a report to be supplied to the Mineral and
Waste Planning Authority within 10 working days of a written request.
Reason: To limit the movement of waste when taken cumulatively with existing
mineral operations, in accordance with policy CS29 of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
Mineral extraction limit
9. No more than 70,000 tonnes of mineral shall be extracted from and removed from the
site, within any one calendar year.
Reason: To limit the development, including vehicular movements proposed allowing
for reasonable operational flexibility, in the interests of residential amenity and to
ensure the appropriate working of the mineral reserve in accordance with policies
CS1, CS32, and CS34 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste
Core Strategy (2011).
Inert waste limit
10. No more than 40,000 tonnes of inert waste shall be received at the site edged red on
drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 within any one calendar year.
Reason: To limit the development, including vehicular movements proposed allowing
for reasonable operational flexibility, in the interests of residential amenity and to
ensure the appropriate working of the mineral reserve in accordance with policies
CS1, CS32, and CS34 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste
Core Strategy (2011).
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Mineral importation limit
11. No more than 40,000 tonnes of imported mineral shall be received at the area shown
outlined in red on Plan CCC2 Mineral Importation Area attached within any one
calendar year. No imported minerals shall be deposited outside the area shown
outlined in red on Plan CCC2 Mineral Importation Area attached. The importation of
mineral is permitted for a time limited period only expiring on 31 December 2025 or on
cessation of the processing of mineral extracted from the site edged red on drawing
number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014, whichever is the sooner. The operator
shall maintain a written, dated record at the site of the amount and date of all mineral
importation into the area shown outlined in red on Plan CCC2 Mineral Importation Area
attached. These records shall be maintained and the results collated within a report to
be supplied to the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority within 10 working days of a
written request.

Reason: To limit the development, including vehicular movements proposed allowing
for reasonable operational flexibility, in the interests of residential amenity and to be
consistent with the importation of minerals granted in planning permission
E/03010/12/CM in accordance with policies CS1, CS32, and CS34 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
12. Hours of operation
No activity whatsoever shall take place within the application site edged red on
drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 outside of the hours of:0700 – 1800 each day on Mondays to Fridays inclusive and
0700 - 13.00 each Saturday.
Subject to the following exceptions:a)

Activity relating to Minerals processing within the plant area as hatched on Plan
CCC3 Mineral Processing Activity Area attached (including the movements of
bulk tankers), which shall be permitted only between the hours of:0700 – 2200 each day on Mondays to Saturdays.

b)

No more than 1 bulk tanker lorry shall enter or leave the site between the hours
of 22:00 and 07:00 for the purposes of loading or unloading. Vehicular
movements during that time shall be restricted to the plant area as shown on
Plan CCC3 Mineral Processing Activity Area attached.

c)

Activity relating to employees arriving to start work and leaving
work and for essential maintenance.

d)

Action being taken in an immediate emergency and /or to
address immediate health and safety issues.

Other than in accordance with exceptions c) and d) above, no activity shall take place
within the application site edged red on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated
September 2014 on Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays.
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Reason: In the interests of limiting the effects on local amenity to control the impacts
of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).

13. Noise limits
The level of noise emitted from the site shall not exceed the following limits at a
distance of one metre from the façade of the specified noise sensitive property to
which they refer when measured and, or calculated in accordance with BS4142 and
the National Planning Practice Guidance:Location

Noise Limit (dBLAeq, I hour)

Kingfishers Bridge House (40 Stretham Road) 52
Dimmocks Cote Farm

45

Red Barn Farm

53

Reason: In the interests of limiting the effects on local amenity to
control the impacts of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste
Core Strategy (2011).
14. Lorry Routeing
The application site edged red on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September
2014 shall not be operated except in accordance with the lorry routeing scheme,
accompanying Clover Planning’s letter dated 10 March 2016, and Plan CCC4 Traffic
Routeing attached.
Reason: In the interests of limiting the effects on local amenity to
control the impacts of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste
Core Strategy (2011).
15. Register of complaints
A register of all complaints received in relation to the development shall be kept at the
application site edged red on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 September 2014 and
shall be made available for inspection by officers of the Mineral and Waste Planning
Authority upon request. All measures taken to prevent recurrence of a breach shall be
recorded in the register of complaints.
Reason: In the interests of limiting the effects on local amenity to
control the impacts of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste
Core Strategy (2011).
16. Noise Management Plan
No development shall commence until a noise management plan, which shall include
but not be limited to:a. Provisions for maintenance of haul roads, speed limit of maximum of 10 miles
per hour within the site and avoidance of excessive revving;
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b. Details of any new haul roads (to be sited as far away as possible from
residential properties) and of the maintenance programme for the haul roads;
c. Locations and depths of siting of all crushers and screeners (to be located as
far away from residential properties as possible and the crusher should be
located at a depth of 6 metres of more within the quarry);
d. Installation and use of broadband reversing alarms and their use on all vehicles
working on site;
e. Use of modern and well maintained quietest available equipment and plant at
all times and in conformity with EU Directives including details of the use of
enclosures and screens;
f. Shutting down of equipment when not in use where practicable and avoidance
of unnecessary revving;
g. Minimising height of material drops from lorries and other plant and use of
rubber line chutes, dumpers and transfer points to reduce impact noise from
falling material;
h. Existing pumps to remain within the existing quarry as required by condition 17
below;
i. Consideration in relation to Sections 8.2 and 8.3 of BS5228:1 (Code of practice
for noise and vibration on construction and open sites – Part 1: Noise)
regarding Control of Noise;
j. Details of regular toolbox talks/training for staff members to ensure proper use
of tools and equipment and avoidance of unnecessary noise and positioning of
equipment to reduce noise to neighbourhood;
k. Details to limit use of any noisy plant or vehicles;
l. Details for starting up plant sequentially rather than all together;
m. Details for ensuring noise control measures fitted on plant and vehicles are
utilised when in operation;
n. Details of consideration of acoustic treatment or retrofitting of existing plant;
o. Details of the procedure to investigate and to address all noise complaints,
which may be received, who is responsible for the investigation and how they
can be contacted.
shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste
Planning Authority. No development shall commence until all of the provisions of the
approved noise management plan are fully in place. They shall be thereafter retained
and no activity shall take place within the application site edged red on drawing
number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 unless fully in accordance with the
approved noise management plan.
Reason: In the interests of limiting the effects on local amenity to
control the impacts of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
Dust Control
17. No activity shall take place within the application site edged red on drawing number
CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 unless fully in accordance with the approved
dust control measures stated in paragraphs 9.40 to 9.46 inclusive of Chapter 9 Dust
Assessment of the Environmental Statement October 2014, which shall be fully
implemented and adhered to.
Reason: In the interests of limiting the effects on local amenity to
control the impacts of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
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18. Pump Details
No pump shall be used within any part of the hereby permitted extended area of the
quarry (Phases 1-13 inclusive) and no new pump installed or existing pump replaced
on the site edged red on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014
except in accordance with details which shall have been previously been submitted to
and agreed in writing by the Minerals and Waste Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of limiting the effects of noise on local amenity to control the
impacts of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
Limit Mineral Stockpile Heights
19. Within any part of the hereby permitted extension area (Phases 1-13 inclusive as
shown on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/04 Rev a) no stockpile shall exceed 9.50
metres AoD; and within the remainder of the application site edged red on drawing
number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 no stockpile shall exceed 13 m AoD.
Reason: In the interests of limiting the effects on local amenity to
control the impacts of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
20. Levels of base of quarry, Clay lining and cap
No waste shall be accepted at or deposited on the site edged red on drawing number
CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 until a scheme showing the levels of the final
base of the excavation, the provision of a restoration cap, side and basal liner for each
landfill cell has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste
Planning Authority.
No waste shall be deposited in any cell unless the side and basal liner has been
completed in accordance with the approved scheme and no restoration soils shall be
replaced unless the clay capping of the cell has been completed in accordance with
the approved details.
The development shall be constructed wholly in accordance with the approved
scheme.
Reason: To ensure the particularly sensitive water environment of Wicken Fen SSSI,
Ramsar and SAC, Upware North and South Pits SSSI’s and Upware Bridge Pit North
SSSI and Cam Washes SSSI, the Kingfisher Bridge County Wildlife Site and the
environment of the locality are not adversely impacted by any contaminants from the
proposed inert landfill or as a result of mineral extraction and to protect and prevent
the pollution of controlled waters in accordance with policies CS2,CS35 and CS39 of
the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and
COM9 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
Storage of Inert Waste and Recyclates
21. No inert waste or recovered recyclates shall be stored or processed
outside of the bunded area (shown to contain the waste processing screener and
crusher) at any time, as shown on the relevant phase drawings CP/FF/DCN/04a Rev b
to CP/FF/DCN/04m Rev a in relation to the phase that is being worked.
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Reason: To ensure the particularly sensitive water environment of Wicken Fen SSSI,
Ramsar and SAC, Upware North and South Pits SSSI’s and Upware Bridge Pit North
SSSI and Cam Washes SSSIWicken Fen Upware Pits and Cam Washes, the
Kingfisher Bridge County Wildlife Site and the environment of the locality are not
adversely impacted by any contaminants from the proposed inert landfill or as a result
of mineral extraction and to protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters in
accordance with policies CS2, CS35 and CS39 of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and COM9 (of the East
Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
Groundwater Flow
22. No development shall take place until a scheme has been submitted to and approved
in writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority in consultation with the
Environment Agency and Natural England which demonstrates that there will be no
resultant unacceptable risk of obstruction to groundwater flow or unwanted impact on
groundwater features or abstractors from this development. The scheme should
include but not be limited to:a) Refining the existing conceptual model and carrying out a risk assessment
utilising the site specific data to establish the likely impacts from the extension,
dewatering and restoration activities on the designated sites including but not
being limited to Upware North Pit SSSI;
b) The installation of an additional borehole (in the proximity of existing boreholes
BH14/2 and BH14/3) for the purposes of determining groundwater flow
direction in relation to Upware North Pit SSSI;
c) Details of a pump test and the installation of an observation borehole (in close
proximity to the pumped well) at the northern perimeter of the extension to
determine the aquifer properties and to produce a site specific radial zone of
influence of the extension upon Upware North Pit SSSI and calculations of
inflow rates into the quarry void;
d) Calculations of the inflow rate into the Upware North SSSI;
e) Details in relation to monitoring the water levels of the Upware North Pit SSSI;
f) A timetable for implementation.
The approved scheme shall be implemented it its entirety in accordance with the
approved timetable.
Reason: To ensure the particularly sensitive water environment of Wicken Fen SSSI,
Ramsar and SAC, Upware North and South Pits SSSI’s and Upware Bridge Pit North
SSSI and Cam Washes SSSI, and the Kingfisher Bridge County Wildlife Site, and in
particular Upware North Pit SSSI are not adversely impacted as a result of the impact
of mineral extraction upon the groundwater flows in in accordance with policies CS2,
CS35 and CS39 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core
Strategy (2011).
23. Groundwater and Surface Water Monitoring Phases 1-6
No development hereby permitted shall commence until a scheme to provide for
monitoring groundwater and surface water quantity and quality throughout each of
Phases 1-6 (including an implementation timetable), has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority.
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No development shall take place until all of the water monitoring devices relied
upon by the approved scheme are provided in their entirety and are
operational.
Working phases 1-6 shall only be implemented entirely in accordance with the
approved monitoring scheme. Monitoring shall be carried out in accordance
with the timetable within the approved scheme.
The Mineral and Waste Planning Authority shall be advised in writing of all
significant changes when they arise and of details of any mitigation measures,
including a timetable for implementation, shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority.
Monitoring results shall be submitted no less than annually and details of any
necessary mitigation measures shall be submitted to accompany each
monitoring report and approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning
Authority in consultation with the Environment Agency and Natural England, in
accordance with the timetable to be contained within the approved scheme.
All approved mitigation measures shall be implemented in their entirety in
accordance with the approved details and timetable.

Reason: To ensure the particularly sensitive water environment of Wicken Fen SSSI,
Ramsar and SAC, Upware North and South Pit SSSI’s and Upware Bridge Pit North
SSSI Cam Washes SSSI, and the Kingfisher Bridge County Wildlife Site, and the
environment of the locality are not adversely impacted by any contaminants from the
proposed inert landfill or as a result of mineral extraction and to protect and prevent
the pollution of controlled waters in accordance with policies CS2, CS35 and CS39 of
the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and
COM9 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015). The scheme needs to be
submitted, agreed and implemented prior to the commencement of development given
that it is expected to involve off-site monitoring facilities on land that is not within the
control of the applicant. Additionally monitoring needs to be agreed and in place prior
to the commencement of the extraction of mineral or the deposit of waste hereby
permitted.
24. Groundwater and Surface Water Monitoring Phases 7-13
No development hereby permitted shall commence upon phase 7 as shown on
drawing number CP/FF/DCN/04g Rev a dated September 2014 until a scheme to
provide for monitoring groundwater and surface water quantity and quality throughout
each of working phases 7-13 (including an implementation timetable), has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority.






Working phases 7-13 shall only be implemented entirely in accordance with the
approved scheme.
Monitoring shall be carried out in accordance with the timetable within the
approved scheme.
The Mineral and Waste Planning Authority shall be advised in writing of all
significant changes when they arise and of details of any mitigation measures,
including a timetable for implementation, shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority.
Monitoring results shall be submitted no less than annually and details of any
necessary mitigation measures shall be submitted to accompany each
monitoring report and approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning
Authority in consultation with the Environment Agency and Natural England, in
accordance with the timetable to be contained within the approved scheme.
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All approved mitigation measures shall be implemented in their entirety in
accordance with the approved details and timetable.

Reason: To take account of any changes that may occur as mineral extraction moves
towards the west in relation to the potential for seepage through the mineral to ensure
the particularly sensitive water environment of Wicken Fen SSSI, Ramsar and SAC,
Upware North and South Pits SSSI’s and Upware Bridge Pit North SSSI, the Cam
Washes SSSI and the Kingfisher Bridge County Wildlife Site, and the environment of
the locality are not adversely impacted by any contaminants from the proposed inert
landfill or as a result of mineral extraction and to protect and prevent the pollution of
controlled waters in accordance with policies CS2, CS35 and CS39 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and
COM9 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
25. Surface Water Management Plan
No development hereby permitted shall commence until a scheme to provide a
surface water management plan for the proposed landfill and recycling facility,
including a timetable, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral
and Waste Planning Authority in consultation with the Environment Agency. The
approved development shall be implemented wholly in accordance with the scheme in
accordance with the approved timetable.
Reason: To ensure the particularly sensitive water environment of Wicken Fen SSSI,
Ramsar and SAC, Upware North and South Pits SSSI’s and Upware Bridge Pit North
SSSI and the Cam Washes SSSI and the Kingfisher Bridge County Wildlife Site are
not adversely impacted by any contaminants from the proposed inert landfill or as a
result of mineral extraction and to protect and prevent the pollution of controlled
waters in accordance with policies CS2 and CS39 of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
Ecological Design Strategy (EDS)
26. No development shall commence until an ecological design strategy (EDS)
addressing mitigation, compensation, enhancements and restoration for protected
species, and habitats of ecological value, including but not limited to measures to take
account of and protect:





Great crested newts (to include a protection and translocation scheme);
Water vole (to include a protection and translocation scheme as required);
Breeding birds (to include compensatory measures and provision for removal
of habitat that could support breeding birds outside of the nesting season);
Reptiles (to include a translocation scheme and enhancement of habitat);
Badgers (to include consideration);

has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning
Authority. The EDS shall include, but not be limited to, the following:a) Purpose and conservation objectives for the proposed works;
b) Review of site potential and constraints including an update of the survey and
monitoring work;
c) Updated detailed design(s) and/or working method(s) to achieve stated
objectives;
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d) Final details of ecological features including cross-sections of proposed Great
Crested Newt translocation ponds and the depths and grading of water
bodies to be formed (including cross sections) and levels;
e) Timetable for implementation of all measures, demonstrating that works are
aligned with the proposed phasing of development;
f) Persons responsible for implementing the works; and
g) Details for monitoring and remedial measures.
The EDS shall be implemented entirely in accordance with the approved details and
timetable and all features shall be retained in their entirety.
Reason: To protect species and habitat within the application site (including protected
species) and to enhance biodiversity and the natural environment in accordance with
policies CS25 & CS35 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste
Core Strategy (2011) and policy ENV7 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
27. Archaeological investigation
No development shall commence upon phase 1 shown on drawing number
CF/FF/DCN/04a Rev b until the applicant has secured the implementation of a
programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of
investigation which has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and
Waste Planning Authority.
Reason: To mitigate the impacts on archaeological remains in accordance with Policy
CS36 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy
(2011) and policy ENV14 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015). The condition
needs to be pre-commencement given the undergrounding of the power lines.

28. Advanced Planting
Within two months of the commencement of development, or alternatively if
development should commence outside of a planting season by no later than the 30th
April of the first available planting season following commencement or development,
both:
a) the advanced screen hedgerow planting shall be planted in the positions shown
on Advanced Planting drawing number CP/FF/DCN/10 dated April 2016; in
accordance with the details contained within Appendix 7 of the Planning
Statement; and;
b) The reinforcement of the existing frontage hedgerow along the full length of the
southern boundary of the site as detailed in paragraph 5.4 of the Landscape
Assessment dated 14 November 2014.
shall be planted in their entirety. The reinforcement of the southern boundary frontage
hedgerow shall be implemented fully in accordance with size and spacing details,
which shall have been previously submitted to and agreed in writing by the Mineral
and Waste Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that planting is implemented to mitigate visual impact in
accordance with Policy CS33 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Core Strategy (2011) and Policy ENV1 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan
(2015).
29. Replacement of any failed new planting
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If within a period of five years from the date of the planting of any tree or shrub in
accordance with condition 27 above and Appendix 7 of the supporting Planning
Statement that tree or shrub, or any tree or shrub planted in replacement for it, is
removed, uprooted or destroyed or dies, another tree or shrub of the same species
and size as that originally planted shall be planted in the same location.
Reason: To ensure that planting is established to mitigate visual impact in accordance
with Policy CS33 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core
Strategy (2011) and Policy ENV1 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
30. Protection of existing vegetation and habitat
The existing trees, bushes and hedgerows within the site edged red on drawing
number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September 2014 shall be retained and shall not be
felled, lopped, topped or removed in areas outside of the current or succeeding phase
of mineral working without prior written consent of the Mineral and Waste Planning
Authority. Any such vegetation removed without consent, dying or being severely
damaged or becoming seriously diseased as a result of the operations hereby
permitted shall be replaced with trees or bushes of the same size and species in the
same location unless otherwise previously agreed in writing by the Mineral and Waste
Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the removal of vegetation is controlled to minimise impact
upon habitats in accordance with Policy CS35 of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and Policy ENV1 of the East
Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
31. Re-location and maintenance of geological interest
No mineral shall be extracted from within Phase 1 shown on drawing number
CP/FF/DCN/04a rev b, until a scheme for the partial relocation of the Upware Bridge
Pit North SSSI and geological access arrangements to the site including, but not
limited to, a methodology and timetabled programme to facilitate the investigation and
recording of geological interest throughout the duration of the extraction, creation and
maintenance of a newly exposed face of geological interest and access arrangement
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning
Authority, in consultation with Natural England. The Approved scheme shall be
implemented in its entirety throughout the duration of the mineral extraction hereby
permitted in accordance with the approved timetable.
Reason: In the interest of recording and protecting geological interest of the
application site in accordance with Policy CS35 of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and Policy ENV7 of the East
Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).

32. Access to the Upware Bridge Pit North Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Bird
Hide, and Permissive Footpath
No mineral shall be extracted from Phase 13 as shown on drawing number
CP/FF/DCN/04m Rev a until schemes for the final restoration and maintenance and
retention proposals, maintenance to be for a 10 year period commencing upon
completion of final restoration to bring the relocated Upware Bridge Pit North
geological SSSI, the permissive path and the bird hide into a condition suitable for
amenity use, shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and
Waste Planning Authority. The scheme shall include, but not be limited to:-
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a) Details of access arrangements for the Site of Scientific Interest within the
Quarry;
b) Elevation details including materials and finish of the hide;
c) Details of the permissive footpath; and
d) A timetable for the implementation of each part of the scheme.
The approved scheme shall be implemented in its entirety in accordance with the
approved details and timetable.
Reason: In the interest of enabling observation of the geological and ecological
interest of the application site in accordance with policies CS25, CS35 and CS37 of
the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and
Policy ENV1 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
33. Clean commercial vehicles upon leaving the site
No commercial vehicle shall leave the site unless the wheels and the underside
chassis are clean.
Reason In the interests of highway safety and safeguarding local amenity in
accordance with Policies CS32 and CS34 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (July 2011).
34. Cleaning of haul road
The surfaced entrance to the haul road shall be cleaned as necessary to prevent
materials including mud and debris, being deposited on the public highway.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and safeguarding local amenity in
accordance with Policies CS32 and CS34 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (July 2011).
35. Control of external lighting
No new or replacement external lighting equipment shall be installed on site except in
accordance with details that have first been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority. Such details shall ensure that light spillage
is minimised.
Reason: To minimise nuisance, light pollution and disturbance in the
interests of
limiting the effects on local amenity to control the impacts
of the development and to comply with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011) and policy ENV1 of the East
Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015).
36. Restriction of permitted development rights
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any subsequent order which supersedes it) no
fixed plant, machinery or buildings (with the exception of temporary portable structures
for site staff use) shall be erected or placed in the quarry without the prior written
approval of the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority.
Reason: To safeguard the biodiversity and geodiversity interests within the application
site in accordance with policy CS35 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals
and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
37. Soil handling
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No soils shall be exported from the site edged red on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02
dated September 2014.
No soils shall be stripped, stored, handled or replaced except in accordance with the
approved phasing drawings and a soil handling scheme for each phase that has
submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority.
The schemes shall be submitted at least three months prior to the expected
commencement of stripping of soil and include, but not be limited to, provision for:a) Identify clearly the origin, intermediate and final locations of soils for use in the
agricultural restoration, as defined by soil units, together with details balancing the
quantities, depths, and areas involved (taking into account the approved phasing
Drawings);
b) a Scheme of Machine Movements for the stripping and replacement of soils;
c) the separate handling and storage of topsoil and subsoil;
d) the location profile and height of soil stockpiles (top soil bunds shall not exceed 3
metres; Upper subsoils 4 metres; lower subsoils 6 metres and overburden 6 metres in
height respectively);
e) the handling of soils between November to March inclusive and when the full volume
of soils are in a dry and friable condition including field tests as set out in Appendix 5
of the Agriculture and Soils report within the Environmental Statement accompanying
this application;
f) the submission of a plan within 3 months of the completion of the stripping each
phase showing the location, contours, and volumes of any soil bunds and identifying
the types of soils and soil units there in;
g) details of any additional haul routes;
h) details of grass seeding and management of all soils bunds and stockpiles;
i) avoidance of double handling of soils;
j) Written notification shall be made giving the MPA seven clear working days’ notice of
the intention to start stripping soils;
k) separation between different types of material;
l) consideration of potential ecological impacts;
m) the timetable for the construction and removal of the screening bunds; and
n) details of how the soils are to be replaced including minimum settled depths of subsoil
and topsoils and notification to the Minerals and Waste Planning Authority to facilitate
appropriate inspections.
All soil movements shall be carried out entirely in accordance with the approved
scheme and approved phasing drawings and the only vehicles used for soil
movements shall be those stated on page 12 of Chapter 12 of the Environmental
Statement dated 31 October 2014 and/or identified within the approved scheme.
Reason: To protect the quality of the best and most versatile agricultural soils in
accordance with policies CS25 and CS38 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
38. Soil handling – vehicle movements
All Plant or vehicle movements (except in the case of an emergency) shall be confined
to approved haul routes, or to the overburden/infill surface and shall not cross areas of
topsoil and subsoil except for the express purpose of soil stripping or replacement
operations.
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Reason: To avoid unnecessary compaction and to protect the quality of the best and
most versatile agricultural soils in accordance with policies CS25 and CS38 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
39. Top metre of Infill
No objects larger than 150mm in any dimension shall be contained within the metre
immediately below the base of the subsoil.
Reason: To ensure appropriate restoration to a condition suitable for agriculture in
accordance with policy CS25 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Core Strategy (2011). Larger objects are likely to cause an obstruction to deep
cultivations or underdrainage.
40. Phased Restoration and Survey Levels
The site shall be completed in accordance with the submitted phasing plan drawings
CP/FF/DCN04 a to m inclusive as listed in Condition 2 of this decision notice and the
restoration contours shown on Drawing number CP/FF/DCN/05 Rev b. A survey of the
levels shall be submitted within one month of the completion of the restoration of each
phase in writing to the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority. A final survey shall be
submitted to the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority within one month of the final
completion of the restoration.
Reason: In the interests of monitoring the levels of the site to ensure the satisfactory
restoration of the site to approved levels in accordance with policy CS25 of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
41. Differential Settlement
Where differential settlement occurs during the restoration and aftercare periods, all
depressions shall be filled to the final settlement contours in accordance with details
which shall have been previously submitted to and agreed in writing by the Mineral
and Waste Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure appropriate restoration to a condition suitable for use for
agriculture in accordance with policy CS25 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (2011).
42. Existing Wetland Area
Within three months of the implementation of the planning permission hereby granted,
in relation to the area identified as Area A, shown to be enclosed by the Great Crested
Newt fence on Plan CCC5 Exiting Wetland Habitat Area to be Protected attached,
details of the start date for the implementation of the programme within the
Management Plan revised 13 August 2015 for the first 5 year period and the date by
which the annual reports shall be provided, which shall include any necessary
proposed mitigation measures shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Mineral and Waste Planning Authority. Within three months of the expiry of the end of
year 5 of the implementation of the approved Management Plan in relation to Area A,
a review report and proposals for the further management of Area A (for the period
until the aftercare scheme for phase 13 as shown of the phasing drawing
CP/FF/DCN/04 Rev a is completed) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority. Area A as shown on Plan CCC5 Existing
Wetland Habitat Area to be Protected attached shall be managed in accordance with
the revised approved details until the aftercare scheme for Phase 13 is implemented.
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Reason: To protect species and habitat within the application site (including protected
species) and to enhance biodiversity and the natural environment in accordance with
policies CS25 and CS35 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Core Strategy (2011) and policy ENV7 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan
(2015).
43. Nature Conservation and Agricultural Aftercare Scheme
No later than six months prior to the completion of the restoration of Phase 1 (as
shown of the phasing drawing CP/FF/DCN/04a Rev b) details of the implementation of
the Agricultural Aftercare Scheme (as revised December 2015) and the Management
Plan details (including, but not limited to, a timetable and provision for monitoring and
any necessary remedial work to be carried out) of a 10 year phased aftercare scheme
for the entire site edged red on drawing number CP/FF/DCN/02 dated September
2014 to bring the land to a condition suitable for use for agriculture, conservation and
wetland habitat, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral and
Waste Planning Authority. The approved aftercare scheme shall be implemented in its
entirety in accordance with the approved details and including any approved remedial
work.
Reason: To protect species and habitat within the application site (including protected
species) and to enhance biodiversity and the natural environment in accordance with
policies CS25 and CS35 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Core Strategy (2011) and policy ENV7 of the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan
(2015).
Early Cessation
44. Should for any reason the extraction of the mineral from the quarry or the infilling with
inert waste cease for a period in excess of 18 months, upon written request of the
Mineral and Waste Planning Authority a scheme shall be produced for the restoration
of the site, including details of dewatering and submitted for approval in writing by the
Mineral and Waste Planning Authority within three months of the date of its written
request. All restoration work shall be completed entirely in accordance with the
approved scheme within one year of the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority’s
written request for the submission of a restoration scheme or in accordance with a time
limit detailed within a submitted scheme that has been approved in writing by the
Mineral and Waste planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the satisfactory restoration of the site in accordance with policy
CS25 of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy
(2011).
45. Annual site sales and remaining reserves
Details of annual site sales and remaining reserves shall be submitted to the Mineral
and Waste Planning Authority by 31 March each year covering the preceding calendar
year (1 January to 31 December). Each submission shall contain details of:
a)
b)

the categories of mineral and wastes; and
the quantity of each such category in tonnes.

Reason: To allow monitoring of mineral extraction progress and waste recyclates to
assist the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority in the forward planning of mineral
and waste resources.
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46. Annual Environmental Report
An Annual Environmental Report shall be submitted to the Mineral and Waste
Planning Authority by 31 March each year for the preceding period from 1 January to
31 December. The report shall contain the following:
a)

b)
c)
d)

a statement of operations over the past year, to include progress on mineral
extraction, waste deposit and processing, and restoration; and a summary of
monitoring of noise, dust and HGV movements;
identification of any problems caused by the operations and action taken to
address these;
a statement of future planned operations for the next year; and
identification of any potential problems which could be caused by future
operations and action to be taken to address these.

Reason: To facilitate ongoing monitoring and assessment of the environmental impact
of operations and to assist the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority in the forward
planning of mineral and waste resources.
Informatives
The Environment Agency has advised that it expects that all
monitoring baseline data submitted should be collected for a least a
year before related changes in relation to dewatering are begun to
allow for confidence in the data and seasonal variation.
Natural England has advised that if further groundwater monitoring
and assessment demonstrates that the proposal will affect groundwater levels in the Cam
Washes SSSI or input of groundwater into
Upware north pit SSSI, options for mitigation should include
consideration of the following, as agreed with the applicant:
a) Continuation of pumped discharge to Cam washes SSSI including,
where required, appropriate water control infrastructure, to ensure that
any loss of groundwater is effectively mitigated by appropriate
distribution of replacement pumped water. Natural England wishes to
advise how best to maximise benefits from this and considers that such
provision of pumped water should not prejudice the quantity of pumped
water currently received by other parts of the Kingfisher Bridge County
Wildlife Site
b) Further enhancements within Cam Washes SSSI to complement work
already supported by Natural England to improve habitat waterretention capacities particularly during the critical spring / early summer
period.
o Pumped discharge to Upware north pit SSSI to ensure
that any loss of groundwater is effectively mitigated by
appropriate replacement with water pumped from the
quarry. Such provision of pumped water should not
prejudice the quantity of pumped water currently
received by other parts of the Kingfisher Bridge County
Wildlife Site nor quantity of water currently received by
Cam Washes.
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Internal Drainage Boards/Middle Level Commissioners: - the applicant is reminded
that they have a separate legal obligation to the Internal Drainage Boards and Middle
Level Commissioners in the area. Granting or refusal of consent under the Internal
Drainage Board’s byelaws or the Land Drainage Act 1991 is a matter for the Board
itself and will require a formal application and prior written consent from the Board or
Commissioners. The applicant is advised to contact Middle Level Commissioners at
their earliest opportunity to establish their requirements.
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Agenda Item No: 3
LAND AT: NATIONWIDE RECYCLING LTD, BARNWELL JUNCTION, SWANN
ROAD, CAMBRIDGE, CB5 8JZ
FOR: ERECTION OF 48 METRE LENGTH OF 5 METRE HIGH FENCE AND 42
METRE LENGTH OF 5.1 METRE HIGH STACKED SHIPPING CONTAINERS TO
PROVIDE NOISE ATTENUATION AND VISUAL SCREENING (RETROSPECTIVE)
LPA REF: C/5010/10/CW
To:

Planning Committee

Date:

21 July 2016

From:

Head of Growth and Economy

Electoral division:

Abbey

Purpose:

To consider the above planning application

Recommendation:

It is recommended that planning permission is GRANTED

Officer Contact:
Name:
Post:
Email:
Tel:

Helen Wass
Development Management Officer
Helen.Wass@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

01223 715522
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1.0

THE SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

1.1

The application site is formed of two separate areas, which include the fence and the area
on which the containers are sited only. This has an area of 118m2. The development is
situated on an existing scrapyard, which comprises two yards that are divided by an access
road and cover in total an area of approximately 0.4 hectares. The northern yard is used for
handling non-ferrous metals. There is a 14 metres x 8 metres recycling building, small
weighing shed, a small welfare building, but the majority of the operation including the
storage of sorted metals is carried out in the open air within and outside skips. The
southern yard is used for handling ferrous metal and has a weighbridge and a steel
container used as a weighbridge office. The metal is handled and stored in the open within
and outside skips.

1.2

The land lies at the southeastern edge of Mercers Row Industrial Estate which is located off
Newmarket Road, near the Barnwell railway bridge. The main vehicular entrance is from
Swann Road alongside the John Banks car showroom. This is also the means of access to
an area of former goods yards to the north and to a car hire business, which occupies land
to both the north and south of the scrapyard. On the land to the south of the scrapyard is
the office, canopy, private car washing facility and some parking spaces. The land
immediately to the north of the scrapyard is used for parking staff and hire fleet vehicles,
which are secured behind a 2.1m high palisade fence. The rest of the former goods yards
to the north of the scrap yard and hire car park is used as a self-storage yard with
containers for which retrospective planning permission was granted by Cambridge City
Council on 27 January 2015 (ref no 14/1549/FUL. The City Council is currently considering
a partly retrospective application (ref no 16/0483/FUL) to increase the number of storage
containers. Adjoining the northwest corner of the scrapyard and also the northwestern
boundary of the hire car parking and self-storage yard are premises used by SCA Recycling
which is accessed off Mercers Row.

1.2

The eastern boundary of the site runs alongside the railway line. On the other side of the
railway line to the east is an embankment, which is approximately 3 metres in height, and
supports undergrowth characteristic of railway verges as well as established deciduous and
conifer trees. These provide a visual screen along some sections. Immediately to the east
and adjoining the redundant branch line to the main railway line are two residential
properties, Station House and Station Lodge. Station House is the former Barnwell
Junction station and has a modern conservatory extension. It is situated to the northeast of
the northern (non-ferrous) part of the scrap yard, directly opposite the self-storage area.
Station Lodge is a 3-storey house built in the early 1990s that has been subsequently
extended. It is situated directly opposite the northern part of the scrapyard which is
bordered by the 5.0 metres high wood panel fence, and is one of the structures which is the
subject of this planning application.

1.3

Barnwell Junction Pastures, a green open space and City Wildlife Site, separates Station
House and Station Lodge from the businesses and houses on Ditton Walk to the east.
Within it stands the Chapel of St Mary Magdalene and Stourbridge Chapel which is a Grade
I listed building.

2.0

THE BACKGROUND AND THE DEVELOPMENT

2.1

Noise Complaint History
There is a history of complaints about noise emanating from the scrapyard. Monitoring
undertaken at Barnwell Junction in 2009 recorded noise at a level above that at which
complaints are likely. There have been a series of legal civil actions taken by residents.
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On 30 July 2009 an interim injunction was applied for by local residents to restrain the
alleged noise nuisance from the recycling activities. The site owners and operators agreed
to restrict operational hours to 0800 to 1630 Monday to Friday and to use the crane grab for
no more than 2 hours in a day (cumulative). The development which is the subject of this
planning application sought to address the findings of the judgement (case reference
HQ09X03460 dated 22 June 2010).
2.2

The Development
It is proposed to retain a 48 metres length of 5 metres high timber fencing and also a line of
stacked shipping containers 42 metres in length and 5.1 metres high (the barriers). Both
were substantially complete before the end of March 2010. They provide noise attenuation
and visual screening. Two sections of the shipping containers are open where they face
the yard and are used to store recovered items such as batteries, component parts of
vehicles and gas cylinders. The containers range along the eastern boundary of the
southern scrapyard and are stacked two high. They are mostly painted dark green and
have been subject to graffiti where they face the railway line. They are on a metal plinth and
metal plates have been used to attach the containers to each other.

2.3

The fence comprises galvanised steel universal beam section posts, which are set 3 metres
apart in concrete foundations. These are in-filled with 5 metres high stress graded softwood
infill panels, light brown in colour. The fence extends along the northern (14 metres) and
eastern boundaries (35 metres) of the northern yard.

2.4

The proposal does not alter the processes or volume of metal that is sorted on site for
recycling. The barriers were in place before the application was submitted therefore the
application is retrospective.

3.0

PLANNING HISTORY

3.1

C/78/0850

Use of land as builders and demolition contractors’ yard – granted 20-12-1978

C/80/0482

Erection of temporary storage buildings – granted 13-06-1980

C/81/0033

Use of land for storing of scrap metal, waste skips and heavy goods vehicles,
shearing and baling of scrap metal – granted 17-03-1981

LDC/0024/93

Certificate of Lawful Use for the use of the land for the purpose of storage,
breaking and distribution of non-ferrous metals only, being a use identified
in the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended)
as a scrap yard (sui generis use) and for no other purpose and excludes
the use of the site for the storage or distribution of minerals or for the
breaking of motor vehicles – granted 24-03-1994

C/95/0769/FP Erection of a non-ferrous metal store (Class B8) – granted 27-03-1996
C/96/0789/VC Variation of condition 02 of C/0031/81 and condition 07 of C/95/0769/FP
which relate to hours of operation on, and the occupation of, the scrapyard
site and associated storage buildings (sui generis) – refused 31-10-1996
3.2

The certificate of lawful use (CLU) recognises the use of the northern yard as lawful as a
result of the evidence submitted to Cambridge City Council which showed that, for a period
of ten years prior to the date of the application, the site was used for the purpose as a scrap
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yard for the storage, breaking and distribution of non-ferrous metals and materials. The
fence is along the northeast and southeast boundaries of the northern yard. The southern
yard has planning permission for use of land for storing of scrap metal, waste skips and
heavy goods vehicles, shearing and baling of scrap metal (C/81/0033). The containers
have been placed along the southeast boundary of the southern yard. The planning
permission is for a permanent use and there are no conditions relating to noise. Condition
3 of C/81/0033 limits scrap materials or any other goods stored, stacked or deposited in the
open to a maximum height of 4 metres.
4.0

PROCEDURAL AND LEGAL MATTERS

4.1

A report was published prior to this application being withdrawn from the agenda of the
County Council’s Development Control Committee on 10 March 2011 because of the an
intention to make a legal challenge. A challenge was subsequently made upon grounds
that the application should be subject to environmental impact assessment (EIA) because
of the impact of noise on residential amenity and that the site should have been assessed
in combination with the adjacent car sales (now car hire) business.

4.2

Officers were of the opinion that the scrapyard operation as changed by the erection of the
fence and placement of the containers was not Schedule 2 development as set out in the
EIA Regulations because it failed to meet the minimum size threshold for consideration (0.5
hectare). Consequently the proposal did not need to be screened to assess whether or not
it would be likely to have significant environmental effects and therefore was not considered
by officers to be EIA development.

4.3

On 2 June 2011, the objectors sought a screening direction from the Secretary of State
(SoS), which was issued on 22 September 2011. It concluded that EIA was not required. It
was intended that the application be determined by the Development Control Committee in
November 2011. However, it was not included on the agenda because the objectors
disagreed with the SoS’s decision, which the SoS declined to review. In December 2011
the objectors applied to the High Court for judicial review of the SoS’s decision, asking that
the screening direction be quashed. The proceedings were stayed pending the outcome of
a separate case then before the Court of Appeal which was dealing with similar principles
and points of law. A Consent Order, finalised on 13 January 2014, indicated that the SoS
accepted the need to re-determine the screening direction. The direction of 22 September
2011 was quashed.

4.4

On 19 November 2014 the SoS issued a second screening direction. This also concluded
that an EIA was not required and was also subject to a legal challenge by the objectors. On
13 January 2015 the SoS cancelled the November 2014 screening direction “on a
precautionary basis”, in the light of additional information being brought forward about. In
October 2014 a retrospective application (ref no 14/1549/FUL) had been made to
Cambridge City Council for the use of land to the north of the scrap yard as a self-storage
yard and this had not been taken into account by the SoS.

4.5

On 18 December 2015 the SoS issued a third screening direction having taken into account
the information which had come to light since a direction had been first issued. He noted
that the adjacent land that was being used as a self-storage yard may be associated with
the scrap yard and may in turn increase the size of the scrap yard to more than 0.5 hectare.
This would take it above the threshold to constitute Schedule 2 development and upon this
basis it would need to be screened. Schedule 2 development becomes EIA development if
it is likely to have significant effects on the environment. The SoS was not persuaded that
the noise impacts of the scrapyard on the two nearby houses meant that there were
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significant effects on the environment within the meaning of the EIA regime. He took into
account the potential for cumulative impacts with the adjacent car hire and self-storage
developments.
4.6

The SoS commented that the EIA Regulations are in place to protect the environment in the
public interest, not to protect the amenity of individual dwelling houses. There may be an
impact on a particular dwelling or dwellings without there being any likely “significant effect
on the environment” for the purposes of the Regulations. The SoS concluded that for the
reasons summarised above the development is not EIA development.

4.7

The SoS commented on the purpose of the EIA regime: “it is not the intention of the EIA
regime to apply the fairly elaborate environmental assessment regime to each and every
planning application however minor. The regime must be applied with a degree of common
sense, recognising that the EIA regime is intended to apply only to a limited number of
projects; namely those projects of which it can sensibly be said that they may have a
significant effect on the environment.”

4.8

Given the limited number of sensitive receptors the SoS was not persuaded that the
magnitude of impact is such to suggest that significant environmental effects have occurred
or are likely to occur. Surveys undertaken since the barriers were put in place show that
noise levels have not reduced below that which complaints are likely. A survey carried out
in July 2013 suggests that levels are similar to those recorded before the barriers were put
in place. However, there is also no evidence that the change to the scrapyard caused by
the barriers has resulted in increased levels of noise. Overall, while noise levels at the site
continue to have an adverse impact on some noise sensitive receptors, the modification to
the scrapyard does not appear to have changed the noise landscape to the extent that
significant environmental effects, either positive or adverse, have resulted or are likely to
result.

4.9

Turning to the cumulative impacts of the development with other activities in the area, the
SoS notes that the changes to the car hire business on adjacent land have the potential to
extend the noise and nuisance in the area. However, in the light of the limited number of
sensitive receptors affected by these changes, he does not consider that the impacts of this
development are likely to be significant. When considering the cumulative impacts of this
and the scrapyard development the SoS is of the view that no new significant impacts have
occurred or are likely to occur, including indirect effects.

5.0

PUBLICITY

5.1

The application was advertised in accordance with the Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010. The following neighbouring
properties were notified:
Station Lodge, Barnwell Junction, Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8JJ
Station House, Barnwell Junction, Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8JJ

5.2

In April 2016 consultees and the occupiers of the two neighbouring properties (the
objectors) were given the opportunity to make additional comments.

6.0

CONSULTATIONS

6.1

Cambridge City Council – no objection to the proposal for the following reasons:
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The site is allocated in the Proposals Map (2006) as a Protected Industrial Site. As the
application does not propose a change of use, it is considered to be compliant with
Cambridge Local Plan policy 7/3. Given that the site is not within a Conservation Area and
that the characteristic of the site is of an industrial nature bounded by the railway running
along the eastern boundary, it is not considered that the appearance of the proposal to
retain the retrospective fences would be in conflict with policies 3/4 or 3/7 of the Cambridge
Local Plan (2006).
[April 2016: no objections]
6.2

Cambridge City Council – Environmental Health Officer – supports the application.
Barrier Construction - To be effective a noise barrier needs to have a surface density of at
least 12kg/m2, which both the fence and containers will have. It also must be free from
holes as even small gaps will allow a significant amount of sound to breakout. This is not an
issue for the fence but there is a hole in the container barrier around the ferrous yard, which
is to allow access for a drain. A barrier that prevents line of sight between the noise source
and receiver will give a 10dB reduction. This figure is roughly confirmed by the applicant’s
statement. This reduction is perceived as a halving of the volume of the noise. The barrier
having sufficient height achieves this. The barriers prevent any direct view to Station
House. It is noted that the current barriers, especially the containers around the ferrous
yard, do not exclude a line of sight to the top floor of Station Lodge, a building that
postdates the yards. It may not be feasible to build barriers that will adequately address
overlooking from the top storey of Station Lodge which is three storeys in height.

6.3

Noise Reduction - On site measurements by the Environmental Health Officer have not
been taken, but based on the size, location and construction, he is of the opinion that the
barriers are having a positive effect on reducing the noise from the site. The Environmental
Health Officer has highlighted comments made by His Honour Judge Simpkiss (Paragraphs
130 & 131, Thornhill & Ors v Nationwide Metal Recycling & Ano [2010] EWHC 1405 (QB),
“This is not a plain case of nuisance but taking all the above matters into account I find that
between those dates [NMR taking over the site and erecting the barriers] there was a
nuisance. I also find that since the barriers have gone up, and providing that use of the
crane is regulated to the extent that it has been recently then there is no nuisance.”

6.4

The site has an environmental permit, formerly a waste management licence, issued and
enforced by the Environment Agency, the conditions of which are intended to ensure the
Best Available Techniques (BAT) are used. These include conditions to control noise, dust
and smoke. It is a defence against enforcement action under the permit that the site
operator is employing BAT. The site is also potentially subject to statutory nuisance action
by Cambridge City Environmental Health which is under a duty to investigate any
complaints of nuisance. As the site has an environmental permit any enforcement action
would first require the permission of the Secretary of State. None of Cambridge City Council
Environmental Health, nor Cambridgeshire County Council or the Environment Agency
received any complaints about the site in the three years up to 2011. The Environmental
Health Officer advises the objectors to ask the Environment Agency to update the
environmental permit with the measures detailed in the court case judgement which would
enable the Environment Agency to use its powers of enforcement should they be required.

6.5

[May 2016]: The following information which dates from after the previous comments were
made has been reviewed:
1.
A noise report by Hilson Moran dated 7 July 2011 [commissioned by the objectors]
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2.
3.

A noise report by MAS dated 12 Aug 2013 [commissioned by the objectors]
Email from local residents objecting to the development

6.6

The email from the local residents refers to a car hire business and a storage yard now
operating in the area. Both of these sites have been subject their own planning
applications, consultations and permissions. The application for the expansion of the
storage yard is currently awaiting decision.

6.7

There is no record of complaints about noise from the site being received by the
Environmental Health team since our previous comments in 2011, when it is understood
that the barriers were in place.

6.8

Planning policy and guidance has undergone significant change since our previous
comments with the introduction of the National Planning Policy Framework in 2012 (NPPF),
NPPF Planning Practice Guidance - Noise, a Noise Policy Statement for England and the
repeal of PPG 24 – Planning and Noise. However, the new policy and guidance do retain
the same principles and also continue to identify the use of noise barriers as a recognised
noise control method to mitigate the adverse effects / impacts of noise.

6.9

Having taken all the above information into consideration the conclusions reached in the
2011 advice still stand in this case and our recommendation is for this application to be
approved with the additional wording along the lines of “The approved development shall be
retained thereafter” as there is a need to ensure that the barrier proposals are retained as
detailed.

6.10 Environment Agency - no objection in principle to the proposal. The application meets with
the conditions of the environmental permit for the site which requires a screening fence of
‘at least 2.5 metres high’ – the fence in the application is 5m high. The site permit does not
have any specific conditions relating to noise.
6.11 [May 2016]: No further comment to add to the earlier response.
6.12 Cambridgeshire County Council – Ecology Officer – no comments to make.
6.13 Network Rail - asks the developer to confirm the clearance to the fence line. The contractor
needs to be aware of the 3 metres exclusion zone to the nearest part of the Overhead Line
Equipment for any work or equipment to be located. Any scaffold, cranes or other
mechanical plant must be constructed and operated in a “fail safe” manner that in the event
of mishandling, collapse or failure, no materials or plant are capable of falling within 3.0m of
the nearest rail of the adjacent railway line, or where the railway is electrified, within 3.0m of
overhead electrical equipment or supports. To avoid scaffold falling onto operational lines,
netting around the scaffold may be required. In view of the close proximity of these
proposed works to the railway boundary the developer should contact Network Rail’s
Outside Parties Engineer before any works begin.
[May 2016: No further comments.]
7.0

INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATIONS

7.1

Objections and comments dated (13/01/2011) set out by an agent acting upon behalf of
representors are summarised below:
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7.2

The barriers have little effect in reducing the impact of the noise from the scrapyard
so are not fit for purpose. Granting permission would add to the misconception that
they have resolved a serious noise nuisance when they have not.
A scrapyard does not fall within the uses designated in the local plan [Protected
Industrial Site]. The barriers are adjacent to land in residential use and to land
designated as a wildlife site and as Cambridge Green Belt. They are close to open
land which has Grade I and Grade II listed buildings nearby.
The scrapyard makes little contribution to sustainable development. Recycling is
part of the waste hierarchy but it is unlikely that without the scrapyard the metal
would be diverted to landfill.
Cambridge City Council has not taken appropriate enforcement action to address the
adverse impact of the scrapyard on local residents.
Cambridgeshire County Council does not appear to have considered its obligations
under the EIA Directive 85/337/EEC.
Factual errors and omissions in the correspondence between the applicant’s noise
consultant and the environmental health officer.

Additional comments (May 2016):
Since the barriers were erected the area has seen several material changes such as
• A busy car hire business & car storage compound and a storage yard have been set up,
the vehicles passing outside the fence. The storage business has applied to increase in
size and extend operating hours.
• Trees that used to afford some screening of the barriers has been permanently removed.
• The barriers have deteriorated over the time, including through vandalism and show no
signs of any maintenance whatsoever. The fence has posts that are different colours and is
viewed directly from patio doors/windows.
• Lighting has been added to the fence which is disturbing during the hours of darkness
and the white conduit is prominent during daylight hours.
• The fence is described by the applicants as reflective meaning that the disturbance
caused by the traffic passing between them and our residences is amplified together with
the extended hours and greatly increased use by the new businesses.
• The gap between the barriers and the lack of alignment has the effect of funnelling the
sound towards our properties.
• The industrial area in the vicinity has been partially replaced by residential properties.

7.3

Copies of the individual representations will be placed in the Members’ Lounge one week
before the date of the meeting.

8.0

PLANNING POLICY AND RELEVANT GUIDANCE

8.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and section 70(2) of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 require that applications for planning permission must
be determined in accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations
indicate otherwise. The relevant development plan policies are set out in paragraphs 8.3
and 8.4 below.

8.2

The National Planning Policy Framework (March 2012), the Waste Management Plan for
England (December 2013) and National Planning Policy for Waste (October 2014) are also
material planning considerations.

8.3

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy Development Plan
Document (adopted July 2011) (the M&W Core Strategy)
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CS34 Protecting Surrounding Uses
CS41 Ancillary Development
8.4

Cambridge Local Plan (adopted July 2006)
4/13
7/3

Pollution and Amenity
Protection of Industrial and Storage Space

8.5

Cambridge Local Plan 2014: Proposed Submission (July 2013) Is still at the examination
stage with hearings scheduled to take place from June until September 2016. Little weight
can therefore be attached to the draft policies.

9.0

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

9.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s planning
policies and how these are expected to be applied. It is a material consideration in planning
decisions and at its heart is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. It states
that:

•

Proposed development that accords with the development plan should be approved without
delay;
Where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are out-of-date, permission
should be granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken
as a whole; or specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be restricted; and
Proposed development that conflicts with an up-to-date development plan should be refused
unless other material considerations indicate otherwise.

•

•

9.2

The Government identifies three dimensions to sustainable development which give rise to
need for the planning system to perform a number of roles which it states should not be
undertaken in isolation:

•

an economic role: contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy,
………. including the provision of infrastructure;
a social role: supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, …… by creating a high
quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs
and support its health, social and cultural well-being; and
an environmental role: contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and
historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural
resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate
change including moving to a low carbon economy.

•
•

9.3

The National Planning Policy for Waste (NPPW) refers to the Waste Management Plan for
England (WMPE) and promotes driving waste management up the waste hierarchy

9.4

The NPPW provides guidance on the determination of waste planning applications. Local
Authorities should:


consider the likely impact on the local environment and on amenity against the criteria set
out in Appendix B of the document and the locational implications of any advice on health
from the relevant health bodies.
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9.5



ensure that waste management facilities in themselves are well-designed, so that they
contribute positively to the character and quality of the area in which they are located;



concern themselves with implementing the planning strategy in the Local Plan and not with
the control of processes which are a matter for the pollution control authorities. Waste
planning authorities should work on the assumption that the relevant pollution control regime
will be properly applied and enforced;
The barriers are ancillary to the operation of the scrapyard which is a waste management
facility. Policy CS41 is therefore the starting point for evaluation and says that:
Proposals for ancillary development associated with waste management facilities or mineral
site will be considered against policies and criteria contained elsewhere in the development
plan. If permission is granted a condition will be attached limiting the life of the ancillary
development to the life of existing operations.
Permanent or extended retention of ancillary facilities may be permitted where it is
demonstrated that this:
a.
Is required for health and safety/pollution control
b.
It is not detrimental to surrounding uses
c.
Is not contrary to policies contained elsewhere in the development plan
The other relevant plan policies are Core Strategy CS34 and Local Plan 4/13. The former
aims to protect surrounding uses and states:
Mineral and waste management development will only be permitted where it can be
demonstrated that there would be no significant harm to the environment, human health or
safety, existing or proposed neighbouring land uses, visual intrusion or loss to residential or
other amenities.
Cambridge Local Plan policy 4/13 states:
Development will only be permitted which:
a.
Does not lead to significant adverse effects on health, the environment and amenity
from pollution; or
b.
Which can minimise any significant adverse effects through the use of appropriate
reduction or mitigation measures.

9.6

9.7

The principle of the operation of the scrapyard is established and the current application
seeks permission to retain the two barriers only. It is intended that they provide acoustic
and visual screening to the site and storage for recovered components. It is the impact of
the barriers themselves that needs to be considered.
Visual Impact
One of the purposes of the barriers is to provide a visual screen. The barriers can be seen
from the eastern side of the railway line above the pre-existing railway boundary fence,
most noticeably where this is relatively low chain link. In some places the railway fence is
approximately 3 metres high and of solid construction. The scrapyard and railway line are
lower than the adjoining businesses such as the John Banks car showroom. The new
barriers are seen against a backdrop of the large industrial buildings to the northwest of the
scrapyard. The timber fence and shipping containers are compatible with the industrial
nature of the site. Without them in place the scrapyard would be more visible; the chain link
railway fence would not have offered any visual screening for local residents. When viewed
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from the opposite embankment, the higher, solid barriers effectively screen most of the
activities in the two yards, apart from when the crane grab is in operation and protrudes
above the height of the fencing.
9.8

The fence is as described in paragraph 2.2. The objectors’ observations are that it has
posts of different colours. This seems to be a reference to one light coloured post at the
northern end facing the railway and houses. The others on the same façade are rust
coloured. This is not considered to significantly affect the appearance of the fence. The
containers are predominantly green in colour. It is acknowledged that they have, like the
lower, solid railway fence in front of them, been vandalised by the addition of some graffiti
(the normal control of which is outside the scope of the planning system) and that the
containers and fencing are exposed to the elements.

9.9

For the reasons set out in paragraphs 9.7 and 9.8 the barriers are not particularly
noticeable or intrusive, or out of character with the general area. They do not therefore
conflict with development plan policies CS41 and CS34.

9.10

9.11

Lights
The objectors have reported being disturbed by lighting that has been added to the fence.
The northern yard has lights mounted on the fence which runs along the north east and
south east boundary (and which is the subject of this application). The lights are below the
level of the top of the fence and are angled into the yard so light-spill outside the yard is
unlikely. There is an approximately 5 metres high lighting column on the north west
boundary of the southern yard, close the weighbridge office. It is mounted with two
luminaires, one angled to the south (i.e. towards Newmarket Road) over the stockpile of
metal and the other to the north west over the site access. Station Lodge is approximately
65 metres to the north east and whilst these lights may be visible they are not orientated
directly towards the house so unlikely to cause a statutory nuisance.
Noise Impact
The most recent noise surveys (carried out in July 2013 for the objectors) suggest that
levels are similar to those recorded before the barriers were put in place. The report (MAS
Environmental dated 12 August 2013) concludes by saying that:
“As there has been little or no reduction on noise impact at the affected residences,
and no significant reduction in background noise, it is considered that mitigation has
had a minimal beneficial effect or that source noise levels at the site have
increased.”
This is not dissimilar to MAS Environmental’s conclusion following monitoring undertaken in
September and October 2010 which was that:
“The barriers have provided minimal improvement in noise levels, and far less than
predicted.”
MAS Environmental acknowledges that the barriers have had a small positive effect in
reducing noise from the scrapyard experienced at Station House and Station Lodge.

9.12

In his judgement in the High Court of June 2010 His Honour Justice Simpkiss concluded
that the barriers had made a sufficient difference to bring the noise below the threshold of
nuisance. As noted by the SoS (see paragraph 4.8 above), there is no evidence that the
change to the scrapyard caused by the barriers has resulted in increased levels of noise.
The objectors refer to the barriers reflecting the noise from vehicles accessing the selfPage 39 of 178

storage facility. This is a matter that will be for consideration by Cambridge City Council
when they consider the application to expand that business. The barriers do not conflict
with development plan policies CS41, CS34 and 4/13.
9.13

The NPPW requires planning authorities to consider the likely impacts on the environment
and on amenity against locational criteria which include those relating to noise, light and
vibration. Appendix B paragraph j states that:
Considerations will include the proximity of sensitive receptors. The operation of large
waste management facilities in particular can produce noise affecting both the inside and
outside of buildings, including noise and vibration from goods vehicle traffic movements to
and from a site. Intermittent and sustained operating noise may be a problem if not properly
managed particularly if night-time working is involved. Potential light pollution aspects will
also need to be considered.

9.14

The effect of the development on sensitive receptors, in this case two nearby households,
is considered to be neutral in terms of noise. Lighting has been discussed in paragraph
9.10 above.

9.15

The environmental health officer has recommended that if planning permission is granted, a
condition should be imposed requiring the barriers to be retained. The barriers were
erected at a time when the scrapyard was considered by local residents to generate a level
of noise which was a nuisance. The High Court found that without the barriers the activities
at the scrapyard undertaken by Nationwide Metal Recycling (who took over the site in April
2009) only just crossed the threshold of nuisance and that the barriers had made sufficient
difference to bring it below the threshold provided the use of the scrapyard is restricted to
the hours set out in the waste management licence (Monday to Friday 0800 to– 1630
hours), and the crane is not used for more than 10 hours a week. The High Court awarded
an injunction restricting the use of the crane.

9.13

No noise-generating activity forms part of the application and the barriers were put in place
in response to the nuisance case, not as part of a planning permission for any of the waste
management development that takes place at the scrapyard. It would be difficult to justify
imposing a condition to retain the barriers when consideration of the scrapyard use itself
does not fall within the terms of this application. If the barriers were to be removed the
operations at the scrapyard may again reach the level of nuisance but that is not a matter
for the waste planning authority and would fall to be considered under separate
environmental health legislation relating to nuisance. The methods of operation may
change in future. For example, the scrap yard may be able to operate without the crane and
in such a way that without the barriers it does not cross the threshold of nuisance. It is
considered that the operators should have the option of operating in such a way if the
nature of their metal recycling business changes. Additionally, should circumstances
change visual considerations would also need to be taken into account within the
circumstances at the time when considering future alterations or changes. For this reason it
is not considered appropriate to recommend that any condition be imposed to require the
barriers to be retained.

10.0

CONCLUSION

10.1

On the evidence available the barriers have made a small difference to the local noise
environment and their limited visual impact is not inappropriate alongside a railway line
close to an established industrial area. On balance, it is considered that the proposal to
retain the barriers is acceptable without any recommended conditions, for the above
mentioned reasons. The development is considered to be compliant with the relevant
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development plan policies as set out in the previous section of this report. The
development does not conflict with national planning policies so there is no reason why
permission should not be granted.
11.0 RECOMMENDATION
11.1

It is recommended that planning permission be GRANTED.

Source Documents

Location

Link to the National Planning Policy Framework:
http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/
Link to the Waste Management Plan for England:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/waste-management-planfor-england
Link to the National Planning Policy for Waste:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-forwaste
Link to Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core
Strategy:
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/info/20099/planning_and_developmen
t/49/water_minerals_and_waste/7
Link to Cambridge Local Plan 2006:
https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/content/local-plan-2006
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Agenda Item No. 4

Demolition of existing buildings and 3no 14 metre high chimneys; erection of a
pyrolysis plant building connected to a waste reception building; erection of a 25
metre high chimney; 2no containers for gas engines; electricity substation;
upgrading and extension of internal access track around perimeter of the
memorial garden
AT:

Novus Environmental, Novus House, Thriplow, SG8 7RR

APPLICANT: Paul Bourchier, Vetspeed
LPA NO:

S/0008/15/CW

To:

Planning Committee

Date:

21 July 2016

From:

Head of Growth & Economy

Electoral division(s):

Duxford

Purpose:

To consider the above planning application

Recommendation:

That planning permission is granted subject to the
conditions set out in paragraph 4.1

Name:
Post:
Email:
Tel:

Officer contact:
Helen Wass

Member contact

Development Management Officer
Helen.Wass@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

01223 715522

Name:
Portfolio
Email:
Tel:
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This application was discussed by the Planning Committee at the
meeting on 12 May 2016. A copy of the May report and its appendices
are Appendix A, A1, A2, A3, A3a and B of this report. At the May
meeting Members resolved to defer making a decision on this
application for three months for:

i.
ii.

IWM Duxford to carry out a technical air safety report;
the applicant to discuss the height of the chimney with the Environment
Agency; and
further discussions to take place between the applicant and IWM
Duxford.

iii.

1.2

It was noted following the close of the meeting that this would mean
that the application would be reported to the September meeting.
However, this was dependent on the applicants agreeing to an
extension of time for determination until after 1 September 2016. The
applicants were only willing in the first instance to agree to an
extension of time until 29 July 2016 until they had seen the additional
information put forward by IWM Duxford. In order to meet the July
Planning Committee agenda deadlines IWM Duxford were asked to
provide their report by 5 July 2016 which they did. A copy of the report
is included as Appendix C and a summary of its conclusions are set out
at paragraph 2.1 below.

1.3

Having considered the IWM Duxford report, the applicants were not
willing to agree to the extension of time which would allow the
application to be determined at the September Planning Committee. In
their opinion the non-technical nature of the report and the lack of
technical evidence supporting its claims does not add anything new.
They therefore wished their application to be determined at the July
Planning Committee.

1.4

The applicant approached the Environment Agency about the height of
the chimney in mid-June. Their correspondence is included as
Appendix D.

1.5

A meeting took place on 29 June between the applicant’s agent and
representatives of IWM Duxford which was attended by the planning
officer. IWM Duxford explained that they were finalising their technical
report. The applicant explained that the Environment Agency requires
planning permission to be in place before they will assess the chimney
as part of the environmental permit application process.

2.0

THE IWM DUXFORD TECHNICAL REPORT

2.1

This is a summary of the report’s conclusions:
The erection of a 25 metre (82.9 foot) chimney would be new, significant
and a hazard:
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(1) Although attached to an existing site and expanding operation, it would
be new. It is not a like for like replacement. It is understood to be a brand
new chimney and at 25 metres (82.9 feet) it is 60% (10 metres / 33.2 feet)
higher than the existing chimneys.
(2) It would be significantly higher than any other obstacle in the
immediate vicinity therefore would be ‘noteworthy’. With reference to ASA
Ltd’s [March 2016] report it would need to be flagged as an obstacle to
aircraft coming into or out of Duxford Aerodrome; it would also need to be
notified to the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team (Red Arrows) as per
Military Aviation Authority requirements to highlight any obstruction in
excess of 50 feet above Aerodrome Level (the current chimney is slightly
under this at 49 feet 2.5 inches / 15 metres).
(3) Any upstanding protrusion or obstacle whether temporary or
permanent, in a potential flight/take-off/landing path and so close to an
aerodrome is self-evidently a hazard, a ‘potential source of danger’. If an
aircraft were to fly into or clip the proposed chimney it could, and would in
all probability, lead to a serious and possibly fatal incident. This could
include fatal or life-changing injuries not only to the pilot/crew/passengers
of the aircraft but also those working or visiting the Vetspeed/Novus
Environmental complex, and possibly traffic/users of the A505 immediately
next to the site.
2.2

IWM Duxford believes that because of the case set out in their report that:
“the proposed new chimney stack would represent a significant hazard
(to quote the terminology of Mineral and Waste Core Strategy Policy
CS40).
This would therefore put flight safety at risk, and therefore in all probability
the long-term continuation of Duxford Aerodrome as an operational airfield
after nearly 100 years of historic service; the success of IWM Duxford as
Cambridgeshire’s premiere visitor attractions, which is of national and
international historical importance; our educational programmes including
our practical STEM focus; on-site partner businesses focused on the
restoration and maintenance of historic and vintage aircraft, pilot training
and pleasure flights and the continuation of air-shows – all of which
directly support over 300,000 visitors, and 250 jobs.

2.3

The report was sent to Alan Stratford and Associates Ltd (ASA) [the
consultants engaged by the County Council to provide independent
advice] to review, and to the applicant. ASA’s comments are included
as Appendix E and the applicant’s as Appendix F. Their conclusions
are summarised below.
Alan Stratford and Associates Ltd

2.4

Conclude that the IWM Duxford report does not in any way alter the
findings and conclusions of their March 2016 report. All aviation
activities have some element of risk and all those participating in these
as pilots or passengers tacitly accept this. The issue is whether this risk
is acceptable. IWM Duxford has substantially overemphasized the
safety risks in respect of the proposed chimney, its associated smoke
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plume and pyrolysis plant and that all the risk likelihoods are extremely
improbable.
2.5

Whilst all the factors described do have some very slight impact on
overall aircraft safety, the risk of any collision with the chimney or in the
area of the plant itself must be assessed as improbable or highly
improbable under CAA definitions and should therefore be deemed as
acceptable in operational terms. As a result, it is not believed that the
plant and the chimney represent a ‘significant safety risk’.
Biomass Power Projects Ltd (with technical input from Specialist Airport
Services Ltd and Vetspeed Ltd)

2.6

The IWM have not produced a technical report that can be checked or
independently verified. The scant technical information that has been
supplied with the report actually helps show that historic aircraft do fly
above the OLS and if engine failure were to occur they would likely hit
trees or land on fields long before reaching the Vetspeed site.

2.7

Pilots taking off in aircraft that cannot climb if an engine fails are
currently satisfied that the likelihood of engine failure is so low that they
will clear all hazards that are close to the aerodrome, notably mature
trees and the M11. The proposed new chimney is significantly less of
an obstacle than the existing trees.

2.8

The IWM report focusses on historical aircraft and their ability to avoid
danger during takeoff but no strict methodology has been followed to
quantify the risk, the assessment has been more anecdotal than based
in fact. The report claims that the introduction of the new facility will
‘close us down’ but nowhere is this claim substantiated.

3.0

CONCLUSION

3.1

ASA has reviewed the information provided by IWM Duxford and
remains of the opinion that the proposed 25 metre high chimney will not
be a significant hazard to air traffic. The applicant, with advice from an
air safety consultant, has come to the same conclusion. Planning
officers remain of the opinion that the proposed development is
compliant with Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste
Core Strategy policy CS40.

3.2

No information has been brought forward which, in the opinion of
planning officers, alters the conclusions of the 12 May 2016 report.
The proposed development is in accordance with the development plan
and with national planning policies. There are no material
considerations of sufficient weight to determine the application other
than in accordance with the development plan and justify refusal of
planning permission.
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4.0

RECOMMENDATION

4.1

It is recommended that planning permission be granted subject to the
following conditions:

1.

The development hereby permitted shall have begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission. Written
notification of the date of the commencement of the development shall
be sent to the Waste Planning Authority within 7 days of such
commencement.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 as amended by section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004

2.

The development hereby permitted shall not proceed except in
accordance with the details set out in the submitted application and
supporting documents and the following drawings, except as otherwise
required by any of the conditions set out in this permission:










Fig 1 Rev c Location Plan dated April 2016
Fig 5 Rev e Proposed Site Plan dated April 2016
Fig 6 Proposed Building Plan dated June 2015
Fig 7 Proposed Roof Plan dated June 2015
Fig ES 1 Plant Layout (undated – received 30 June 2015)
Fig 8 rev b Proposed Building Elevations dated 03.16 – Colours amended
Fig 9 rev a Proposed Building Elevations dated December 2015
JEC/407/01 Rev B Planting Proposals dated April 2016
Specification for Soft Landscape Works dated December 2015
Reason: To define the permission and to protect the character and
appearance of the locality in accordance with policies CS33 & CS34 of
the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals & Waste Core Strategy
(adopted July 2011) and policies DP/1(p), DP/2(a), DP/3(m), GB/3 and
NE/4 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD
(adopted July 2007)

3.

External cladding shall not be attached to the fuel storage building or
pyrolysis plant building until details of coloured panels have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste Planning Authority.
The development shall not be carried out except in accordance with the
approved details.
Reason: To break up the visual form of the buildings in accordance
with policies CS33 & CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(p), DP/2(a), DP/3(m), GB/3 and NE/4 of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)
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4.

No demolition or construction shall take place until a traffic
management plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Waste Planning Authority. The approved plan shall be complied
with in full during all demolition and construction work.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with policy
CS32 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals & Waste Core
Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policy DP/3(b) of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

5.

The area shown for HGV turning on Fig 5 Rev C Proposed Site Plan
dated August 2015 shall be provided and retained and kept free from
any obstruction at all times.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with policy
CS32 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals & Waste Core
Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policy DP/3(b) of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

6.

The fuel storage building and pyrolysis plant building shall not be
erected until a timetable for the phased implementation of the
landscaping scheme shown on drawing no JEC/407/01 Rev B Planting
Proposals dated April 2016 has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Waste Planning Authority. The approved timetable shall
be complied with in full.
Reason: To mitigate the visual impact of the buildings in accordance
with policies CS33 & CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(p), DP/2(a) & (j), DP/3(m), GB/3 and NE/4 of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

7.

No removal of hedgerows or trees shall take place between 1 March
and 31 August inclusive unless a competent ecologist has undertaken:



a detailed check of vegetation for active birds’ nests immediately before
vegetation is cleared; and
provided written confirmation to the Waste Planning Authority prior to
the removal of any vegetation that no birds will be harmed and/or that
there are appropriate measures in place to protect nesting bird interest
on site.
Reason: (i) In the interests of the biodiversity of the site in accordance
with policy CS35 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals &
Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies DP/1(o),
DP/3(o) and NE/6 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007)
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8.

If within a period of 5 years from the date of planting any tree or shrub,
that tree or shrub, or any tree or shrub planted in replacement for it, is
removed, uprooted or destroyed or dies, becomes in the opinion of the
Waste Planning Authority, seriously damaged or defective, another tree
or shrub of the same species and size as that originally planted shall be
planted in the same place, unless the Waste Planning Authority gives
written consent to any variation.
Reason: To mitigate the visual impact of the buildings in accordance
with policies CS33 & CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(p), DP/2(a) & (j), DP/3(m), GB/3 and NE/4 of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

9.

No development shall take place until a remediation strategy that
includes the following components to deal with the risks associated
with contamination of the site has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Waste Planning Authority:
1.

2.
3.

A Preliminary Risk Assessment (PRA) including a Conceptual
Site Model (CSM) of the site indicating potential sources,
pathways and receptors, including those off site.
The results of a site investigation based on (1) and a detailed
risk assessment, including a revised CSM.
Based on the risk assessment in (2) an options appraisal and
remediation strategy giving full details of the remediation
measures required and how they will be undertaken. The
strategy shall include a plan providing details of how the
remediation works shall be judged to be complete and
arrangements for contingency actions.

No occupation of any part of the permitted development shall take
place until a verification report demonstrating completion of works set
out in the remediation strategy required by 9. (3) above has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste Planning Authority.
Reason: To protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters from
potential pollutants associated with current and previous land uses in
accordance with National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 109,
120, 121, Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and
Practice (GP3), policy CS39 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8 of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007). Remediation measures
may be needed as part of the construction phase so must be in place
before development starts.
10.

If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found
to be present no further development shall be carried out until a
remediation strategy detailing how this contamination shall be dealt
with has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste
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Planning Authority. The approved remediation strategy shall be
implemented in full.
Reason: To protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters from
potential pollutants associated with current and previous land uses in
line with National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 109, 120,
121, Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and
Practice (GP3), policy CS39 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8 of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007).
11.

No development shall commence until a scheme for surface water
disposal has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste
Planning Authority. Infiltration systems shall only be used where it can
be demonstrated that they will not pose a risk to groundwater quality.
The development shall not be occupied until the approved scheme has
been implemented in full.
Reason: To protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters from
potential pollutants associated with current and previous land uses in
line with National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 109, 120,
121, Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and
Practice (GP3), policy CS39 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8 of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007). Elements of the surface
water disposal arrangements may be need to be installed in an early
part of the construction phase so the scheme must be in place before
development starts.

12.

No development shall commence until a detailed foundation design
demonstrating how the foundation solution will integrate with the on-site
capping layer and a foundation works risk assessment which shall
demonstrate that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to groundwater
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste Planning
Authority. The development shall not be occupied until the approved
scheme has been implemented in full.
Reason: To protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters from
potential pollutants associated with current and previous land uses in
line with National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 109, 120,
121, Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and
Practice (GP3), policy CS39 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8 of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007). The foundation design will
need to demonstrate that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to
groundwater before development starts.

13.

During the period of demolition and construction no power operated
machinery shall be operated before 0800 hours on weekdays and 0800
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hours on Saturdays or after 1800 hours on weekdays and after 1300
hours on Saturdays or at any time on Sundays or Bank or Public
Holidays.
Reason: In the interests of the amenity of local residents in
accordance with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/3(n) and NE/15 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007).
14.

No development shall commence until a programme of measures to
minimise the spread of airborne dust (including the consideration of
wheel washing and dust suppression provisions) from the site during
the demolition and construction period has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Waste Planning Authority. The approved
measures shall be implemented in full for the duration of the demolition
and construction phases.
Reason: In the interests of the amenity of local residents in
accordance with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/3(n) and NE/16 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007). This relates to the demolition and
construction phases of the development so needs to be in place before
development starts.

15.

No external lighting shall be installed except in accordance with details
that have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste
Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of the amenity of local residents in
accordance with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/3(n) and NE/14 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007).

16.

No part of the access track shown on Fig 5 Rev e dated April 2016
shall be constructed until details of its construction and surfacing have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste Planning
Authority. The access track shall not be constructed except in
accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the access track is permeable and there is no
increase in the impermeable area of the site in accordance with policies
DP/1(i) and DP/3(p) of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007).

17.

No waste shall be stored outside the building.
Reason: To protect the visual appearance of the area in accordance
with policies CS33 & CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
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DP/1(p), DP/2(a), DP/3(m), GB/3 and NE/4 of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)
18.

The amount of waste received for treatment by the pyrolysis plant in
any one calendar year shall not exceed 30,000 tonnes excluding
residual waste from the adjacent autoclave process.
Reason: The development has been assessed on this level of vehicle
movements. In the interests of highway safety in accordance with
policy CS32 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals & Waste
Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policy DP/3(b) of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

19.

The Great Crested Newt watching brief set out in the AWS Ecology
letter dated 21/03/2016 shall be implemented in full for the duration of
the construction of the internal access road. If Great Crested Newt are
found, construction work shall stop and not recommence until a
mitigation strategy has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Waste Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved mitigation strategy.
Reason: (i) In the interests of the biodiversity of the site in accordance
with policy CS35 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals &
Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies DP/1(o),
DP/3(o) and NE/6 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007)

Source Documents

Location

Link to the National Planning Policy Framework:
http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/
Link to the Waste Management Plan for England:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/waste-management-plan-for-england
Link to the National Planning Policy for Waste:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-for-waste
Link to Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy and Site
Specific Proposals:
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/info/20099/planning_and_development/49/water_minerals_
and_waste/7
Link to South Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD:
https://www.scambs.gov.uk/ldf
Link to Alan Stratford & Associates revised report dated March 2016:
http://planning.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/swift/apas/run/WCHDISPLAYMEDIA.showImage?theS
eqNo=1950955767&theApnkey=39543&theModule=1
Link to Planning Committee report 12 May 2016:
https://cmis.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/ccc_live/Meetings/tabid/70/ctl/ViewMeetingPublic/mid/397/
Meeting/71/Committee/8/SelectedTab/Documents/Default.aspx
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Agenda Item No. 3

Demolition of existing buildings and 3, 14 metre high chimneys; erection of a
pyrolysis plant building connected to a waste reception building; erection of a 25
metre high chimney; 2no containers for gas engines; electricity substation;
upgrading and extension of internal access track around perimeter of the
memorial garden
AT:

Novus Environmental, Novus House, Thriplow, SG8 7RR

APPLICANT: Paul Bourchier, Vetspeed
LPA NO:

S/0008/15/CW

To:

Planning Committee

Date:

12 May 2016

From:

Head of Growth & Economy

Electoral division(s):

Duxford

Purpose:

To consider the above planning application

Recommendation:

That planning permission is granted subject to the
conditions set out in paragraph 10.1

Name:
Post:
Email:
Tel:

Officer contact:
Helen Wass
Development Management Officer
Helen.Wass@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

01223 715522
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The proposed development is on a site which functions as both a waste
disposal site and the Cambridge Pet Crematorium. It has planning
permission for the incineration of hazardous waste; the disposal of
hazardous waste in an autoclave (apparatus for sterilising objects by
steam under pressure); animal carcass incineration; and storage of
hazardous and non-hazardous waste prior to off-site disposal or
recovery. The hazardous waste facility is not currently operational and
the main waste management activity is the autoclave for clinical waste.

2.0

THE SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

2.1

The site is in open countryside approximately 1.5 km south of Thriplow,
immediately to the southeast of the A505 from which direct access is
derived. The closest residential properties are the five at or beside
Heath Farm (300 – 600 metres to the southwest on the A505) and
Heath Pond Cottages (400 metres to the northeast). The villages of
Fowlmere and Heathfield are approximately 2 km to the northwest and
northeast respectively. The M11 is approximately 2.5 km to the
northeast, beyond which are the villages of Whittlesford and Duxford.
There are no settlements to the southwest, south and southeast of the
site within 4 km although this area contains isolated farms, a cluster of
properties at Chrishall Grange and a golf course.

2.2

There are no scheduled monuments within 2 km the site. The site is
1km southwest of the Duxford Airfield Conservation Area; 1.4km south
of Thriplow Conservation Area; and 2.3km southeast of Fowlmere
Conservation Area. The closest Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI) are
Fowlmere Watercress Beds (3.5 km northwest); Whittlesford – Thriplow
Hummocky Fields (2km northwest and 3.8 km northeast); Thriplow
Meadows (2.3km north); and Thriplow Peat Holes (2.6km northeast).

2.3

The current planning application area forms about a fifth of an
approximately 2.8 hectare waste management complex. A number of
large, industrial-type buildings and associated service yards and car
park occupy 0.8 hectare at the north of the complex adjacent to the
A505. The new building will be located within this area. 1.6 hectares is
a landscaped pet cemetery and memorial garden and a 0.40 hectare
area of land adjacent to and accessed from the main complex is used
for storage.

3.0

THE DEVELOPMENT

3.1

The proposed development comprises:


Demolition of a 26 x 30 metre (780 m2) building and 3 x 14 metre high
chimneys
Construction (partly on the same footprint) of a 26 x 26 metre x 13
metre high pyrolysis plant building, interconnected by the fuel feed
conveyor, to a (27 x 26 metre x 11 metre high waste reception building
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high) giving net increase of 598 m2 floor space. The building will be
portal framed and profile clad.
Erection of 25 metre high chimney
Combined heat and power (CHP) plant comprising 2 biogas engines
housed in 5.5 x 18 metre containers
Electricity substation
Upgrading and extension of internal access track around the perimeter
of the memorial garden

3.2

Pyrolysis is a thermochemical decomposition of organic material at
elevated temperatures in the absence of oxygen (or any halogen). It
involves the simultaneous change of chemical composition and
physical phase, and is irreversible. The pyrolysis plant would process a
mixture of waste wood, waste packaging, oil contaminated rags and
clinical and pharmaceutical waste. It would be delivered to the site in
bulk containers or similar HGVs and offloaded into a dedicated bunker
within the waste reception building. Approximately 20% of the
feedstock would be residual waste from the adjacent autoclave plant,
which would otherwise be transported off site for disposal. No waste
would be processed or stored externally. Proposed throughput would
be 25,000 tonnes per year, or 68 tonnes per day.

3.3

The energy generated from the pyrolysis process would comprise 4MW
of electricity, which would be used both on site and exported to the grid
via a transformer/substation. Additionally, up to 5MW of medium
pressure steam would be produced and used in the autoclaves.
Furthermore, the carbonaceous char which results from the pyrolysis
process would be combusted at high temperature to generate hot
gases that would be used to heat the outside of the pyrolysis
processing container and drive the reactions taking place within it. Any
resulting ash would be melted within the combustion chamber and
extracted in the form of vitrified slag which can be used as an
aggregate, usually in block-making. The outputs of the pyrolysis
process are steam, power, exhaust gases, ash and slag residue. The
input waste is typically reduced in volume by over 90% and the vitrified
slag residue is usually 5% of the total weight of the material throughput.

3.4

The proposed development is environmental impact assessment (EIA)
development and the application was accompanied by an
environmental statement (ES).

4.0

CONSULTATIONS

4.1

South Cambridgeshire District Council

(i)

Historic Buildings Officer
The site is in close proximity to Thriplow, Fowlmere and Duxford
Airfield conservation areas which include many listed buildings. Due to
the landscape, there are many long ranging vistas into and out of the
conservation areas. The current buildings are fairly small in scale and
largely have the character of modern agricultural units. The proposed
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alterations include a significant increase in height, with the chimney
increasing from 14.4 metres to 24.4 metres. This significant increase in
the height of the chimney could have a negative impact on the setting
of these conservation areas. The increase in bulk and height of the
buildings may also have a negative impact. Visuals of the proposed
alterations, from the conservation areas, need to be provided to fully
assess any impact on the setting of these heritage assets.
[Following the submission of an appraisal of the potential effects on the
setting of conservation areas and addendum addressing visibility from
Duxford Airfield]
Although some more viewpoints could have been considered, from
those that have been provided, it is considered that if the chimney can
be viewed, it will be at a distance that will mean the impact on the
Duxford Airfield conservation area is minimal.
ii)

Landscape Officer
The proposed buildings are far larger than the existing both in terms of
footprint and height. They are also placed closer to the site boundaries
and are likely to produce negative landscape impacts. The buildings
will be particularly dominant viewed when approaching from the west
and from the northern road frontage to the A505. The current layout
features storage yards on the western boundary. Where will these
yards be located within the proposed layout? The proposed colour
finishes to the buildings (light greys on roofs etc) may result in
additional landscape impact particularly when viewed from elevated
positions e.g. approaching from Thriplow to the north or from Chrishall
from the south. The proposed access track seems to remove several
areas of garden/pet graves and passes very close to the pond area,
again removing areas of landscape. Boundary hedges and trees on the
western boundary are also removed.
[In response to additional information and proposed landscape
mitigation]
• The proposed olive green colour with a light grey chimney is
acceptable, but the building should have some additional coloured
panels to break it up. It will be a formidable bulk if painted all one
shade. The roof panels should be muted colours as well – not white or
silver.
• The existing proposed new access route is very long and wide
enough for HGVs to pass and will remove a number of memorials etc.
The large pond will also be within approximately 4 metres of the new
road, and the weight surcharge from traffic and construction could
affect the banks. There is a shorter alternative route which would
remove only small areas of hedge and shrub planting (not barns, ponds
etc.). Some re-modelling of the visitors parking area would also be
needed.
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• Native planting to the perimeter of the site is welcome but this could
be continued to complete the west and northern boundaries. There
would appear to be soft areas to plant into. The proposed plant
species are acceptable.
iii)

Environmental Health Officer
During the operational phase of development, the use of pyrolysis to
derive energy from waste will be subject to authorisation by the
Environment Agency as a Schedule 1, Section 5.1 Part A (1)
installation. As such detailed dispersion modelling and impact
assessments of all emissions will be undertaken. The Air Quality
Assessment report submitted with the planning application satisfactorily
demonstrates that there are no implications for national air quality
standards from the proposed plant emissions under normal operating
conditions. This assessment however is reliant on the chimney stack
height of 25 metres. Should the height of the proposed point of
emission be modified, this would need to be reviewed.
The process will result in the formation of waste fly ash and slag and
these materials should be subject to appropriate waste management
controls.
The noise assessment submitted with the planning application
considers noise from operational and construction phases of
development. The assessment has been undertaken in accordance
with current guidance and good practice and shows that there will be
no significant impact from the proposed development. Noise will also
be subject to control by the Environment Agency permitting process.
If permission is granted conditions to control noise and dust during the
demolition and construction phases of development are recommended.
The Health Impact Assessment [submitted in December 2015] is
satisfactory.

4.2

Thriplow Parish Council: A majority of councillors object to the
development. Their concerns are:







The increase in HGV traffic on the A505
Obstruction of the A505 at peak times, when lorries attempt to enter the
plant when coming from the Royston direction
Lack of new systems of traffic control
The risk of lorries using the roads through Thriplow village which are
narrow and unsuitable for HGVs
If permission is granted delivery and collection times should be limited
by condition to avoid rush hours and commercial traffic banned from
Thriplow village
The possible effect of the erection of a very high chimney on the IWM
and its air shows. The IWM is extremely important to the community,
providing employment and contributing to the local economy. Nothing
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should be allowed to impede this. Any risk to the continued prosperity
of the IWM and its existence does not have the support of TPC.
The visual impact of the development as a whole. Better screening is
needed.
Impact of pollution on Heathfield residents.

4.3

Duxford Parish Council: No objection as long as the development does
not interfere with air show operations.

4.4

Whittlesford Parish Council: No comments received.

4.5

Fowlmere Parish Council: Share Thriplow Parish Council's concerns
and understand there are additional concerns at Duxford Imperial War
Museum and recommend refusal. The operations have outgrown the
site if they require the proposed level of enhanced capability.

4.6

Environment Agency: The proposed pyrolysis plant and building will
overlap the existing installation regulated under an environmental
permit. Should the existing permitted activities be relocated to other
appropriate parts of the site to make way for the new pyrolysis plant,
the existing permit may need to be varied to reflect these changes
including the revised locations of any emission points.

4.7

The site overlies a principal aquifer (part of the Cam and Ely Ouse
Chalk groundwater body, an EU Water Framework Directive Drinking
Water Protected Area) and is located within a groundwater source
protection zone 3 designated to protect public water supply
abstractions in the area. The overlying soils at the site are classified as
having a high leaching potential, meaning they can readily transmit a
wide variety of pollutants to the groundwater. The site also overlies a
secondary A aquifer. The regional use of groundwater in this area
makes the site highly vulnerable to pollution. The previous uses of the
site which include landfill and an incinerator are considered to be
potentially contaminative. The site is considered to be of high sensitivity
and could present potential pollutant/contaminant linkages to controlled
waters.

4.8

Sufficient information has been provided to demonstrate that risks from
land contamination are understood and can be addressed. The risks to
controlled waters posed by contamination at this site can be addressed
through appropriate measures. However, further details will be required
in order to ensure that risks are appropriately addressed prior to the
development commencing and being occupied. It is important that
remediation works, if required, are verified as completed to agreed
standards to ensure that controlled waters are suitably protected. The
previous objection is withdrawn provided that the recommended
planning conditions and informatives are included. Without these
conditions, the proposed development on this site poses an
unacceptable risk to the environment and the objection would be
maintained.
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[Recommended conditions cover: ground contamination remediation
strategy; contamination not previously identified; surface water disposal
scheme; piling and other ground penetration]
4.9

Imperial War Museum Duxford : Object to the proposed development
because it will put airfield operations at risk and consequently have a
negative impact on the museum as an important visitor and heritage
attraction, on the important aerial vistas and the many on-site partners
and their businesses which make a large contribution to the local
economy.
IWM Duxford’s full responses are attached at Appendix A.

4.10

CCC Transport Assessment and Highway Development Management:
There is no objection from a traffic generation and highway capacity
point of view. A traffic management plan for the demolition and
construction phases is required. The area shown as a manoeuvring
space for HGVs should be kept free from any obstruction. These
matters can be secured by condition if permission is granted.

4.11

CCC Flood & Water Team (Lead Local Flood Authority): No objection.
There will be no increase in impermeable area. The surface water will
be pumped to an underground sump where it will be treated, stored
and then pumped to a pond. The applicant has demonstrated that
water can be attenuated on site with the use of existing drainage
features.

4.12

CCC Ecology Officer:
(i) Common reptiles - The applicant’s ecologist has identified the
meadow adjacent to the site as being suitable to support common
reptiles and have recommended that a reptile exclusion fence is
installed along the inside boundary fenceline of the proposed access
track and interior of the grassy slope.
ii) Great Crested Newts (GCN) – The applicant’s ecologist identified the
ornamental pond in the memorial garden as being potentially suitable
breeding habitat for GCNs. The primary function of the pond is to
accept water from the roofs of the buildings. It dries out in the summer
and consequently is not suitable as a breeding pond for Great Crested
Newts. The applicant’s ecologist proposes that during construction
works a watching brief for Great Crested Newts be implemented. This
approach is supported and should be secured by condition.
iii) Landscape Scheme - The inclusion of native tree and shrub
planting within the landscape proposals is welcomed.

4.13

CCC Waste Team: Planting trees and / or a hedgerow along or close
to the boundary with the County Council-owned closed landfill site
immediately to the west should be done with caution to ensure that the
integrity of the clay cap is not breached. Pathways thorough which
landfill gas could migrate must not be created.
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5.0

REPRESENTATIONS

5.1

Representations have been received from 8 local residents; 6
businesses or individuals with aviation interests; 2 visitors to IWM
Duxford; the MP for South Cambridgeshire and the local member. A
copy of their letters and emails will be placed in the Members’ Lounge
one week before the meeting. The local residents’ concerns are
summarised below:
New technology so its effects on people, animals, crops and the
environment isn’t known
Effect of emissions on local residents and visitors to IWM Duxford
Aircraft safety and effect on IWM Duxford and the local economy
HGV traffic will worsen congestion and safety on the A505 and air
quality
HGVs may use unsuitable local roads through villages
Impact on experience of visitors to the pet crematorium
Different cladding and more screening is needed to lessen the impact
of the new building on the Green Belt









Those with a personal or professional interest in aviation consider that
the proposed chimney will be a hazard to aircraft.
5.2

Heidi Allen, MP for South Cambridgeshire: Strongly objects to the
application, having serious concerns about the danger this proposal
represents to air traffic safety and therefore the safety of the local
community, businesses and visitors to the area.

5.3

Cllr Peter Topping (local member): Has raised concerns about the
waste processing technology and the potential hazard from emissions
and objects to the proposal on grounds of impact of the additional
traffic on the A505 and the risk to aircraft at IWM Duxford.

6.0

PLANNING HISTORY
[temporary time-expired permissions omitted]

6.1

S/1480/82 – Incinerator for domestic animals – Granted 02-02-1983
S/0671/85 – Additional incinerator plant- Granted 18-06-1985
S/0657/90 – Incinerator plant – Granted 30-07-1990
S/2205/90 – Burial area for domestic animals – Refused 17-04-1991
S/1356/94 – Consolidation of planning consents and proposals for
long-term on site – Granted 23-01-1995
S/01228/97/CW - Roof extension & cold room to store dead animals
prior to incineration – Granted 24-12-1997
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S/01561/97/CW – Variation of condition 9 of S/1356/94 to permit
incineration of veterinary clinical waste- Granted 22-01-1998
S/02143/98/CW - Variation of condition 10 of S/1356/94 to permit
operation of incinerators 24 hours 7 days per week Granted 10-051999
S/00434/99/CW – Erection of storage, office & mess building; covered
waste transfer area & garden machinery store- Granted 13-08-1999
S/1676/99/CW – Development without compliance with condition 9 and
variation of condition 1 of S/1356/94 to change types of waste that can
be treated – Granted 21-12-1999
S/00496/05/CW - Variation of condition 1 of S/1356/94 (as amended by
S/1676/99) to allow non-veterinary (i.e. human) clinical waste to be
imported, stored and handled on site – Granted 22-09-2005
S/00497/05/CW – Erection of buildings to accommodate the installation
of autoclave waste management equipment plus associated
office/visitor facilities – Granted 22-09-2005
S/01649/10/CW – Replacement incinerator plant and associated
chimney stack – Granted 03-03-2011
Land to the east of Cambridge Pet Crematorium
6.2

The land immediately to the east of the pet crematorium adjacent to the
A505 is being used for vehicle parking and the storage of containers,
effectively an extension of the waste management site from which it is
accessed. Planning application no S/0868/16/FL was registered by
South Cambridgeshire District Council on 23 March 2016 for use of
land as staff car/lorry park and use of existing barn for ancillary storage
(retrospective).

7.0

PLANNING POLICY AND RELEVANT GUIDANCE

7.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and
section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 require that
applications for planning permission must be determined in accordance
with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. The relevant development plan policies are set out in
paragraphs 7.3, 7.4 and 7.6 below.

7.2

The National Planning Policy Framework (March 2012), the Waste
Management Plan for England (December 2013) and National Planning
Policy for Waste (October 2014) are also material planning
considerations.

7.3

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy
Development Plan Document (adopted July 2011) (the M&W Core
Strategy)
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CS2
CS15
CS18
CS19
CS22
CS24
CS29
CS30
CS32
CS33
CS34
CS35
CS36
CS39
CS40
7.4

Strategic vision and objectives for sustainable waste
management development
The location the future waste management facilities
Waste management proposals outside allocated areas
The location of hazardous waste facilities - resource recovery
and landfill
Climate change
Design of sustainable minerals and waste management facilities
The need for waste management development and movement
of waste
Waste Consultation Areas
Traffic and highways
Protection of landscape character
Protecting surrounding uses
Biodiversity and geodiversity
Archaeology and the Historic Environment
Water resources and water pollution prevention
Airport safeguarding

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Site Specific
Proposals Development Plan Document (adopted February 2012) (the
M&W SSP)
SSPW8

Waste consultation areas (reference W8AR, Pet
Crematorium, A505, Thriplow)

7.5

The Location and Design of Waste Management Facilities
Supplementary Planning Document (adopted July 2011)

7.6

South Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies Development
Plan Document (July 2007) (SC DCP)
DP/1 Sustainable Development
DP/2 Design of New Development
DP/3 Development Criteria
DP/6 Construction Methods
GB/3 Mitigating the impact of development adjoining the green belt
NE/4 Landscape Character Areas
NE/6 Biodiversity
NE/8 Groundwater
NE/9 Water and Drainage Infrastructure
NE/10 Foul Drainage – Alternative Drainage Systems
NE/11 Flood Risk
NE/12 Water Conservation
NE/14 Lighting Proposals
NE/15 Noise Pollution
NE/16 Emissions
CH/5 Conservation Areas

7.7

The South Cambridgeshire Local Plan 2011-2031 was submitted to the
Secretary of State in March 2014 and is being examined jointly with the
Cambridge City Local Plan by planning inspectors at hearings which
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will resume in June 2016. The new Local Plan is not yet, therefore,
part of the adopted development plan. However, policies to which
there have been no objections should be afforded some weight.
8.0

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

8.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the
Government’s planning policies and how these are expected to be
applied. It is a material consideration in planning decisions and at its
heart is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. It states
that:

•

Proposed development that accords with the development plan should
be approved without delay;
Where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies
are out-of-date, permission should be granted unless any adverse
impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken as a
whole; or specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be
restricted; and
Proposed develop that conflicts with an up-to-date development
plan should be refused unless other material considerations
indicate otherwise.

•

•

8.2

The Government identifies 3 dimensions to sustainable development
which give rise to need for the planning system to perform a number of
roles which it states should not be undertaken in isolation:

•

an economic role: contributing to building a strong, responsive and
competitive economy, ………. including the provision of infrastructure;
a social role: supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, ……
by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible local
services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health,
social and cultural well-being; and
an environmental role: contributing to protecting and enhancing our
natural, built and historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to
improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste
and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including
moving to a low carbon economy.

•

•

8.3

The National Planning Policy for Waste (NPPW) refers to the Waste
Management Plan for England (WMPE) in which the Government
supports efficient energy recovery from residual waste – of materials
which cannot be reused or recycled - to deliver environmental benefits,
reduce carbon impact and provide economic opportunities. The NPPW
also gives advice on the determination of planning applications and
provides locational criteria against which sites should be tested. These
criteria are covered by development plan policies.

8.4

The Government’s Strategy for Hazardous Waste Management in
England sets out a vision for improved hazardous waste treatment. The
Strategy aims to continue to encourage policies which lead to
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reductions in hazardous waste arisings, and the wider application of the
waste hierarchy to the management of hazardous waste.
8.5

The key issues are the principle of energy from waste by means of
pyrolysis; the suitability of the proposed location; impact on the safety
of operations at Duxford airfield; and whether the process can be
undertaken without causing unacceptable harm to the local
environment including both ecological and human receptors.
Principle of the development

8.6

Some elements of the proposed feedstock will be classified as
hazardous e.g. oil contaminated rags and clinical and pharmaceutical
waste and therefore options for dealing with them towards the top of
the waste hierarchy (prevention, preparing for re-use and recycling) are
limited. Energy recovery from waste is preferable to disposal by landfill
or by incineration without energy recovery. Co-locating the proposed
pyrolysis plant at an existing waste management site has benefits
which weigh in the project’s favour. Approximately 20% of the
feedstock will be residue from the adjacent autoclave plant which would
otherwise be transported off site for disposal. Steam from the pyrolysis
process would be used in the autoclaves in place of that produced by
oil fired boilers and the electricity would be used on site, with the
surplus exported to the grid. This would replace electricity taken from
the grid, typically generated by fossil fuel power stations. Large
quantities of waste wood have been stockpiled at a number of locations
within the county therefore a means of disposal with energy recovery
would be a useful contribution to the network of waste management
facilities.

8.7

For these reasons the proposed project would contribute towards
addressing climate change in compliance with M&W Core Strategy
policies CS2 and CS22, and form part of a network of waste
management facilities in compliance with policy CS15 and the WMPE.
The proposed location

8.8

M&W Core Strategy policy CS30 and M&W SSP policy SSPW8 define
waste consultation areas around waste management facilities which
make a significant contribution to managing any waste stream. Their
purpose is to ensure that these facilities are protected from
development that would prejudice existing or future waste management
uses. The Cambridge Pet Crematorium and associated waste
management facility is protected by a waste consultation area
(reference W8AR). It is therefore recognised as a site whose future for
waste management should be protected.

8.9

M&W Core Strategy policy CS18 deals with waste management
proposals outside allocated areas and states that they will be
considered favourably where this is consistent with the spatial strategy
for waste management and it can be demonstrated that they will
contribute to sustainable waste management, moving waste up the
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waste hierarchy. These matters have been dealt with in paragraphs
8.6 and 8.7 above. CS18 goes on to identify the types of site where
waste recovery and recycling facilities may be permitted and these
include: for on-site management of waste; co-location with
complementary activities (including existing permanent waste
management sites); and on previously developed land. The proposed
site fulfils all of these criteria and also complies with SC DCP policy
DP/1 (c) which gives priority to the use of brownfield sites. The
supplementary planning document The Location and Design of Waste
Management Facilities also favours the use of previously developed
land and recognises the benefits of the co-location of waste
management facilities.
Aircraft Safety
8.10

Considerable concern has been raised by IWM Duxford, other
members of the flying community and local residents about the impact
of the proposed 25 metre high chimney on aircraft landing and taking
off and consequent impacts on the museum and its contribution to the
local economy.

8.11

Duxford is licensed as an aerodrome with the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA). CAA advice (Guidance on Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
Planning Consultation Requirements – 2 August 2012) is that
aerodrome safeguarding responsibility rests with the aerodrome licence
holder/operator not the CAA. DFT/ODPM Circular 1/2003 – Advice to
local planning authorities on safeguarding aerodromes and military
explosives storage areas states that operators of licensed and
unlicensed aerodromes should “take steps to protect their locations
from the effects of possible adverse development by establishing an
agreed consultation procedure between themselves and the local
planning authority or authorities.” One method, recommended by the
CAA to aerodrome licensees, is to lodge a non-official safeguarding
map with relevant local planning authorities. The Circular asks local
planning authorities to respond sympathetically to requests for nonofficial safeguarding. The purpose of a safeguarding map is to indicate
to a local planning authority those types of development upon which
consultation is required. It is required if the height of any building or
structure would, as a result of the development, exceed the level
indicated on the map.

8.12

There is no policy in the adopted South Cambridgeshire development
plan relating to aerodrome safeguarding. The Annex to Department for
Transport Circular 1/2010, Control of Development in Airport Public
Safety Zones requires such zones be safeguarded and identified in
development plans. Policy TI/6 of the Proposed Submission Local Plan
(July 2013) refers to public safety zones around Cambridge Airport.
Within this area development is restricted whilst the airport is
operational in order to minimise the number of people at risk of death
or injury in the event of an aircraft crash on take-off or landing. South
Cambridgeshire District Council’s proposed Minor Changes were
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published in March 2014, and as a response to a representation, the
following was added:
Air Safeguarding Zones
10.34 Applications for development within Cambridge Airport’s Air
Safeguarding Zones (shown in Figure 12a) will be the subject of
consultation with the operator of the airport and the Ministry of
Defence. Restrictions in height, or changes to the detailed design of
development may be necessary to mitigate the risk of aircraft accident
and maintain the operational integrity of the airport.
10.35 The purpose of airport safeguarding is to take the measures
necessary to ensure the safety of aircraft, their passengers and crew
while taking off or landing or while flying in the vicinity of Cambridge
Airport. This is achieved by assessing proposed development so as to:
 protect the air through which aircraft fly;
 protect the integrity of radar and other electronic aids to air
navigation;
 protect visual aids, such as approach and runway lighting, by
preventing them from being obscured, or preventing the
installation of other lights; and
 avoid any increase in the risk to aircraft of a birdstrike.
10.36 A similar Aerodrome Safeguarding Zone applies to the Imperial
War Museum Duxford (shown on Figure 12b). Applications for
development within Duxford’s Air Safeguarding Zones will be the
subject of consultation with the aerodrome operator.
8.13

Figure 12b is shown in Appendix B. The proposed development falls
within Zone 1 where consultation with IWM Duxford is required for
development proposals over 10 metres in height. The applicant was
advised in February 2015 to contact IWM Duxford at the pre-application
stage to discuss any potential air safety matters and his attention was
drawn to M&W Core Strategy policy CS40.
CS40 Airport Safeguarding
Mineral and waste management development within the safeguarding
areas of airports or aerodromes will only be permitted where it can be
demonstrated that the development and associated operations and
restoration would not constitute a significant hazard to air traffic. The
preparation of an approved Bird Management Plan may be required.

8.14

IWM Duxford has objected to the planning application for a number of
reasons but principally because they believe that a 25 metre high
chimney in the location proposed will be a hazard to aircraft landing
and taking off from the airfield (see paragraph 4.9 above and Appendix
A). The applicant commissioned an assessment by a specialist
consultant who concluded that the proposed development does not
impact on any airport obstacle limitation surfaces so is not a significant
hazard to air traffic safety. This is clearly an important and highly
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specialist technical matter. It is a material planning consideration which
needs to be given consideration. For this reason, and faced with
opposing views, an independent consultant was engaged to provide
advice. Alan Stratford and Associates Ltd’s (ASA) resultant report
included advice from a specialist vintage aircraft pilot. The ASA report
(revised following receipt of further information from the applicant)
concludes that:
a) As a CAA licensed airfield, Duxford must ensure that no obstacles
breach the (minimum) take-off and climb and approach surfaces. At
Duxford, both the take-off and climb and the approach surfaces would
be approximately 27m above the top of the proposed chimney, so no
breach would occur.
b) Based on a typical 3 degree glide slope surface, landing aircraft
would clear the chimney by some 45.08m (or 147.9ft). This represents
an adequate clearance height for both vintage and more modern
aircraft.
c) All aircraft using Duxford could turn after take-off to avoid the
chimney stack and smoke plume.
d) Smaller vintage and more modern aircraft would make a curved
approach into the airfield to avoid overflying the chimney and would
avoid the smoke plume.
e) Larger vintage and more modern aircraft use the asphalt rather than
the grass runway and therefore do not directly overfly the chimney on
approach. Even if the grass runway were to be used, the clearance
height would be sufficient.
f) There are no safety risks imposed by aircraft flying through the
smoke plume and pilots would not inhale the smoke fumes.
g) If desired by the IWM, or required by the CAA, information about the
stack location may be included in the UK AIP EGSU AD2.10, and in
Pooley’s Flight Guide for Duxford (Reference 9). No type A or obstacle
charts are currently published for Duxford.
8.15

Based on ASA’s advice it is considered that the proposed development
will not constitute a significant hazard to air traffic so is compliant with
M&W Core Strategy policy CS40.
Design and Visual Impact

8.16

The existing waste management facility, including the Cambridge Pet
Crematorium, is an established site within the countryside and is
outside but close to the Cambridge Green Belt. Policy GB/3 requires
the planning authority to take account of any adverse impact on the
Green Belt.
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8.17

M&W Core Strategy policy CS24 requires a high standard of design
and for proposed waste management development to be consistent
with the guidance provided in supplementary planning document The
Location and Design of Waste Management Facilities. The SPD
identifies rural locations on the main road network as being potentially
appropriate for a range of waste management facilities. It goes on to
say that the design should reflect the scale and design of agricultural
buildings. M&W Core Strategy policy CS33 requires waste
management development to be assimilated into its surroundings and
local landscape character area. SC DCP policies DP/1(p), DP/2(a),
DP/3(m) and NE/4 have a similar aim.

8.18

The proposal is to replace the existing industrial-style building with one
which will be larger in height and footprint. It will result in a longer and
higher elevation facing the A505 and will be more dominant when
viewed from the west and from the A505 to the north. Although the site
is in open countryside, the immediate context of the development site is
industrial and these factors should influence the design of the new
building. The applicant proposes that the building would be clad in
olive green with an olive green roof. The Landscape Design Officer
considers this to be acceptable but suggests that this will result in a
monotonous façade which could be broken up by the use of coloured
panels. The applicant has agreed to make these changes to the
scheme.

8.19

The height of the chimney has been determined by atmospheric
dispersion modelling. It will be considerably wider and higher than the
existing chimneys and colour will be important in lessening its impact.
The proposed light grey is considered appropriate by the Landscape
Design Officer.

8.20

The existing internal vehicle circulation arrangements are not ideal,
with waste delivery and collection vehicles doubling back to use the
weighbridge and access the waste processing areas. There is potential
for conflict with members of the public who are clients of the pet
crematorium. The proposed new internal access road will follow the
perimeter of the site and surround the memorial garden on three sides.
The applicant proposes to plant hedges along both sides of the new
access road, new trees principally on the inner side and woodland on
an existing bund at the southeast corner of the site. The species
proposed are appropriate and it is considered that the proposed
landscaping scheme will mitigate the impact of the new access road.
The Landscape Design Officer has suggested an alternative much
shorter route for the access road close to the buildings and therefore
disturbing less of the memorial garden. The developer considered this
option but discounted it because of the negative impact it would have
on visitors to the pet crematorium.

8.21

The proposed landscaping scheme has been amended to include tree
planting at the northwest corner of the site. This will go some way to
mitigating the impact of the proposed new building from the west and
north from where it will be most prominent. However, bearing in mind
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the concerns of the County Council’s Waste Team (paragraph 4.13) the
applicant must ensure that tree planning does not harm the clay cap to
the former landfill site.
8.22

IWM Duxford has raised concerns about the impact that the proposed
development will have from the air. However, it is considered that the
view experienced by pilots will be of short duration and from above the
impact of a larger building and taller chimney will not be significant; the
overall footprint of the waste complex as a whole will not change.

8.23

Although the new building and chimney will make the waste
management complex more prominent in the landscape it is considered
that with the mitigation provided by appropriately coloured cladding and
panels and more extensive landscape planting the impact on the Green
Belt will not be significant and not unacceptable in the landscape
generally. The proposal therefore complies with the policies referred to
in paragraphs 8.16 and 8.17.
Emissions to air

8.24

Concerns have been raised by local residents that the proposed
technology is new and the emissions to air may have an adverse effect
on people, animals, crops and the environment. M&W Core Strategy
policy CS34 seeks to protect the environment, human health and safety
and neighbouring land uses from significant harm. SC DCP policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(n) and NE/16 have similar aims. As well as planning
permission, the proposed pyrolysis plant will need an environmental
permit from the Environment Agency in order to operate.
The planning application process determines if the development is an
acceptable use of the land whilst environmental permitting determines
if an operation can be managed on an ongoing basis to prevent or
minimise pollution.

8.25

NPPF para 122 states that:
“….. local planning authorities should focus on whether the
development itself is an acceptable use of the land, and the impact of
the use, rather than the control of processes or emissions themselves
where these are subject to approval under pollution control regimes.
Local planning authorities should assume that these regimes will
operate effectively. Equally, where a planning decision has been made
on a particular development, the planning issues should not be
revisited through the permitting regimes operated by pollution control
authorities.”

8.26

There is a similar message in the National Planning Policy for Waste
which says that when determining planning applications, planning
authorities should:
“concern themselves with implementing the planning strategy in the
Local Plan and not with the control of processes which are a matter for
the pollution control authorities. Waste planning authorities should work
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on the assumption that the relevant pollution control regime will be
properly applied and enforced.”
8.27

The Environment Agency has not objected to the proposed
development and for the reasons set out in paragraphs 8.24 – 8.26
above the control of pollution should be a matter for the environmental
permit.

8.28

SC DCP policy DP/1 requires applications for major development to be
supported by a Health Impact Assessment. The environmental health
officer is satisfied with the conclusions of the assessment submitted as
part of this application.
Noise

8.29

Waste will be unloaded and subsequently treated within the new
building. The gas engines which have the greatest potential to
generate noise will be housed within containers. The environmental
health officer agrees with the applicant’s assessment that there will be
no significant noise impact from the proposed development. As she
observes, noise will also be controlled by the environmental permit.
The proposed development is, therefore, compliant with M&W Core
Strategy CS34 and SC DCP policies DP/3(n) and NE/15 in respect of
noise.

8.30

It is the nature of the energy from waste technologies that at least part
of the process must take place continuously and the applicant
proposes that the pyrolysis plant will operate 24 hours per day, every
day. The hours of operation of the autoclave and incineration
processes are not restricted by planning condition. For the reasons set
out in the previous paragraph there is no reason why the proposed
pyrolysis plant should not operate as proposed.
Protection of water quality and resources

8.31

The site is within Groundwater Protection Zone 3 so the proposed
development must be designed to minimise the risk of contamination.
M&W Core Strategy policy CS39 states that development will only be
permitted where it is demonstrated that there would be no significant
risk to the quantity or quality of surface or groundwater resources and
adequate water pollution control and monitoring measures have been
incorporated. SC DCP policies DP/1(l), DP/3(r) have similar aims. The
Environment Agency initially objected to the proposal because there
was insufficient information to demonstrate that the risk of pollution to
controlled waters was acceptable. The applicant subsequently
submitted a report which has demonstrated that risks from land
contamination are understood and can be addressed appropriately.
The Environment Agency withdrew its objection subject to conditions
being imposed to secure a land remediation strategy; a mechanism for
dealing with previously unidentified contamination, a surface water
drainage scheme and restriction on piling.
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8.32

Provided the Environment Agency’s recommended conditions are
imposed the proposed development would comply with M&W Core
Strategy policy CS39 and SC DCP policies DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8.
Traffic impact

8.33



M&W Core Strategy policy CS32 requires that:
access to the highway network serving the site to be, or made suitable,
and able to accommodate any increase in traffic and / or the nature of
the traffic associated with the development; and
any associated increase in traffic would not cause unacceptable harm
to the environment, road safety or residential amenity.
SC DCP policy DP/3(b) has similar aims.

8.34

A number of local residents and parish councils consider that the traffic
generated by the proposed development will exacerbate the congestion
already experienced on the A505 at certain times and slow-moving
HGVs turning into and out of the site will compromise road safety. The
applicant’s transport information has been assessed by the County
Council’s Transport Assessment Officer and Highway Development
Management Engineer. Neither has raised concerns about the safety
of the access onto the A505 or the capacity of the highway network for
the traffic that the proposed development will generate. They have
taken into account that:




no additional staff journeys will be generated;
the proposed plant will generate 8 – 16 HGV trips per day (4 - 6
deliveries of waste with 1 vehicle every 2 days to take away residual
material for disposal);
existing operations at the site generate 46 HGV trips per day with peak
departures of 3 per hour. The additional HGV trips would result in a
maximum of 4 departures per hour;
peak demand for the site as a whole is 0400 – 0700 but for the
proposed development 1000 – 1100 during which period 2 or 3 HGV
trips would be generated;
the A505 carries between 18,000 and 19,000 vehicles per day near the
site. An additional 16 trips split north and south would be less than the
daily variation and imperceptible to other highway users;
the applicant proposes to realign the kerb line to allow HGVs turning
left out of the site to do so without encroaching the right hand turn lane
for inbound traffic from the south west.






8.35

The proposed pyrolysis plant will handle waste streams for which there
is not a wide choice of disposal options. Waste will, therefore, be
drawn from a much wider area than for example construction or
demolition waste. The site is located on the A505 which in turn is close
to the M11. It is unlikely that HGVs travelling relatively long distances
would find the road through Thriplow an attractive alternative to the
principal highway network. In order to prevent the amount of traffic
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generated by the pyrolysis plant increasing above that which has been
assessed, a condition can be imposed restricting the volume of waste it
may receive.
8.36

For the reasons given in paragraphs 8.34 and 8.35 it is considered that
the proposed development complies with M&W Core Strategy policy
CS32 and SC DCP policy DP/3(b).
Flood risk

8.37

The site is in flood zone 1. It is proposed that the existing methods of
surface water drainage are used for the new development. Rainwater
which lands on the roofs is diverted via sealed pipes to an underground
sump, where it is stored separately from any other water sources. Once
the holding sump is full, the clean water is pumped into the pond which
is located in the memorial garden. The pond has a semi-permeable
base which allows the water within to slowly filter down and dissipate to
ground at a steady rate. Grey water (rainfall which falls on floors or
hardstanding and any process water from the autoclaves) is diverted to
sealed drains then stored in a tank where it is tested, treated and
filtered. It is then used for the wet-scrubber abatement system, with
any excess water transferred to a tanker and taken off-site for
treatment and re-use elsewhere.

8.38

The new building will be slightly larger than those to be demolished.
However, the impermeable area of the site will not alter as the
increased floor-space will be constructed upon existing hard-standing.
The applicant has stated that the new access road will be 100%
permeable. However, details of its construction and surface have not
been provided but these can be secured by condition.

8.39

The proposed development is not in an area at risk of flooding and will
not increase the risk of flooding elsewhere so complies with the NPPF
and SC DCP policies DP/1(i), DP/3(p) and NE/11.

8.40

The reuse of grey water in the waste management process is a
sustainable use of water which complies with SC DCP policies NE/1(h)
and NE/12.
Ecology

8.41

The site of the new building is intensively used for waste management
processes and its ecological value is low. The buildings which are to
be demolished have been assessed as having no potential for bat
roosts. The proposed access road is around the perimeter of the
memorial garden where the grass is mown short. The proposed
landscaping scheme comprises planting with native hedge and tree
species and as well as separating the access road from the memorial
garden, will increase the biodiversity potential of the site.

8.42

The pond is reliant on water from the roofs of the buildings and dries
out in periods of low rainfall so is not a permanent feature. It therefore
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has little potential as habitat for great crested newts. The Council’s
ecologist has recommended that the ecological interest of the site can
be safeguarded by a condition requiring that a Great Crested Newt
watching brief be implemented during the construction work. This can
be secured by condition.
8.43

It is considered that for the above reasons the proposed development
complies with M&W Core Strategy policy CS35 and SC DCP policies
DP/1(o), DP/3(o) and NE/6 all of which seek to protect and enhance
the biodiversity interest of the site.
Historic environment

8.44

M&W Core Strategy policy CS36 seeks to protect designated and other
heritage assets from harmful development. SC DCP policy CH/5 refers
to the need to comply with legislative provisions and national policy.
The NPPF requires the planning authority to consider the impact of
proposed development on the significance of designated heritage
assets. The conservation areas at Thriplow, Fowlmere and Duxford
Airfield are designated heritage assets. IWM Duxford considers that
the proposed development will be detrimental to the historic and aerial
vistas of the airfield and the conservation area.

8.45

The applicant’s appraisal has demonstrated to the satisfaction of South
Cambridgeshire District Council’s Historic Buildings Officer that if the
chimney can be viewed, its impact will be minimal due to the distance
from the Duxford Airfield Conservation Area. Thriplow and Fowlmere
are further away from the site and the setting of their conservation
areas will not be adversely affected by the proposed development. The
aerial vista has been addressed in paragraph 8.22 above.

8.46

It is considered that the proposed development will not affect the
significance of any designated heritage assets so complies with the
NPPF, M&W Core Strategy policy CS36 and SC DCP policy CH/5.
Economy and tourism

8.47

The importance of IWM Duxford as a museum of national importance is
acknowledged, as is its contribution to the local economy. The impact
of the proposed development, specifically the proposed chimney, on
the safety of aircraft using Duxford airfield has been assessed. The
advice to the Council from an independent consultant is that there will
not be a significant hazard to air traffic. For this reason it is considered
that the operation of IWM Duxford will not be adversely affected by the
proposed development and the importance of the museum and its
contribution to the local economy will not be compromised.

9.0

CONCLUSION

9.1

The proposed development is consistent with Government policy to
support energy recovery from waste which cannot be reused or
recycled and to move the management of hazardous waste up the
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waste hierarchy. The proposed development will provide a facility for
treating specialist waste streams at an existing waste management
site. As such it complies with development plan policy in principle and
in locational terms as set out in paragraphs 8.6 and 8.9.
9.2

Objections and concerns have been raised principally about the impact
on the safety of aircraft using Duxford Airfield, the importance of the
museum and the related potential adverse impact on the economy; the
impact on highway safety and congestion on the A505; and about the
effects of emissions on people and the natural environment.

9.3

Independent advice to the County Council is that the proposed chimney
does not pose a risk to aircraft. The County Council’s highway officers
consider that the access to the site is satisfactory and the highway
network is capable of accommodating the small daily increase in traffic.
Pollution to air will be regulated by the Environment Agency under the
environmental permitting process.

9.4

Other environmental considerations such as landscape impact;
protection of groundwater; flood risk and surface water drainage; the
historic environment; and ecology have been taken into account in
section 8 of this report. It has been concluded that there are no
potential impacts that cannot be mitigated by planning conditions and
the relevant locational criteria in the NPPW are met.

9.5

The proposed development is in accordance with the development plan
and with national planning policies. There are no material
considerations of sufficient weight to determine the application other
than in accordance with the development plan and justify refusal of
planning permission.

10.0

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

It is recommended that planning permission be granted subject to the
following conditions:

1.

The development hereby permitted shall have begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission. Written
notification of the date of the commencement of the development shall
be sent to the Waste Planning Authority within 7 days of such
commencement.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 as amended by section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004

2.

The development hereby permitted shall not proceed except in
accordance with the details set out in the submitted application and
supporting documents and the following drawings, except as otherwise
required by any of the conditions set out in this permission:


Fig 1 Rev c Location Plan dated April 2016
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Fig 5 Rev e Proposed Site Plan dated April 2016
Fig 6 Proposed Building Plan dated June 2015
Fig 7 Proposed Roof Plan dated June 2015
Fig ES 1 Plant Layout (undated – received 30 June 2015)
Fig 8 rev b Proposed Building Elevations dated 03.16 – Colours amended
Fig 9 rev a Proposed Building Elevations dated December 2015
JEC/407/01 Rev B Planting Proposals dated April 2016
Specification for Soft Landscape Works dated December 2015
Reason: To define the permission and to protect the character and
appearance of the locality in accordance with policies CS33 & CS34 of
the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals & Waste Core Strategy
(adopted July 2011) and policies DP/1(p), DP/2(a), DP/3(m), GB/3 and
NE/4 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD
(adopted July 2007)

3.

External cladding shall not be attached to the fuel storage building or
pyrolysis plant building until details of coloured panels have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste Planning Authority.
The development shall not be carried out except in accordance with the
approved details.
Reason: To break up the visual form of the buildings in accordance
with policies CS33 & CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(p), DP/2(a), DP/3(m), GB/3 and NE/4 of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

4.

No demolition or construction shall take place until a traffic
management plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Waste Planning Authority. The approved plan shall be complied
with in full during all demolition and construction work.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with policy
CS32 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals & Waste Core
Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policy DP/3(b) of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

5.

The area shown for HGV turning on Fig 5 Rev C Proposed Site Plan
dated August 2015 shall be provided and retained and kept free from
any obstruction at all times.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with policy
CS32 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals & Waste Core
Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policy DP/3(b) of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)
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6.

The fuel storage building and pyrolysis plant building shall not be
erected until a timetable for the phased implementation of the
landscaping scheme shown on drawing no JEC/407/01 Rev B Planting
Proposals dated April 2016 has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Waste Planning Authority. The approved timetable shall
be complied with in full.
Reason: To mitigate the visual impact of the buildings in accordance
with policies CS33 & CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(p), DP/2(a) & (j), DP/3(m), GB/3 and NE/4 of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

7.

No removal of hedgerows or trees shall take place between 1 March
and 31 August inclusive unless a competent ecologist has undertaken:



a detailed check of vegetation for active birds’ nests immediately before
vegetation is cleared; and
provided written confirmation to the Waste Planning Authority prior to
the removal of any vegetation that no birds will be harmed and/or that
there are appropriate measures in place to protect nesting bird interest
on site.
Reason: (i) In the interests of the biodiversity of the site in accordance
with policy CS35 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals &
Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies DP/1(o),
DP/3(o) and NE/6 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007)

8.

If within a period of 5 years from the date of planting any tree or shrub,
that tree or shrub, or any tree or shrub planted in replacement for it, is
removed, uprooted or destroyed or dies, becomes in the opinion of the
Waste Planning Authority, seriously damaged or defective, another tree
or shrub of the same species and size as that originally planted shall be
planted in the same place, unless the Waste Planning Authority gives
written consent to any variation.
Reason: To mitigate the visual impact of the buildings in accordance
with policies CS33 & CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(p), DP/2(a) & (j), DP/3(m), GB/3 and NE/4 of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

9.

No development shall take place until a remediation strategy that
includes the following components to deal with the risks associated
with contamination of the site has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Waste Planning Authority:
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1.

2.
3.

A Preliminary Risk Assessment (PRA) including a Conceptual
Site Model (CSM) of the site indicating potential sources,
pathways and receptors, including those off site.
The results of a site investigation based on (1) and a detailed
risk assessment, including a revised CSM.
Based on the risk assessment in (2) an options appraisal and
remediation strategy giving full details of the remediation
measures required and how they will be undertaken. The
strategy shall include a plan providing details of how the
remediation works shall be judged to be complete and
arrangements for contingency actions.

No occupation of any part of the permitted development shall take
place until a verification report demonstrating completion of works set
out in the remediation strategy required by 9. (3) above has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste Planning Authority.
Reason: To protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters from
potential pollutants associated with current and previous land uses in
accordance with National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 109,
120, 121, Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and
Practice (GP3), policy CS39 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8 of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007). Remediation measures
may be needed as part of the construction phase so must be in place
before development starts.
10.

If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found
to be present no further development shall be carried out until a
remediation strategy detailing how this contamination shall be dealt
with has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste
Planning Authority. The approved remediation strategy shall be
implemented in full.
Reason: To protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters from
potential pollutants associated with current and previous land uses in
line with National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 109, 120,
121, Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and
Practice (GP3), policy CS39 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8 of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007).

11.

No development shall commence until a scheme for surface water
disposal has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste
Planning Authority. Infiltration systems shall only be used where it can
be demonstrated that they will not pose a risk to groundwater quality.
The development shall not be occupied until the approved scheme has
been implemented in full.
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Reason: To protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters from
potential pollutants associated with current and previous land uses in
line with National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 109, 120,
121, Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and
Practice (GP3), policy CS39 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8 of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007). Elements of the surface
water disposal arrangements may be need to be installed in an early
part of the construction phase so the scheme must be in place before
development starts.
12.

No development shall commence until a detailed foundation design
demonstrating how the foundation solution will integrate with the on-site
capping layer and a foundation works risk assessment which shall
demonstrate that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to groundwater
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste Planning
Authority. The development shall not be occupied until the approved
scheme has been implemented in full.
Reason: To protect and prevent the pollution of controlled waters from
potential pollutants associated with current and previous land uses in
line with National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 109, 120,
121, Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and
Practice (GP3), policy CS39 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(l), DP/3(r) and NE/8 of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007). The foundation design will
need to demonstrate that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to
groundwater before development starts.

13.

During the period of demolition and construction no power operated
machinery shall be operated before 0800 hours on weekdays and 0800
hours on Saturdays or after 1800 hours on weekdays and after 1300
hours on Saturdays or at any time on Sundays or Bank or Public
Holidays.
Reason: In the interests of the amenity of local residents in
accordance with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/3(n) and NE/15 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007).

14.

No development shall commence until a programme of measures to
minimise the spread of airborne dust (including the consideration of
wheel washing and dust suppression provisions) from the site during
the demolition and construction period has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Waste Planning Authority. The approved
measures shall be implemented in full for the duration of the demolition
and construction phases.
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Reason: In the interests of the amenity of local residents in
accordance with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/3(n) and NE/16 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007). This relates to the demolition and
construction phases of the development so needs to be in place before
development starts.
15.

No external lighting shall be installed except in accordance with details
that have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste
Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of the amenity of local residents in
accordance with policy CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/3(n) and NE/14 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007).

16.

No part of the access track shown on Fig 5 Rev e dated April 2016
shall be constructed until details of its construction and surfacing have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Waste Planning
Authority. The access track shall not be constructed except in
accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the access track is permeable and there is no
increase in the impermeable area of the site in accordance with policies
DP/1(i) and DP/3(p) of the South Cambridgeshire Development
Control Policies DPD (adopted July 2007).

17.

No waste shall be stored outside the building.
Reason: To protect the visual appearance of the area in accordance
with policies CS33 & CS34 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies
DP/1(p), DP/2(a), DP/3(m), GB/3 and NE/4 of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

18.

The amount of waste received for treatment by the pyrolysis plant in
any one calendar year shall not exceed 30,000 tonnes excluding
residual waste from the adjacent autoclave process.
Reason: The development has been assessed on this level of vehicle
movements. In the interests of highway safety in accordance with
policy CS32 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals & Waste
Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policy DP/3(b) of the South
Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD (adopted July
2007)

19.

The Great Crested Newt watching brief set out in the AWS Ecology
letter dated 21/03/2016 shall be implemented in full for the duration of
the construction of the internal access road. If Great Crested Newt are
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found, construction work shall stop and not recommence until a
mitigation strategy has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Waste Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved mitigation strategy.
Reason: (i) In the interests of the biodiversity of the site in accordance
with policy CS35 of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals &
Waste Core Strategy (adopted July 2011) and policies DP/1(o),
DP/3(o) and NE/6 of the South Cambridgeshire Development Control
Policies DPD (adopted July 2007)

Source Documents

Location

Link to the National Planning Policy Framework:
http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/
Link to the Waste Management Plan for England:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/waste-management-plan-for-england
Link to the National Planning Policy for Waste:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-for-waste
Link to Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy and Site
Specific Proposals:
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/info/20099/planning_and_development/49/water_minerals_
and_waste/7
Link to South Cambridgeshire Development Control Policies DPD:
https://www.scambs.gov.uk/ldf
Link to Alan Stratford & Associates revised report dated March 2016:
http://planning.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/swift/apas/run/WCHDISPLAYMEDIA.showImage?theS
eqNo=1950955767&theApnkey=39543&theModule=1
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Wass Helen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alison Inglis <aminglis@iwm.org.uk>
11 February 2016 12:52
Wass Helen
RE: Planning application at Vetspeed
RAF Duxford 1918..pdf

Helen
Thank you for the additional information. Our comments are as follows:

•

Regarding section 1.1.3, the applicant was given but did not take up the opportunity to take photos from
the Control Tower which would have afforded a different and elevated historical viewpoint to the
landscape.

•

The report focuses on the existing chimneys and the new one will be considerably taller. It would
therefore follow that it will be more visible and prominent in the landscape. It would have been useful to
have seen some modelling illustrations within this report.

•

Regarding section 2.2.7, it should be noted that our visitors, particularly on air show days, use powerful
zoom lenses to get the best photographs of the aircraft in the air and the historic setting. Their
experience is likely to be adversely affected by a new chimney.

•

There was no representation of the vista from the perspective of the thousands of visiting pilots who fly
into our historic airfield.

•

The A505 is an integral element of how this particular Conservation Area is read as the site was built with
the road running through it for the purpose of separating the domestic and technical sides of RAF Duxford
as can be seen in the attached photo from 1918. We are therefore aware of all the buildings and
structure along its route and the approach to the Conservation Area.

•

The present landscaping, with the boundaries of tall trees and hedges, may change in the future as part
of the master plan which is being prepared for the site. They cannot be relied upon to always provide the
screening that has been mentioned in the report.

If you need any additional information please do contact me.

Alison Inglis
Head of Projects
IWM Duxford
Cambridgeshire
CB22 4QR

From: Wass Helen [mailto:Helen.Wass@cambridgeshire.gov.uk]
Sent: 29 January 2016 08:44
To: Alison Inglis
Subject: Planning application at Vetspeed

Alison
The attached was submitted in response to a request from the SCDC heritage officer for more
information on the conservation area impact after we received your letter of 15 January. If the
IWM has any further comments I’ll be happy to hear from you by 12 February.

1
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Helen
Helen Wass
Development Management Officer
Postal address: Box SH 1315, Shire Hall, Cambridge, CB3 0AP
Tel 01223 715522

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the
addressee. If you receive this email by mistake please notify the sender and delete it immediately. Opinions
expressed are those of the individual and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Cambridgeshire County
Council. All sent and received email from Cambridgeshire County Council is automatically scanned for the
presence of computer viruses and security issues. Visit www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk

This email and any attachments are confidential.
It may contain privileged information and is intended for the named recipient(s) only. It must not be
distributed without consent.
If you are not one of the named recipients, please notify the sender and do not disclose or retain this email
or any part of it.
Unless expressly stated otherwise, opinions in this email are those of the individual sender and not those of
the Imperial War Museum.
This email message has been delivered safely and archived online by Mimecast.
We believe but do not warrant that this email and any attachments are virus free: you must therefore take
full responsibility for virus checking.
For more information please visit http://www.mimecast.com
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Technical Report for Cambridgeshire County Council in response to a planning application submitted by the developer, Novus
Environmental, Royston, Ref: S/008/15/CW

July 2016

Graeme Etheridge CPFA
Accountable Manager for Duxford Aerodrome
Executive Director, IWM
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1. Introduction
This report assesses the potential safety implications for aircraft operations at
Duxford Aerodrome as the result of a proposed development, including siting of a
chimney stack, immediately to the south-west of the runways. The assessment has
been carried out in response to the request made by Cambridgeshire County Council
Planning Committee at their meeting of 12 May 2016 with regard to the planning
application submitted by the developer, Novus Environmental, Royston, Ref:
S/008/15/CW.
The report provides technical evidence as to why the chimney would pose a
significant hazard (to quote the terminology of Mineral and Waste Core Strategy
Policy CS40) and in particular provides evidence (with appropriate distances,
speeds, angles, types of aircraft and the implications of engine power loss or other
incidents, including those weather-related) showing how safety would be affected
from a factual perspective.
It is acknowledged that the height of the proposed chimney obstacle is below the
statutory clearance surface currently required by the UK’s Civil Aviation Authority for
visual flight operations. However, one of our contentions is that regulatory
requirements prescribe minimum clearances, and that these clearances would have
been based on a sample of operating manuals/data for aircraft – and as such may
not be entirely relevant to the realities of operating historic and vintage aircraft (many
of which were manufactured without the production of operating manuals as we or
the CAA would recognise them) within the context and environs of Duxford
Aerodrome.
As requested (per Emma Fitch’s email of 13 May 2016) this report also refers to the
significance of the grass runway for historic aircraft operation, as distinct from the
asphalt runway (Section 3). The report also addresses the assessment and
importantly the conclusions made by Alan Stratford and Associates Ltd (detailed
within the Planning Committee report) and how these conclusions differ from the
experience-based opinion of long-time Duxford aircraft operators (Appendix A).
This report has been reviewed and endorsed by the Chairman of the General
Aviation Safety Council; and Chairman of Duxford Aerodrome’s Independent Flight
Safety Committee.

3
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2. Background and Definitions
This report focuses on why the construction of a 25m (82.9 ft.) chimney would
introduce a significant hazard to flying into and out of Duxford Aerodrome.
Notwithstanding this obvious headline item, we request that this report should also
be considered in the context of many previous successive (and entirely lawful)
Vetspeed/Novus planning applications. Collectively, the perhaps unforeseen effect
has been the incremental creation of what is even today something of a hazard to air
and road traffic, not to mention a site substantially and negatively impacting the rural
vista a non-industrial landscape (with its’ historic vistas, both aerial and from the
aerodrome).

Figure 1 - Royal Air Force (RAF) Duxford - 1918

The Duxford Aerodrome has been in use since 1918 and has seen and played a
significant part in our country’s history. Basing of the first operational Spitfire
squadron and then key involvement in the Battle of Britain will, we hope, be
remembered for all time. Legendary figures such as Douglas Bader and Frank
Whittle flew and trained at Duxford. Duxford’s Aerodrome, its buildings and place in
history is formally recognised by Historic England; the venue attracts over 300,000
national and international visitors a year, which along with the work of our onsite
partners supports over 250 jobs within the local economy. Our research shows
clearly that our unique selling point is that not only does IWM Duxford have world
class collections and accompanying history, but importantly that it is still an
operational airfield with living history being made on a daily basis. Duxford has been
in operation for 98 years… so far. IWM and its partners have together built a global
4
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reputation as a, if not the, centre of excellence for restoring and flying historic vintage
aircraft.
The last point is a key issue and is the driver for our concerns with regard to the
safety implications of the Vetspeed site, and in particular the construction of a 25m
(82.9 ft.) chimney. Additionally there are issues of uncertain extent with regard to the
heat and pollutant content of the chimney emissions.
Duxford has achieved its status as a centre of excellence for vintage aviation and
display flying in no small part because it offers a well-managed and safe operating
environment within currently manageable restrictions. Flying can be variously for the
purposes of; controlled testing to approve newly-restored aircraft, training to develop
the necessary old aircraft handling skills in new generations of pilots, retention of
existing pilot proficiency, public pleasure whether as participant or onlooker, or for
film work.
This combination of structured operation in a dedicated environment has fostered
immense developments in practical flying experience and engineering capability at
Duxford, and widespread recognition of this by the historic and vintage aviation
sector. For such reasons our partner ARC Ltd has recently secured the prestigious
contract to refurbish the Royal Air Force Battle of Britain Memorial Flight (BBMF)
WWII Lancaster bomber. ARC Ltd are world leaders in restoration and maintenance
of Spitfires and Hurricanes, and are operators of their own Bristol Blenheim.
de Havilland Support Ltd is the custodian of original de Havilland Aircraft Company
design data and the source of advice worldwide for all topics pertinent to aircraft
such as the Tiger Moth, Dragon Rapide, Chipmunk and Scottish Aviation Bulldog.
The Fighter Collection own and operate one of the world’s premier private collections
of ‘Warbirds’ (former military fighter and bomber aircraft) and deliver the renowned
‘Flying Legends’ air show every July at Duxford. Visiting vintage aircraft and public
visitors alike are attracted from all over the world.
These operations are subject to CAA oversight and to external validation, not least
by Insurers. The test flying of any aircraft is tightly managed, and involves planning
for the eventuality of a partial or complete engine failure, or indeed other
shortcomings which may exist until diagnosed and corrected. During the testing
phase the ability of an aircraft/pilot combination to manoeuvre effectively, or to deal
with unexpected external factors such as air turbulence or sudden changes in
temperature, may well be less than when more operating experience has been
gained. Despite all precautions the reality of Human Factors experience is that it is at
such times of stress that an ‘obvious’ issue, such as an obstruction, may be
overlooked and lead to an avoidable accident.

5
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Definitions
Duxford Aerodrome constantly reviews its risk management approach, both for
general day to day operations and airshows. Given reference to the term ‘significant
hazard’ we look here to quantify that term. In terms of ‘significant’ we define this (in
line with standard English) as ‘sufficiently great or important to be worthy of attention;
noteworthy’.
In terms of the word ‘hazard’ we define this (both in terms of the standard English of
the noun; and in line with the Health & Safety Executive’s definition) as ‘a potential
source of danger: a safety hazard’ and; ‘a hazard is something (e.g. an object, a
property of a substance, a phenomenon or an activity) that can cause or lead to
adverse effects’.
This report looks therefore as to whether the proposed introduction of a new
25m (82.9ft) chimney represents a new ‘significant hazard’ using the definition
set out: ‘a potential source of danger’.
In addition Appendix C shows the Civil Aviation Authority’s definitions with relation to
‘hazards’, included in CAA Safety Management Systems (SMS) Guidance for
Organisations CAP795 – CAA February 2015. Making an informed assessment, any
incident of an aircraft clipping or flying into a 82.9ft (25m) metal chimney stack is
likely to lead to either a “Catastrophic consequence (i.e. Results in an accident,
death or equipment destroyed); and/or a Hazardous consequence (i.e. Serious injury
or major equipment damage).
Apart from the risk of an aircraft simply flying directly into the proposed chimney
stack because of its location, weather conditions and pilot factors - given that on
average there is approximately one ‘forced landing’ in the surrounding area per
annum (see section 4 ‘Safety Scenarios’ for some causes/contributory factors) we
would assert that the likelihood of occurrence would be either “Occasional (i.e. Likely
to occur sometimes (has occurred infrequently); and/or Remote (i.e. Unlikely to occur
but possible (has occurred rarely), with reference to CAA definitions.
Applying any combination of these, would result in the risk being deemed
‘unacceptable’ using the Civil Aviation Authority’s hazard/risk matrix as at Appendix
C.

3. Airfield Operations in Context
Duxford Aerodrome sees in excess of 25,000 aircraft movements per year; with an
approximate 50/50 split between use of the grass runway (06L/24R) and the asphalt
runway (06R/24L). It is worth noting that many historic/vintage aircraft need to utilise
the grass runway for controllability reasons, or because at the rear they feature a

6
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skid rather than a wheel. The larger historic/vintage aircraft, and modern aircraft,
tend to use the asphalt runway.
Because of the prevailing wind direction in East Anglia, the great majority of take-offs
and landings at Duxford are made in a south-westerly direction. This is fortuitous as
the phase of flight in which a pilot has least time to react to any emergency, and if
necessary position for a low circuit to land or an off-aerodrome landing, is during the
initial climb directly after take-off. To the south-west the terrain remains relatively
open and unspoilt other than for hedgerows and foliage (see Figure 4, page 18),
which are at least relatively frangible if impacted by an aircraft. Conversely, to the
north-east the Duxford surroundings have become significantly congested by the
development not only of housing but also commercial properties for Volvo, Welch’s
Transport, Holiday Inn Express and BP.
The Aerodrome operates as a Category Level 2 airfield on a day to day basis, but
increases to Category 3 on airshows and as and when specific larger aircraft are
due, for example the BBMF Lancaster. Please see Appendix B which explains the
different categorisations and the work of Duxford Aerodrome’s Rescue and Fire
Fighting Service.
Duxford Aerodrome boasts a multiplicity of home-based piston-engined
historic/vintage aircraft dating from WW1 to the 1960s; modern light aircraft are also
resident at Duxford.
Daily visitors can encompass piston, turboprop and
occasionally jet types, and also civil and military helicopters including those of the
emergency services.
Historic/Vintage











Spitfire (all marks) and Hurricane - mainly Grass Runway (06L/24R)
B17 (Flying Fortress) - Hard Runway (06R/24L) only
Bristol Blenheim - mainly Grass Runway (06L/24R)
P51 Mustangs - Hard (06R/24L) and Grass Runway (06L/24R)
Tiger Moths - Grass Runway (06L/24R) only due to skid undercarriage
DH Rapides - Hard (06R/24L) and Grass Runway (06L/24R)
DHC-1 Chipmunks - Hard (06R/24L) or (mainly) Grass Runway (06L/24R)
Catalina Amphibian - Hard (06R/24L) and Grass Runway (06L/24R)
P40 Kittyhawks - mainly Grass Runway (06L/24R)
Hawker Biplanes – Grass Runway (06L/24R) only

Light/Modern General Aviation (representative types only)





Cessnas* - Hard (06R/24L) and Grass Runway (06L/24R)
Cherokees* - Hard (06R/24L) and Grass Runway (06L/24R)
Robins* - Hard (06R/24L) and Grass Runway (06L/24R)
PA34 Seneca - Hard (06R/24L) and Grass Runway (06L/24R)

7
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*These types of aircraft are non-historic but regularly visit Duxford carrying the
sizeable number of Museum visitors who are able to arrive by air. Further, such
aircraft attend from other airfields for training purposes, as Duxford is recognised as
a safer site for this purpose than the many airfields which have become encircled by
habitation to the extent of having restrictions.

“Accidents such as failure to get airborne, collision with obstacles after
take-off and over-run on landing occur frequently to light aeroplanes….”
Section 1 Introduction (a) CAA SafetySense Leaflet 7c Aeroplane Performance
– CAA January 2013

However, it has to be accepted that visiting pilots, even when diligently briefed, will
be less familiar than Duxford pilots with local obstructions.
Defining the precise operational and performance capability of many historic and
vintage aircraft is problematic as such data was not required to be codified for civil
aircraft prior to 1949, and may never have been measured with precision for exmilitary types. For the latter, adequate but not exhaustive information will be
embedded in the bespoke Permit to Fly limitations which the CAA raise before
allowing such aircraft to fly in the civil environment. Non-aviators might reasonably
regard historic and vintage aircraft operation as analogous to classic car motoring,
for which not every modern requirement may be practicable to meet. Adequately
safe operation (with risks rendered ALARP, ‘as low as reasonably practicable’) is
nonetheless obtained by applying a sensibly cautious approach to operation, and by
allowing some margin of error as insurance against a worst case event.

Grass Runway
The current proposal / planning application submitted by the developer, Novus
Environmental, Royston, Ref: S/008/15/CW is to construct and introduce a new 25m
(82.9ft) chimney in line with our grass runway, and just over 1 kilometre away
(please see Figure 2(a) below). Figure 2(a) shows and highlights the grass runway in
respect to the current Vetspeed/Novus International processing plant.

8
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Figure 2(a) - Grass Runway (06L/24R) at Duxford Aerodrome

Plainly the higher chimney, and the breadth of the Vetspeed site in general is of
greatest significance for departures from the grass runway. However, especially with
slower aircraft types, it is not always the case that the runway heading will be tracked
accurately during the initial climb. In crosswind conditions an aircraft must
compensate for drift, like a ferry boat seeking to cross a flowing river, and the
correction required will normally increase as height is gained and windspeed
increases. The slower flying the aircraft, the greater the correction required. Given
that the pilot’s view directly forward from a climbing aircraft can be limited by the
nose ahead, it is not unusual for the achieved flight path to deviate slightly left or
right of the extended runway centreline. Thus, in conditions of a strong southerly
wind, an aircraft having taken off from the paved Runway 24 could well find itself
tracking over the Vetspeed site.
With smaller lighter aircraft they are more subject to and affected by ‘wind drift’ i.e.
the effect of wind buffeting the aircraft, pushing the aircraft across and diverting the
aircraft from the planned path. The degree to which an aircraft will move of course
will depend on both the aircraft, the experience of the individual pilot, aircraft
performance and of course the wind speed and direction. The image overleaf (Figure
2(b)) shows some possible impact this can have, with the red-dotted lines indicating
possible drift/divergence.
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Figure 2(b) - Grass Runway (06L/24R) at Duxford Aerodrome (Drift)

It will be noted that we concentrate here on the case of aircraft taking off in a southwesterly direction, rather than landing to the north-east. This is because in visual
flight conditions we assess the take-off and initial climb to entail much greater risk of
emergency or error than a stable approach to land. In the take-off case the aircraft
and engine performance is not yet proven on that particular flight, the nose is high
and forward view obstructed, the pilot may be regaining familiarity having not flown
recently, and a sudden failure will require decisive and correct action to change the
aircraft pitch attitude, maintain flying speed and obtain a safe outcome.
In contrast, the landing approach by definition occurs when both pilot and aircraft are
in steady state operation, and is characteristically a more measured operation. In
turn, this frees mental capacity for other tasks, and improved spatial awareness in
respect of avoiding known obstructions will certainly be one benefit. Nonetheless,
chains of events can conspire to cause ‘undershoot’ accidents such as that which
occurred in 1989 at Kegworth near East Midlands Airport.
With specific reference to Engine Failure After Take-Off (EFATO) training/testing, at
Duxford Aerodrome for safety reasons this has to be undertaken for both asphalt and
grass runway take-offs away from the M11 i.e. in the direction of the
Vetspeed/Novus International processing plant. This is primarily due to the M11 itself
and the considerable concentration of buildings in the surrounding area.
10
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4. Safety Scenarios
IWM Duxford acknowledges that the height of the proposed chimney is lower than
the statutory clearance height currently required by the UK’s Civil Aviation Authority.
However our assertion is that those statutory clearance heights are not entirely
relevant to the operational realities of operating historic and vintage aircraft within the
context and environs of Duxford Aerodrome.
As requested by the Planning Committee we have endeavoured for various types of
aircraft to provide factual evidence to show the safety implications of a loss of engine
power or other arising.
In order to ensure that our assessment of risk is relevant we have used scenarios
based on some of the aircraft that currently regularly fly from Duxford (see Section
3).
Each type of aircraft has different capabilities and practical limitations. Historic and
vintage aircraft are generally:


Affected by changes to atmospheric conditions, especially high ambient
temperatures, wind, and air turbulence;



Extremely subject to ‘blind spots’ directly in the pilot’s forward field of view.
This issue is greatly exacerbated when climbing with the aircraft nose pointed
well above the horizon. Spitfires are notoriously blind for approximately 300ft
in front of the aircrafts nose;



In need of more generous margins for prudent operation, given that actual
performance capabilities may be uncertain – especially during the initial test
flying of rare or unique aircraft types for which no recent experience exists;

There are numerous factors which can impact on a pilots or aircrafts performance.
However in line with the Planning Committee’s specific concerns this report focuses
on:





Temperature
Weather Conditions
Emissions
Engine Failure

Temperature
Hot summer days – or local areas of elevated temperature downwind of an industrial
exhaust – imply a reduction in air density which can be very significant for the
efficiency of aircraft wings, propellers, and engines. The combined effect is to
11
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lengthen the take-off run of any aircraft, and to reduce both the rate and gradient of
initial climb.

“Temperature: performance decreases on a hot day. On really hot days
many pilots have been surprised by the loss of power in ambient
temperatures of 30°C and above. Remember, temperature may be low on
a summer morning but very high in the afternoon.”
Section 5 General (e) CAA SafetySense Leaflet 7c Aeroplane Performance –
CAA January 2013

For all Duxford aircraft, high temperature operations will require use of a markedly
greater length of the runway in order to achieve the requisite air speed. The
subsequent climb will also be shallower in these conditions, reducing clearance over
any ground obstacles in the flight path.
Therefore a prudent assumption is that an aircraft may only leave the ground at the
very end of the grass runway nearest to the Vetspeed/Novus Environmental site
which is 0.84nm/1,572m from the end of the grass runway.
In addition if an aircraft were to fly through emissions which will assume are at 35
degrees centigrade as per ASA Ltd’s report, this could adversely impact on the
aircrafts engine performance.

Weather Conditions
In addition to the effects of temperature, weather conditions can also adversely affect
aircraft in two key ways. Firstly, wind or temperature-induced turbulence may require
considerable pilot attention to maintain a desired air speed and/or to track a desired
path. Corollaries of this fact are a potential reduction in climb performance, due to
drag caused by the deflected control surfaces, and diversion of pilot attention. Likely
outcomes are a failure to make good the ideal departure track and a diversion of
mental capacity and spatial awareness. Inadvertent drift into the emissions from the
chimney stack, or into the chimney stack itself, are conceivable in these
circumstances. The strength of the wind can ‘buffer’ aircraft, particularly small lighter
aircraft, making manoeuvring the aircraft more difficult. This can take new or trainee
pilots in particular by surprise, and if they do not or cannot take avoiding manoeuvres
this could lead to aircraft drift directly into the emissions from the chimney stack, or
the chimney stack itself.

12
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“Manoeuvre performance: ‘…..outside air temperature/ altitude will
similarly affect engine power available.”
Section 5 General (m) CAA SafetySense Leaflet 7c Aeroplane Performance –
CAA January 2013

Secondly weather or into-sun conditions can sometimes make obstacles hard to see,
just as when driving. This combined with the blind spots on some vintage and
historic aircraft would mean that a 25m (82.9ft) chimney stack provides a
correspondingly greater risk to such aircraft than at present. A chimney seen from
the air against a background of terrain may become to all intents invisible.
Impact of emissions
It is worth noting that we understand that the full implications of the emissions have
not yet fully been assessed. However with reference to ASA Ltd’s report it states that
the emissions temperature would be 35 degrees centigrade, presumably
continuously.
Having consulted with pilots of vintage/historic aircraft the consensus is that:
(1) In a marginal case the potentially elevated air temperature could have an adverse
impact on engine, aircraft and propellers performance, albeit temporarily, reducing
the rate of climb after take-off (slowing of their engines and dropping of altitude).
(2) Air turbulence generated by an upwind heat source could cause upset to lighter
aeroplanes, requiring coarse control inputs for correction and which in turn create
drag and reduce rate of climb. [Note: an established Gas Venting Station between
Duxford and Ickleton is regarded as sufficiently hazardous to be marked on
aeronautical charts]
(3) There was concern from some Duxford pilots as to possible health implications –
noting that some aircraft do not have enclosed cockpits. [Odours from the existing
chimneys are sometimes very noticeable even at ground level on Duxford
Aerodrome]

Engine Failure
There are numerous reasons for an aircraft of any age to suffer a partial or complete
engine failure after take-off. A most basic cause is when ground refuelling has
accidentally occurred with an unsuitable grade. It is the landing options available
(along with the experience of the pilot) which can make all the difference to the final
outcome.
As a generality it is most often the case that unsuspected problems will surface in
the early moments of a flight, just after take-off and while climbing away from an
13
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aerodrome. At this time the physical demands placed upon the engine and its
cooling are greatest and steady state operation has yet to establish. Other
equipment, such as that for undercarriage retraction or electrical generation, may be
first used at this time – with attendant specific forms of other emergency therefore
becoming possibilities.

“In the event of engine failure after take-off, achieve and maintain the
appropriate approach speed for your height. If the runway remaining is
long enough, re-land; and if not, make a glide landing on the least
unsuitable area ahead of you. It is a question of knowing your aircraft,
your level of experience and practice…….. Attempting to turn back
without sufficient available energy has killed many pilots and passengers.
(One day, at a safe height, and well away from the circuit, try a 180° turn
at idle rpm and see how much height you lose! – then remember you will
probably have more drag, and have to turn more than 180º, in a real
situation.)”
Section 20 Take-Off (d) and;
“Do not apply extreme control movements at any time.”
Section 26 Speed Control (g) CAA SafetySense Leaflet Good 1e Airmanship –
CAA January 2013

Importantly an aircraft may face difficulties not because of a singular factor, but as
recognised by the Civil Aviation Authority an aircraft may face difficulties due to a
combination of factors, for example external temperature exacerbating the
consequence of engine failure (i.e. reduced manoeuvrability).
The following scenario(s) endeavour to set out scenarios under ‘good conditions’ and
scenarios under conditions pilots and crews could face.

Example Scenario
Duxford Aerodrome is home to dozens of historic and vintage aircraft as well as
smaller modern aircraft. In order to provide actual and factual examples referenced
below are scenarios which cover two popular and iconic Duxford resident aircraft: the
de Havilland Rapide; and the Bristol Blenheim; it is also worth noting the concerns
with regard to the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team display team, the Red Arrows.

14
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Scenario: de Havilland Rapide
The de Havilland Rapide is an early twin engine biplane airliner which dates from
1934. It was still used on the Scilly Islands route by British European Airways (BEA)
as late as 1964. At IWM Duxford these aircraft have been used for 33 years to carry
up to 8 passengers at a time on aerial tours of Duxford and the locality.
Thanks to its BEA history, the Rapide aircraft benefits from unusually comprehensive
performance charts for a vintage aircraft. From them can be deduced the angle of
climb after take-off from Duxford’s grass Runway 24.






Realistic assumptions are made as follows:
Propeller type X9 [representative of the propellers used on the Duxford
Rapide aircraft]
Aircraft at 5,750 lbs take-off weight [250 lb less than maximum permitted]
Air temperature 30°C
Nil wind

In which circumstances:
Case A:
With both engines running normally, the gradient of climb can be 7.74% upward.
[4.4° above horizontal]
Case B:
With one engine stopped (e.g. after a failure) the aircraft will descend on a gradient
2.31% downward. [1.32° below horizontal]
From which two illustrative scenarios are:
Case A:
With both engines running normally, and if lift-off from grass Rwy 24 occurred
only at the extreme end of the licenced run, with approx. 1569m horizontal
distance to the Vetspeed site, the Rapide aircraft would clear a 25m chimney
by 95m vertically.
Case B:
If on take-off from grass Rwy 24 the aircraft had achieved 36m height above
the extreme end of the licenced run - which would be typical - and one engine
then failed, and the aircraft continued straight ahead, the aircraft would
descend on a gradient 2.31% downward to impact the Vetspeed site at
ground level.
Case A is marginal in terms of obstacle clearance and peace of mind, but is
permissible in regulatory terms for a take-off event. Please note, however, that even
15
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a CAA Air Display Permission would not allow a Rapide aircraft to fly this close to
occupied buildings or to persons.
Case B indicates that an engine failure shortly after take-off is an extreme
emergency situation for this aircraft type, especially at high take-off weights and in
elevated ambient temperatures. The likely best outcome is a controlled descent to
an off-airfield landing. Scope for turning either to left or right is limited as any such
manoeuvre would increase the rate of descent. The continued availability of undeveloped areas ahead of the take-off path is thus very much a matter of flight
safety. Irrespective of the proposed taller chimney, the growing proportions of the
Vetspeed operation have already impinged markedly on a pilot’s emergency options
to the south west of Duxford Airfield (See Figure 4).

“Twin engines: if there is an engine failure after lift-off on a twin, you will
not reach the scheduled single engine rate of climb until:
• the landing gear and flaps have retracted (there may be a temporary
degradation as the gear doors open); and
Under limiting conditions an engine failure shortly after lift-off may
preclude continued flight and a forced landing will be necessary. ……•
Performance and stall speed margins will be reduced in turns. All turns
must be gentle.”
Section 6 Take-Off Points to Note (c)- CAA SafetySense Leaflet 7c Aeroplane
Performance – CAA January 2013
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Figure 3 - View of the Grass Runway with the Vetspeed/Novus International
processing plant directly ahead

Scenario: Bristol Blenheim
The Aircraft Restoration Company Ltd which operates out of Duxford Aerdrome and
renovates, maintains and operates Spitfires, and has recently secured the contract to
service and carry-out maintenance of the BBMF’s Lancaster Bomber (including
installing and testing new engines), also restored and operates the only surviving
Bristol Blenheim.
The Aircraft Restoration Company Limited have provided their analysis of scenarios
pertaining to the Bristol Blenheim with regard to the safety implications at Appendix
D.
Scenario: The ‘Red Arrows’
The Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team (Red Arrows) as per Military Aviation Authority
requires any aerodrome where they are to perform to highlight any obstruction in
excess of 50ft above Aerodrome Level (Note the current chimney is slightly under
this at 49ft 2.5inches (15m).
The Red Arrows re-assess their risks of displaying at aerodromes and airshows.
2016 has already seen them perform at Duxford, at the same time as ceasing to
perform at a number of other aerodromes/airshows. It has been indicated that the
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construction of a 82.9ft (25m) chimney would mean the Red Arrows would need to
reassess whether they could continue to support airshows and displays at Duxford,
The image at (Figure 4) below helps show the line of the runway in line with the
Vetspeed/Novus Environmental processing plant. This currently also shows the
fields in which forced landings often take place.

Figure 4 - View of Duxford Aerodrome Runways with the Vetspeed/Novus
Environmental processing plant directly ahead, and the likely area for ‘forced
landings’

Duxford Aerodrome Rescue and Fire Fighting Service has not only provided support
to local incidents not related to the aerodrome; but they attend and provide
emergency support/service to incidents both inside the aerodrome and in the
surrounding fields involving aircraft (related to forced landings) including the fields
adjacent to the Vetspeed/Nous Environmental site.
In addition the operational size of the site will further expand with the introduction of
internal service roads, push the operations further south, further in line with Duxford
Aerodrome’s runways.
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5. Conclusion
So in summary would the erection of a 25m (82.9ft) chimney be:
(1) New?
Answer: Yes self-evidently. Although attached to an existing site and
expanding operation, It would be new. It is not a like for like replacement. It is
as we understand a brand new chimney and at 25m (82.9ft) it is 60%
(10m/33.2ft) higher than the existing chimneys.
(2) Significant?
Answer: Yes. It would be new; and it would be significantly higher than any
other obstacle in the immediate vicinity, and 60% higher than the existing
chimneys. Therefore it is and would be ‘noteworthy’. Indeed with reference to
ASA Ltd’s report it would need to be flagged as an obstacle to aircraft coming
into or out of Duxford Aerodrome; it would also need to be notified to the
Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team (Red Arrows) as per Military Aviation
Authority requirements highlight any obstruction in excess of 50ft above
Aerodrome Level (Note the current chimney is slightly under this at 49ft
2.5inches (15m).
(3) A Hazard?
Answer: Yes. Any upstanding protrusion or obstacle whether temporary or
permanent, in a potential flight/take-off/landing path and so close to an
aerodrome is self-evidently a hazard, a ‘potential source of danger’. If an
aircraft were to fly into or clip the proposed chimney it could, and would in all
probability, lead to a serious and possibly fatal incident. This could include
fatal or life-changing injuries not only to the pilot/crew/passengers but of the
aircraft but also those working or visiting the Vetspeed/Novus Environmental
complex, and possibly traffic/users of the A505 immediately next to the site.

Therefore we believe that because of the case set out above in this report that the
proposed new chimney stack would represent a significant hazard (to quote the
terminology of Mineral and Waste Core Strategy Policy CS40).
This would therefore put flight safety at risk, and therefore in all probability the longterm continuation of Duxford Aerodrome as an operational airfield after nearly 100
years of historic service; the success of IWM Duxford as Cambridgeshire’s premiere
visitor attractions, which is of national and international historical importance; our
educational programmes including our practical STEM focus; on-site partner
businesses focused on the restoration and maintenance of historic and vintage
aircraft, pilot training and pleasure flights and the continuation of air-shows – all of
which directly support over 300,000 visitors, and 250 jobs.
Report End
19
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Appendix A
Response to ASA Limited Report Conclusions
With regards to the conclusions of Alan Stratford Associates Ltd can be as follows:
a) As a CAA licensed airfield, Duxford must ensure that no obstacles breach the
(minimum) take-off and climb and approach surfaces. At Duxford, both the
take-off and climb and the approach surfaces would be approximately 25m
above the top of the propose chimney, so no breach would occur.
As per our report, IWM Duxford agrees that acknowledges that the height of
the proposed chimney is lower than the statutory clearance height currently
required by the UK’s Civil Aviation Authority. However our assertion based on
the analysis we have carried out (and summarised in this report) is that those
statutory clearance heights are not relevant to the operational realities of
operating historic and vintage aircraft within the context and environ of
Duxford Aerodrome.
b) Based on a typical 3 degree glide slope surface, landing aircraft would clear
the chimney by some 43.29m (or 142.0ft). This represents an adequate
clearance height for both vintage and more modern aircraft.
The majority of Historic and Vintage aircraft do not have technical operating
manuals as with modern aircraft (post 1970). Many of the historic and vintage
aircraft all of whom operate safely out of Duxford Aerodrome operate under a
‘Permit to Fly’ issued by the CAA, rather than the ‘Certification of Air
Worthiness’.
This calculation does not take into account the potential consequences of an
aircraft developing technical difficulties – remembering Duxford Aerodrome is
a centre of excellence for the refurbishment, renovation and maintenance of
historic and vintage aircraft.
Therefore having consulted with over 40 pilots and engineers of historic and
vintage aircraft - we would submit that the historic and vintage aircraft are not
‘typical’ and therefore reliance on ASA Ltd’s application of ‘a typical 3 degree
glide slope surface’ would represent a risk.
In addition many student pilots train in and around Duxford Aerodrome.
The Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team ‘the Red Arrows’ fly practiced routines
including their signature synchronised pair rountines which they fly at 100ft
above the ground, at 600 miles per hour. The Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team
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require aerodromes to inform them of any obstacles above 50ft, within 6
nautical miles. The proposed chimney stack is 82.9ft. We believe that if this
chimney stack was to be built it would potentially put such displays at risk.
c) All aircraft using Duxford could turn after take-off to avoid the chimney stack
and smoke plume.
This presumes that no performance issues arise with the aircraft on take-off or
approach – remembering that Duxford Aerodrome is home to vintage and
historic aircraft, their flying, maintenance, testing and pilot training. It is worth
noting that performance issues with aircraft are more probable during and just
after take-off and when coming into land with changes to engine stress as well
as with landing gear, and flaps.
In addition there are already a number of avoid/restricted areas, the erection
of this 25m (82.9ft) stack would introduce a new additional hazard and
therefore restriction, which in turn would make flying into and out of Duxford
Aerodrome more complex; and reduces the options for manoeuvring and/or
recovery action in the case aircraft develop technical difficulties. Aircraft have
previously had to carry out emergency landings in the fields directly in line
with the runways.
d) Smaller vintage and more modern aircraft would make a curved approach into
the airfield to avoid overflying the chimney and would avoid the smoke plume.
There are already a number of avoid/restricted areas, the erection of this 25m
(82.9ft) stack would introduce a new additional hazard and therefore
restriction, which in turn would make flying into and out of Duxford Aerodrome
more complex; and reduces the options for manoeuvring and/or recovery
action in the case aircraft develop technical difficulties. Aircraft have
previously had to carry out emergency landings in the fields directly in line
with the runways.
e) Larger vintage and more modern aircraft use the asphalt rather than the grass
runway and therefore do not directly overfly the chimney on approach. Even if
the grass runway were to be used, the clearance height would be sufficient.
This presumes that no performance issues arise with the aircraft on take-off or
approach – remembering that Duxford Aerodrome is home to vintage and
historic aircraft, their flying, maintenance, testing and pilot training. It is worth
noting that performance issues with aircraft are more probable during and just
after take-off and when coming into land with changes to engine stress as well
as with landing gear, and flaps.
22
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f) There are no safety risks imposed by aircraft flying through the smoke plume
and pilots would not inhale the smoke fumes.
Given the fact that most vintage and historic aircraft will depart and land on
the grass runway; and that our understanding is that the emissions will
reportedly include nitrogen dioxide amongst other noxious gases there is a
likelihood some of those gases could enter the cockpits some of which are not
enclosed.
g) If desired by the IWM, or required by the CAA, information about the stack
location may be included in the UK AIP EGSU AD2.10, and in Pooley’s Flight
Guide for Duxford (Reference 9). No type A or obstacle charts are currently
published for Duxford.

Safety of operations is and will remain paramount for IWM Duxford. We
acknowledge that we can, and confirm that if planning permission is granted
we would, look to ensure that information about the stack location may be
included in the UK AIP EGSU AD2.10, and in Pooley’s Flight Guide for
Duxford. We would also review and adjust all relevant risk assessments and
work with our partners to adjust, amend or cease current practices as
necessary – this will lead to restrictions to operations.
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Appendix B
Explanation of Categorisation of Airfields
The UK’s Civil Aviation Authority clearly sets down the categorisation of airfields with
specific respect to the level of Rescue and Fire Fighting Service (RFFS) cover that
airfields must provide.
CAA CAP 168 chapter 8 RFFS provision 8.9 states.
The level of fire protection normally available at an aerodrome should be expressed
in terms of the category of the rescue and fire fighting services as described in table
8.1 and in accordance with the types and amounts of extinguishing agents normally
available at the aerodrome.
Table 8.1 Aerodrome category for rescue and fire fighting

Aerodrome
uselage
Category

Aeroplane overall length

Maximum
width

1
2
3

Up to but not including 9M
From 9M up to but not including 12M
12M up to but not including 18M

3M

6

28M up to but not including 39M

5M

These are all licenced movements which mean passengers have paid to go on the
flight, Duxford Aerodrome can operate licenced movements up to Category 3 (CAA
CATs run 1-10).
Duxford Aerodrome can also operate aircraft such as the B-17 and Catalina which
are unlicensed category 4 aircraft which we operate under a duty of care to provide
the required RFFS provision.
The largest non-licenced aircraft Duxford Aerodrome has seen C-130 Hercules, BAE
146 and the Lockheed Constellation which are category 6 and again are operated
under a duty of care with regards RFFS provision.
Duxford Aerodrome Rescue and Fire Fighting Service has not only provided
support to local incidents not related to the aerodrome; but they have attended
and provided incidents both inside the aerodrome and in the surrounding
fields involving aircraft including ones the fields adjacent to the fields (related
to forced landings) near the Vetspeed site.
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Appendix C
Civil Aviation Authority’s Example Hazard Log
Relates to Chapter 4, Safety Risk Management, CAA CAP 795
July 2016
Example Hazard Log:

Identified
Hazard

Associated
Risk
(consequence)

Existing
Mitigation
Measures in
Place

Current
Level of
Risk

Further
Mitigation
Measures

Severity
Likelihood
Tolerability

Revised
Level of
Risk

Action By
and when

Severity
Likelihood
Tolerability

Example Severity Table:

SEVERITY OF CONSEQUENCES
Aviation
definition

Meaning

Value

Catastrophic

Results in an accident, death or equipment destroyed

5

Hazardous

Serious injury or major equipment damage

4

Major

Serious incident or injury

3

Minor

Results in a minor incident

2

Negligible

Nuisance of little consequence

1
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Example Likelihood Table:
LIKELIHOOD OF OCCURRENCE
Qualitative
definition

Meaning

Value

Frequent

Likely to occur many times (has occurred frequently)

5

Occasional

Likely to occur sometimes (has occurred infrequently)

4

Remote

Unlikely to occur but possible (has occurred rarely)

3

Improbable

Very unlikely to occur (not known to have occurred)

2

Extremely
improbable

Almost inconceivable that the event will occur

1

Note: The definitions used above are an example only. You may find it more useful to define
quantitative definitions, such as, number of events in a given time period or events per number of
flights depending on your type of operation.

Example Risk Tolerability Table:
Risk Severity
Risk
Likelihood

Catastrophic
5

Hazardous
4

Major
3

Minor
2

Negligible
1

Frequent
5

Unacceptable

Unacceptable

Unacceptable

Review

Review

Occasional

Unacceptable

Unacceptable

Review

Review

Review

Remote
3

Unacceptable

Review

Review

Review

Acceptable

Improbable
2

Review

Review

Review

Acceptable

Acceptable

Review

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

4

Extremely
improbable
1

UNACCEPTABLE: The risk is unacceptable and major mitigation measures are required to
reduce the level of risk to as low as reasonably practicable.
REVIEW: The level of risk is of concern and mitigation measures are required to reduce
the level of risk to as low as reasonably practicable. Where further risk reduction/mitigation
is not practical or viable, the risk may be accepted, provided that the risk is understood and
has the endorsement of the Accountable Manager.
ACCEPTABLE: Risk is considered acceptable but should be reviewed if it reoccurs or
changes that affect the risk are made.
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Appendix C
Aircraft Restoration Company’s Assessment – Bristol Blenheim
Scenario
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Graeme Etheridge
Executive Director, IWM and
Accountable Manager for Duxford Aerodrome
IWM Duxford
Duxford Airfield
Cambridge CB22 4QR
Tel: 01223 835000
E Mail: getheridge@iwm.org.uk
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Wass Helen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Waddams, Tony <tony.waddams@environment-agency.gov.uk>
16 June 2016 10:42
Matthew Day
Wass Helen
RE: EA ref: AC/2015/123451 - NOVUS , THRIPLOW - CHIMNEY HEIGHT QUESTION

Good morning Matthew
WITHOUT PREJUDICE
I can only comment, as a planning team member, on the application as submitted.
It may be possible that the chimney height can be reduced at the EA permitting stage subject to
the prior written approval of the AQUIA modelling.
Regards
Tony Waddams
Tony Waddams
Planning Liaison
Environment Agency

From: Matthew Day [mailto:matt@biomassprojects.co.uk]
Sent: 15 June 2016 15:45
To: Waddams, Tony
Subject: Re: EA ref: AC/2015/123451 - NOVUS , THRIPLOW - CHIMNEY HEIGHT QUESTION

Hi Tony,
Would it be possible to simply confirm that the EA, as part of this consultation process for Planning
Permission, are not able to ‘negotiate’ over the height of the chimney but that the height may be able to be
reduced if the EA receive an application for a Permit and the detail of the AQIA modelling can be reviewed
in detail at that stage.
We have simply been asked to ask the question, we do not want to incur costs or any further delays if
possible.
Please call me if this does not make sense.
Thanks

Matthew Day

Biomass Power Projects Ltd
Sanderum Centre
1
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Chinnor
Oxon
OX39 4TW
tel. +44 (0)1844 351316
mob. +44 (0)7940 752446

On 15 Jun 2016, at 14:24, Waddams, Tony <tony.waddams@environment-agency.gov.uk>
wrote:
Good afternoon Mr Day
I have spoken to my colleague in our PPC Regulatory team who advises me that this
is not a question we can respond to at area level. Air dispersion modelling is
assessed by the Agency’s
Air Quality Management and Assessment Unit
(AQMAU) who are based in Bristol. They are usually consulted as part of the
permitting process. They would have to look at the applicant’s modelling files and
see whether a lower stack height is appropriate.
It will be necessary for you to contact AQMAU direct and enquire whether they
would assess their files outside the usual permitting channels. Any such assessment
would likely be charged for.
Contact
details;
National Customer Contact Centre
PO Box 544
Rotherham
S60 1BY
Emailenquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
Telephone 03708 506 506
Telephone from outside the UK (Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm GMT) +44 (0) 114
282 5312
Minicom (for the hard of hearing) 03702 422 549
Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm

Regards
Tony Waddams
Tony Waddams
Planning Liaison
Environment Agency

Dear Mr Waddams,
Your ref: AC/2015/123451/03-L01
Planning ref: S/0008/15/CW
2
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The above planning application went in front of CCC planing committee last month and they
decided to defer their decision and asked that I contact you to see if the EA woudl be willing
or open to the idea to relax the conditions that determine the height of the chimney. I realise
that the EA have strict guidelines to ensure that the dispersion of emissions from a process
such as this do not have any (insignificant) effect on human health, crops and surrounding
land. However, I have formally beed asked to discuss this with you to see if there is any way
that we may maintain the output of the plant with emission limits as set out in the application
and agree that we can operate safely with a lower chimney.
My consultants who undertook the dispersion modelling are not willing to make any changes
to their model or the assumptions or the output or their recommendation of the chimney
height of 25m.
I do require a written response to this question in order to satisfy the planing committee.
Yours sincerely,

Matthew Day

Biomass Power Projects Ltd
Sanderum Centre
Chinnor
Oxon
OX39 4TW
tel. +44 (0)1844 351316
mob. +44 (0)7940 752446

Information in this message may be confidential and may be legally privileged. If
you have received this message by mistake, please notify the sender immediately,
delete it and do not copy it to anyone else.
We have checked this email and its attachments for viruses. But you should still
check any attachment before opening it.
We may have to make this message and any reply to it public if asked to under the
Freedom of Information Act, Data Protection Act or for litigation. Email messages
and attachments sent to or from any Environment Agency address may also be accessed
by someone other than the sender or recipient, for business purposes.
Click here to report this email as spam

This message has been scanned and no issues discovered.
Click here to report this email as spam

Information in this message may be confidential and may be legally privileged. If you
have received this message by mistake, please notify the sender immediately, delete it
and do not copy it to anyone else.
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We have checked this email and its attachments for viruses. But you should still check
any attachment before opening it.
We may have to make this message and any reply to it public if asked to under the
Freedom of Information Act, Data Protection Act or for litigation. Email messages and
attachments sent to or from any Environment Agency address may also be accessed by
someone other than the sender or recipient, for business purposes.
Click here to report this email as spam
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Ms Emma Fitch
Cambridgeshire County Council
SH135, Shire Hall
Castle Street
Cambridge CB3 0AP
Cc Ms Helen Wass (CCC)

11 July 2016

Dear Emma
IWM Duxford submission
Novus Environmental

re

Planning

Application

No

S/0008/15/CW

Thank you for sending through a copy of the latest report submitted by IWM Duxford
in relation to the planning application by Novus Environmental.
We have reviewed this report and we conclude that this does not in any way alter the
findings and conclusions of our earlier report provided for you. We have also
discussed the matter with the UK CAA who advise that they do not act as arbitrators
in matters of this type. They did however point out that if a 25m chimney were to
constitute a significant safety risk, IWM Duxford, as a CAA licensed aerodrome,
should have advised them that the obstacle clearance surfaces and, if appropriate,
the declared runway distances must be reduced below that defined in CAP 168 –
‘Licensing of Aerodromes’ as part of the aerodrome’s safety case. They do not
appear to have done this.
It must be noted that all aviation activities have some element of risk and all those
participating in these as pilots or passengers tacitly accept this. The issue is
whether this risk is acceptable. We believe the IWM Duxford has substantially
overemphasized the safety risks in respect of the proposed chimney, its associated
smoke plume and pyrolysis plant and that all the risk likelihoods are extremely
improbable.
We agree with IWM Duxford that there is a lack of aircraft performance data for
many historic and vintage aircraft types. Nevertheless, it is possible to make a clear
assessment as to whether the chimney and the associated pyrolysis plant
(Vetspeed) represents a significant safety hazard in respect of operations at IWM
Duxford.
As indicated in the attached diagram, the plant is approximately 1,280m from the
upwind threshold of R24 Grass. The whole Vetspeed site subtends an angle of
around 10 degrees, measured at this threshold. A turn of 5 degrees at the threshold
would therefore miss the site altogether. This figure is well within the norms of any
departure for any aircraft (including historic and vintage aircraft) in any operational
weather conditions including those flown by pilots undergoing training.
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In the case of an engine failure at take-off (EFATO), the chimney and the plant could
still be avoided, particularly if the aircraft turns immediately after take-off as part of a
standard departures procedure. Dependent on the aircraft height at the time of the
engine failure, a further limited turn could be made.to avoid the chimney and the
plant. The area to the right and left of the Vetspeed site appears to have few
obstacles of any sort and are generally acceptable options for an off-airfield
emergency landing
As indicated in IWM Duxford’s report, take-off is generally regarded as a greater
safety risk than approach and landing. Nevertheless, the chimney is well within the
CAP 168 obstacle clearance limits on approach for a 3 degree glide slope. We
disagree with the IWM Duxford that some aircraft normally using the grass runway
(which are typically smaller aircraft) would not be capable of a 3 degree straight-in
approach above the chimney nor would not be able to make a curved approach to
avoid the chimney.
IWM Duxford suggest that smaller aircraft could be affected by wind-drift which
would increase the risk of collision with the chimney. Again, we do not accept this as,
if this is a cross-wind, pilots could use this to their advantage to make the necessary
turn. Similarly, whilst higher air temperatures would increase the take-off distance
required and the rate of climb, any risk of collision with the chimney would still be
negligible
As far the smoke plume is concerned, we believe that aircraft would normally be able
to avoid this altogether. If however, an aircraft were to fly through this, the impact of
the plume temperature and emissions on the aircraft and on the pilot (if an open
cockpit) would again be negligible in view of the very short period of exposure.
Whilst all the factors described do have some very slight impact on overall aircraft
safety, the risk of any collision with the chimney or in the area of the plant itself must
be assessed as improbable or highly improbable under CAA definitions and should
therefore be deemed as acceptable in operational terms. As a result, we do not
believe that the plant and the chimney represent a ‘significant safety risk’.
IWM Duxford’s latest report states that it has been endorsed by the Chairman of the
General Aviation Safety Council (GASCo), Air Commodore Rick Peacock-Edwards.
This would appear to be in a personal capacity rather than endorsed by GASCo
itself. It should be pointed out that Air Commodore is the Chairman of IWM
Duxford’s Flying Control Committee.
I would also like to put on record my own qualifications and experience and that of
my team who assisted me in preparing this report. I have been employed for over 32
years in the aviation industry – initially with a commercial airline and subsequently
with the UK Civil Aviation Authority (in the Department of Operational Research and
Analysis). For over 20 years I have worked as a Senior Consultant and
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subsequently as Director of Alan Stratford and Associates Ltd where I have
undertaken a wide range of technical studies including assessment of the
operational implications of potential building development around UK airfields,
including Wycombe Air Park (Booker), Bicester and Truro airfields. My colleague,
Rod Fewings is a civil engineer specialist in airport issues and was previously a
Senior Lecturer in the Department of Air Transport at the University of Cranfield. Nils
Jamieson is a commercial pilot who also flies vintage aircraft. He is an advisor with
the General Aviation Safety Council.
Nils has advised specifically on the
performance capability of aircraft using Duxford including vintage and classic aircraft.
Both myself and Nils will be attending the Planning Committee meeting on 21 July
and will be able to respond to any questions that may arise.
Yours sincerely

Peter A Forbes
(Director)
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Measure distance
Total distance: 1.28 km (4,199.61 ft)
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Review of the the Imperial War Museums’ report
to Cambridgeshire County Council

Produced by:
Biomass Power Projects Ltd.
Technical input from:
Specialist Airport Services Ltd
Vetpseed Ltd
10th July 2016

Introduction
This report has been produced in response to the Imperial War Museum’s (IWM)Technical
Report for Cambridgeshire County Council. This report highlights the issues with the IWM’s
technical report and provides comments to Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC). We have
commented on relevant technical notes in their report and for ease of reference we have
copied the relevant paragraph from the IWM’s report. We have not commented on the
historical background of the IWM or non-planning related matters or non-air safeguarding
or non-air traffic safety issues.

Review
Page 3, para3:
It is acknowledged that the height of the proposed chimney obstacle is below the
statutory clearance surface currently required by the UK’s Civil Aviation Authority
for visual flight operations. However, one of our contentions is that regulatory
requirements prescribe minimum clearances, and that these clearances would
have been based on a sample of operating manuals/data for aircraft – and as such
may not be entirely relevant to the realities of operating historic and vintage
aircraft (many of which were manufactured without the production of operating
manuals as we or the CAA would recognise them) within the context and environs
of Duxford Aerodrome

It is significant that the IWM have confirmed that the chimney is below the OLS. Previously
they had stated the chimney would breach surface limits and that was the reason they were
objecting. Now they confirm it is below the surface limits, so by definition the proposed
chimney is not a hazard in these terms. It must be recognised that this chimney cannot be
classed as a hazard to planes flying in ‘normal’ conditions.
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Previously, the IWM has claimed, on a number of occasions, on email and in meetings, that
they had a Type 1 Survey. This is an additional area, which has a lower take-off surface,
which at 25m the chimney would breach. However, following our freedom of information
request to the CAA, we revealed that they do not in fact have a Type A survey. In these
meetings it was stated that if we lowered the chimney to below the Type A height then they
could not object.
It has been confirmed by SAS, the Council and now the IWM that the chimney is below the
surface and therefore is not an obstacle or hazard as defined by the CAA.
Page 3, para 4:
This report has been reviewed and endorsed by the Chairman of the General
Aviation Safety Council; and Chairman of Duxford Aerodrome’s Independent Flight
Safety Committee.

The IWM cite what appear to be independent experts: The Chair of the General Aviation
Council and the Chairman of Duxford Aerodrome’s Independent Flight Safety Committee.
This is in fact the same man, Rick Peacock Edwards, who we would argue should not be
considered as an independent expert, but who is closely linked with IWM. We note that he
is also not the author of this report.
Mr Peacock Edwards is chairman of The Historic Aircraft Association, which was set up to
assist the CAA to allow historic aircraft to fly safey. Their website states:
This group comprised a number of respected test pilots as well as several owners of
historic aircraft. Its main purpose was to provide a depository of technical
knowledge and expertise, available for use by the CAA.
It is assumed that the CAA, in establishing and maintaining the permit at the IWM, have a
good knowledge of the historic aircraft.
Page 4, para 1:
This report focuses on why the construction of a 25m (82.9 ft.) chimney would
introduce a significant hazard to flying into and out of Duxford Aerodrome.
Notwithstanding this obvious headline item, we request that this report should also be
considered in the context of many previous successive (and entirely lawful)
Vetspeed/Novus planning applications. Collectively, the perhaps unforeseen effect has
been the incremental creation of what is even today something of a hazard to air and road
traffic

Historic planning applications are not relevant. It does demonstrate that the erecting and
movement of chimneys have not been an issue and has not raised any air safety concerns to
date. The IWM have never raised any concerns regarding the existing chimney nor is it
noted on any aerodrome flight information for pilots. So we can safely assume that 15m
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high chimney is of little or no concern to the IWM or its pilots. There have been no reports
of near misses.
Page 5, para 2:
The last point is a key issue and is the driver for our concerns with regard to the safety
implications of the Vetspeed site, and in particular the construction of a 25m (82.9 ft.)
chimney. Additionally, there are issues of uncertain extent with regard to the heat and
pollutant content of the chimney emissions.

The extent of the heat plume is well defined in the report by CERC ‘Dispersion modelling
impact on flight paths from Duxford aerodrome’ and this has been taken into account by the
ASA report who confirm this is not a safety issue.
Page 6, para 2:
Duxford Aerodrome constantly reviews its risk management approach, both for general
day to day operations and airshows. Given reference to the term ‘significant hazard’ we
look here to quantify that term. In terms of ‘significant’ we define this (in line with
standard English) as ‘sufficiently great or important to be worthy of attention;
noteworthy’.

The IWM’s definition of significant seems to have been taken from Google and is not strictly
relevant in it use here as assessment of hazards of any kind are worthy of attention. Other
definitions which relate to a physical object are ‘great’ and ‘very important’. Significant in
this use means greater than average. It is understood that Planning Policy assumes there
may be some impact on air traffic safety and it is assumed that an aerodrome may have to
take some appropriate measures to manage and mitigate for this.
Page 6, para 5:
Apart from the risk of an aircraft simply flying directly into the proposed chimney stack
because of its location, weather conditions and pilot factors - given that on average there
is approximately one ‘forced landing’ in the surrounding area per annum (see section 4
‘Safety Scenarios’ for some causes/contributory factors) we would assert that the
likelihood of occurrence would be either “Occasional (i.e. Likely to occur sometimes (has
occurred infrequently); and/or Remote (i.e. Unlikely to occur but possible (has occurred
rarely), with reference to CAA definitions.

The IWM state clearly that there is on average 1 forced landing per year in the surrounding
area. We assume that by this they mean 1 forced landing per year by aircraft taking off from
the IWM on either the grass or tarmac runway. We also assume that a force landing means
the plane has actually left the runway and is not an aborted take-off as this would not pose
any issues to the Vetspeed site. We would have expected to see the IWM log to support this
claim. We have checked and there have been no reports of any forced landings on the Air
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Accident Incident Boards (AAIB) website. We can only conclude that either forced landings
are not being reported, or this is in fact not the case.
However, if it is true that 1 forced landing per year is taking place by planes taking off from
Duxford IWM, that is alarming news and of great concern to those in the vicinity. It would
be pertinent information not only to the operators of Vetspeed but also the Highways
agency and the number of users on the A505 who could be at risk, as well as users of the
M11 in even greater numbers, the residents of Duxford, Whitlesford and the individual
houses around the airfield.
A forced landing, for any reason should be reported to the AAIB and it should be of serious
concern to the management at the IWM, rather than something that seems to be taken as
normal, and ‘just what happens’ at the IWM as part of their testing and training practice or
everyday flying.
Please note that the Air Accidents Investigation Branch website, which records all air
accidents, has no records on its data base of any forced landings. The relevant reported
incidents we found on the AAIB website were:
• 2nd August 2006 – Dragon Rapid, tips forward when landing on grass runway
• 30th April 2015 – T-28A Trojan, front landing gear collapse on runway
• 10th July 2011 - P-51D Mustang, midair collision during air show
• 2nd August 2003 - L-39ZO Albatros, forced landing when on a low flight path during
air show
The AAIB records show that there have been no forced landings during take-off from either
runway.
This raises serious concerns over the ability/willingness of the IWM to report incidents, or is
this report in fact making claims of forced landings to inflate the perceived increase in risk of
any new development
In order for the claim of ‘one forced landing per year’ to be taken into account we would
expect, at the very least, the IWM to have included Mandatory Occurrence Reports (MORs),
Accident or Incident reports, AAIB reports and other documents in support of this
statement.
We assume that the IWM’s assessment of risk which takes ‘likelihood of occurrence’ into
account has been based on ‘one forced landing per year’ and they therefore assume the
likelihood is ‘occasional’ or ‘remote’ based on this assertion. If in fact, if there have no
forced landings the likelihood of occurrence will be ‘extremely improbable’ based on the
number of take-off’s the aerodrome has had over its many years of operation. When the
‘extremely improbable’ likelihood is applied to the CAA’s risk profile it is either acceptable
for a Major Incident or Review if a Serious Incident. The risk can be mitigated by a Review,
which has been carried out by SAS with following proposed mitigation methods:
1) The site is clearly defined and visible being adjacent to a main A road within the
confines of a known site.
4
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2) Although the stack is conspicuous by its construction the addition of suitable
intensity Obstruction lighting can be added if IWM wish.
3) Promulgation (identification of the object) in Aeronautical Information Publication
(AIP) and other pilot information documents.
4) The stack is not defined as an obstacle under Obstacle Limitation Surface review.
5) Continued use of the Aeronautical information Circular distribution for Air Show
events detailing for e.g. “no run and breaks below 500ft” and that “The aerodrome
authority reserves the right to close the aerodrome in adverse weather conditions
being a cloud base below 600ftand or visibility less than 1500m.”
Therefore, if the reality is that there have been no forced landings during take-off from the
grass runway then the risk is manageable using normal techniques that will not affect the
everyday flights at the aerodrome. Vetspeed are willing and have offered to add additional
safeguarding measures at no cost to the IWM.
If there are in fact 1 forced landing per year it brings the IWM safety and reporting
procedures into question.
Page 7, para 2:
Because of the prevailing wind direction in East Anglia, the great majority of take-offs
and landings at Duxford are made in a south-westerly direction. This is fortuitous as the
phase of flight in which a pilot has least time to react to any emergency, and if
necessary position for a low circuit to land or an off-aerodrome landing, is during the
initial climb directly after take-off. To the south-west the terrain remains relatively
open and unspoilt other than for hedgerows and foliage (see Figure 4, page 18), which
are at least relatively frangible if impacted by an aircraft. Conversely, to the north-east
the Duxford surroundings have become significantly congested by the development
not only of housing but also commercial properties for Volvo, Welch’s Transport,
Holiday Inn Express and BP.

The IWM confirm, and it is understood, that the highest risk of engine failure and least time
to react is during ‘initial climb and directly after take-off’. It is noted that this is when the
engine is under full load with no ground contact and most susceptible to the shakes and
vibrations when air-borne. It is assumed that ‘directly after take-off’ would be within the
first 500m when the plane is still within the airfield site and 1000m and two fields away
from Vetspeed.
The IWM report also states that there are suitable areas for forced landings to the southwest. It is noted that the development at the Vetspeed site will not infringe on these fields.
It is also assumed that any pilot taking evasive action will steer away from Vetspeed and the
adjacent A505 towards these fields.
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Page 8, para 3:
Defining the precise operational and performance capability of many historic and vintage
aircraft is problematic as such data was not required to be codified for civil aircraft prior
to 1949, and may never have been measured with precision for ex-military types. For the
latter, adequate but not exhaustive information will be embedded in the bespoke Permit
to Fly limitations which the CAA raise before allowing such aircraft to fly in the civil
environment. Non-aviators might reasonably regard historic and vintage aircraft
operation as analogous to classic car motoring, for which not every modern requirement
may be practicable to meet. Adequately safe operation (with risks rendered ALARP, ‘as
low as reasonably practicable’) is nonetheless obtained by applying a sensibly cautious
approach to operation, and by allowing some margin of error as insurance against a
worst case event

The IWM state that the historic aircraft do not have the same documentation as planes built
after 1949 and that an acceptable level of risk is ‘obtained by applying a sensibly cautious
approach to operation, and by allowing some margin of error as insurance against a worst
case event’. By this we assume that each pilot knows what the flying capabilities of his/her
plane are, in particular at take-off, and that they then add a margin of error. We also
assume that the historic aircraft are able to fly above the 3° slope set as the OLS discussed in
these and the other reports. If they cannot fly at this angle, then they are flying outside of
the permitted flying zones set by the CAA and the airfield. If this is the case, and historic
aircraft are flying outside of the permitted areas, then this is done with the full knowledge
of the pilot who has accepted those conditions. We would have expected to see examples
of the Permit to Fly for these historic aircraft as part of the IWM’s submission and more
examples of historic aircrafts climb rate, not just the one twin engine example.
A permit to fly may be issued to aircraft that do not meet the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO) certification standards required for the issue of a Certificate of
Airworthiness (C of A) subject to satisfying certain requirements.
A national Permit to Fly is granted, in accordance with BCAR A3-7. Aircraft in this category
are generally ex-military, amateur built, microlight, historic or without a valid Type
Certificate. CAP 733 - "Permit to Fly Aircraft" is a comprehensive source of information
regarding Permits to Fly and these are common permits that cover a large number of air
worthy aircraft throughout the UK and are not just for historic aircraft.
The CAA in setting up and agreeing the airsafey at Duxford had access to the best
knowledge base and the HAA would have played a role in advising them. We do not accept
that the CAA would not have access to the right information on historic aircraft and the
determination the minimum surface level or bespoke Permits with mitigation in place.
Page 8, para 4:
The current proposal / planning application submitted by the developer, Novus
Environmental, Royston, Ref: S/008/15/CW is to construct and introduce a new 25m
(82.9ft) chimney in line with our grass runway, and just over 1 kilometre away
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The report states that Vetspeed’s proposal is ‘just over 1km away’. This is misleading as the
proposed chimney is actually 1560m from the end of the grass runway (O6L threshold).
Page 9, para 1:
Plainly the higher chimney, and the breadth of the Vetspeed site in general is of greatest
significance for departures from the grass runway. However, especially with slower
aircraft types, it is not always the case that the runway heading will be tracked accurately
during the initial climb. In crosswind conditions an aircraft must compensate for drift,
like a ferry boat seeking to cross a flowing river, and the correction required will normally
increase as height is gained and windspeed increases. The slower flying the aircraft, the
greater the correction required. Given that the pilot’s view directly forward from a
climbing aircraft can be limited by the nose ahead, it is not unusual for the achieved
flight path to deviate slightly left or right of the extended runway centreline.

The IWM confirm that ‘slower aircraft types, it is not always the case that the runway
heading will be tracked accurately during the initial climb.’ This statement clearly shows that
it is unlikely that historic, slower aircraft will track a direct straight line towards the chimney
and that lateral drift is likely to occur. So the planes that IWM are most concerned about
are likely to deviate away from the chimney and the centerline.
Page 10, para 1:
It will be noted that we concentrate here on the case of aircraft taking off in a southwesterly direction, rather than landing to the north-east. This is because in visual flight
conditions we assess the take-off and initial climb to entail much greater risk of
emergency or error than a stable approach to land. In the take-off case the aircraft and
engine performance is not yet proven on that particular flight, the nose is high and
forward view obstructed, the pilot may be regaining familiarity having not flown
recently, and a sudden failure will require decisive and correct action to change the
aircraft pitch attitude, maintain flying speed and obtain a safe outcome.

We note again that ‘the take-off and initial climb to entail much greater risk of emergency
or error than a stable approach to land.’
The image on this page also clearly shows the two rows of dense trees that border the IWM
site and the next field. The trees which border the IWM are semi-mature hardwood trees at
a distance of 575m from the end of the grass runway. These trees have never been pruned
or topped. The trees along this boundary range from 8m to 14m high. If we take an average
tree at only 10m high at a distance of 575m the angle from the end of the runway is 1.02°
(the ground is effectively level) and there is only 20m clearance to the OLS surface at an
angle of 3°. In comparison the proposed chimney at 1560m away and 25m high is an angle
of 0.92deg from the end of the grass runway. This is a shallower angle than required to clear
the trees which the IWM deem to be safe to do. It is also noted that the time of highest risk
is directly after take-off, which we assume would be before the plane had cleared the trees
at 550m from the end of the runway.
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The IWM considers a single thin object 1560m away, and well below the lowest flying
surface and which can be maneuvered around if needed a significant hazard; but the IWM
do not consider a wide row of trees 575m away with only 20m clearance and no ability to
turn to avoid a hazard. The only difference being that trees are not as hard (frangible) as a
chimney if a plane were to collide with them. We do not agree with the IWM’s conclusion
that the chimney is significant hazard when compared with other existing hazards and how
the IWM approach the risk assessment towards them.
It should be noted that there is a second row of mature trees before the Vetspeed site at
approximately 1100m and a height of up to 20m which is an angle of approximately 1°from
the grass runway.
We consider the IWM to be overstating the level of risk that this single object will bring. The
airfield should be more than capable of accepting and managing this additional low risk with
no impact to their activities.
Page 11, para 1:
IWM Duxford acknowledges that the height of the proposed chimney is lower than
the statutory clearance height currently required by the UK’s Civil Aviation
Authority. However our assertion is that those statutory clearance heights are not
entirely relevant to the operational realities of operating historic and vintage
aircraft within the context and environs of Duxford Aerodrome.

We accept the IWM statement and we have always stated that the chimney at 25m is below
OLS, the CAA statutory minimum clearance height.
However, the IWM state that they are a special case due to flying historic aircraft and the
‘statutory clearance heights are not entirely relevant to the operational realities of
operating historic and vintage aircraft within the context and environs of Duxford
Aerodrome’. This, again, raises serious safety concerns because as we have seen at the
minimum take off angle of 3° there is only 20m clearance above the first row of trees. It is
not clear from the IWM statement if they do fly below the 3°or if they are allowed (under
Permit to Fly) to fly below these limits, and if they are under specific conditions of their
bespoke Permits to Fly, then the pilots must be very aware of the risk they are taking.
So either the planes must take off at greater than 3°, or the individual pilots have agreed a
lower angle and the CAA have approved this, and the pilot will be aware of the limitations
and he/she will plan accordingly. Using the existing trees as an example, the pilots who do
fly below the OLS are confident that they can climb at great than 1° and very close (10m
only maybe) above the trees. It is hard to imagine that the same pilot would consider a
single object 1550m away as a greater risk than this.
Page 12, para 1:
For all Duxford aircraft, high temperature operations will require use of a markedly
greater length of the runway in order to achieve the requisite air speed. The subsequent
climb will also be shallower in these conditions, reducing clearance over any ground
8
obstacles in the flight path.
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It is noted that excessive heat can reduce engine output and reduce the rate of climb. No
evidence is given to the actual magnitude of these effects. It is assumed that if the grass
runway is used then the pilot is capable of clearing the trees at a 1° angle or greater. All the
assessments assume that the planes use the whole length of the runway.
Page 12, para 3:
Hot summer days – or local areas of elevated temperature downwind of an industrial
exhaust – imply a reduction in air density which can be very significant for the efficiency
of aircraft wings, propellers, and engines.

The only technical evidence presented by the IWM on this point is the performance of the
de Havilland Rapide in a later section and the climb rate is given as 4.4° at 30°C. Which is a
climb rate great than the minimum OLS and at high daily temperatures rarely seen in the
UK.
CERCs plume assessment demonstrates that the heat from the chimney will be very rapidly
dissipated and both SAS and ASA consider this relatively every small area of warm air would
not affect the performance of an engine. The IWMs report does not give any factual
evidence to oppose this. The assessment of two historic aircraft assume air temperature of
24°C and 30°C which are hot summer days.
The assessment of ‘Temperature’ does not provide any facts that demonstrate the proposed
new development would add a significant risk to the aerodrome.
Page 12, para 4:
In addition to the effects of temperature, weather conditions can also adversely affect
aircraft in two key ways. Firstly, wind or temperature-induced turbulence may require
considerable pilot attention to maintain a desired air speed and/or to track a desired
path. Corollaries of this fact are a potential reduction in climb performance, due to drag
caused by the deflected control surfaces, and diversion of pilot attention. Likely
outcomes are a failure to make good the ideal departure track and a diversion of mental
capacity and spatial awareness. Inadvertent drift into the emissions from the chimney
stack, or into the chimney stack itself, are conceivable in these circumstances. The
strength of the wind can ‘buffer’ aircraft, particularly small lighter aircraft, making
manoeuvring the aircraft more difficult. This can take new or trainee pilots in particular
by surprise, and if they do not or cannot take avoiding manoeuvres this could lead to
aircraft drift directly into the emissions from the chimney stack, or the chimney stack
itself.

The IWM state that it is ‘conceivable’ that a pilot may drift and collide with the chimney due
to adverse weather conditions. Again, no evidence for this is given and no calculations or
historical evidence is given. We would suggest it is more conceivable that the pilot would
collide with existing trees.
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As previously stated the airspace around Duxford requires aircraft to operate in a Visual
flight rules (VFR) environment, basically clear of cloud with a flight visibility. This means the
pilot must be able to operate the aircraft with visual reference to the ground, and by
visually avoiding obstructions and other aircraft.
The MOD RA 2335 Flying Displays & Events requires a flight visibility of 3.7km and a cloud
base of 1000ft above ground level. So providing the flying display flight crew brief contains
information about the site, which they have to declare, it can be accounted for in the
organizing of events.
Page 13, para 1:
Secondly weather or into-sun conditions can sometimes make obstacles hard to see, just
as when driving. This combined with the blind spots on some vintage and historic aircraft
would mean that a 25m (82.9ft) chimney stack provides a correspondingly greater risk to
such aircraft than at present. A chimney seen from the air against a background of
terrain may become to all intents invisible.

In order to mitigate and reduce risk further Vetspeed have offered to install visual aids and
other measure to ensure high levels of safety under visual flying.
Page 13, para 3:
(1) In a marginal case the potentially elevated air temperature could have an adverse
impact on engine, aircraft and propellers performance, albeit temporarily, reducing the
rate of climb after take-off (slowing of their engines and dropping of altitude).

The worst case effect of emissions from the chimney has been fully assessed by CERC, ASA
and SAS confirm that these would have a minimal, if any, impact on the planes or the pilot.
There is no evidence supplied by the IWM to support their claims that would result in
significant hazard.
Page 13, para 4:
(2) Air turbulence generated by an upwind heat source could cause upset to lighter
aeroplanes, requiring coarse control inputs for correction and which in turn create drag
and reduce rate of climb. [Note: an established Gas Venting Station between Duxford and
Ickleton is regarded as sufficiently hazardous to be marked on aeronautical charts]

The CERC report shows clearly that it is only on calm days that the plume will stay warm and
rise in a column, so the IWM’s assertion that there will be hot gasses causing turbulence for
a significant distance down wind is incorrect and baseless. On days with wind speed of
greater than a few knots the gasses are dispersed and cooled within a matter of meters
from the chimney. The proposed process is nothing like a gas venting stack.
Page 13, para 5:
(3) There was concern from some Duxford pilots as to possible health implications –
10 cockpits. [Odours from the existing
noting that some aircraft do not have enclosed
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chimneys are sometimes very noticeable even at ground level on Duxford Aerodrome]

The dispersion of emissions is the same as the heat, and happens very close to chimney. The
emissions from the existing process is not the same as the proposed.
Page 15, para 6:
With both engines running normally, and if lift-off from grass Rwy 24 occurred only at
the extreme end of the licenced run, with approx. 1569m horizontal distance to the
Vetspeed site, the Rapide aircraft would clear a 25m chimney by 95m vertically.

It is noted that the de Havilland Rapide under normal take off is clear of the chimney by
95m, which must be considered a safe distance.
Page 15, para 7:
If on take-off from grass Rwy 24 the aircraft had achieved 36m height above the extreme
end of the licenced run - which would be typical - and one engine then failed, and the
aircraft continued straight ahead, the aircraft would descend on a gradient 2.31%
downward to impact the Vetspeed site at ground level.

In case B of engine failure it is unclear when this would happen, if it was immediately after
take-off, within say 250m then the aircraft would either land or hit the trees on the IWM
site. If the engines fail after having cleared the trees at 550m from the end of the runway
then it would make a slow descent, (with clear view of what is ahead), it may just clear the
second line of trees before coming down at approximately 1500m away at the Vetspeed site
or if it had drifted north on A505 or drifted south onto the memorial garden or neighbouring
field.
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Figure showing relationship between various climb rates and clearance over existing trees.
This scenario makes two things very clear, if this plane or any other that cannot maintain an
increase in its climb rate will come down at some point resulting in a forced landing and
result in a major incident. If engine failure happens at a distance of 550m then the plane will
crash land at the Vetspeed site, it will have hit the ground and not the chimney. So this
statement and calculation by the IWM confirm that the proposed chimney is not the hazard
as it will hit the ground. The hazard seems to be flying planes that cannot maintain an
increase in climb rate and the risk is not just to Vetspeed but the drivers on A505 which are
also potentially on the crash line of the plane.
We conclude that the IWM’s scenarios do not conclusively confirm that the chimney is a
‘significant hazard’.
Page 15, para 8:
Case A is marginal in terms of obstacle clearance and peace of mind, but is permissible in
regulatory terms for a take-off event.

The IWM state that 95m clearance above the chimney is ‘marginal’. If so then what level of
comfort does the 20m clearance above the trees provide them?
Page 16, para 1:
CAA Air Display Permission would not allow a Rapide aircraft to fly this close to occupied
buildings or to persons
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The distance for airshows displays is not a suitable comparison and it is not clear if this is
vertical or horizontal distances the IWM refer to.
Page 16, para 2:
Case B indicates that an engine failure shortly after take-off is an extreme emergency
situation for this aircraft type, especially at high take-off weights and in elevated ambient
temperatures. The likely best outcome is a controlled descent to an off-airfield landing.
Scope for turning either to left or right is limited as any such manoeuvre would increase
the rate of descent. The continued availability of un-developed areas ahead of the takeoff path is thus very much a matter of flight safety. Irrespective of the proposed taller
chimney, the growing proportions of the Vetspeed operation have already impinged
markedly on a pilot’s emergency options to the south west of Duxford Airfield

No distance after take-off is given for this scenario. Our calculations show it is circa 550m
after take-off giving 1000m to take action before reaching Vetspeed. Importantly the IWM
confirm that the plane will come to land at ground level and not hit the chimney. The pilot
would take evasive action to avoid the A505 in any case and the distance of 1000m is a
reasonable distance to turn only the few degrees needed to avoid an obstacle on the
ground.
The IWM are concerned over the ‘footprint’ of Vetspeed. Vetspeed have occupied this site
for over 30 years, there have been chimneys on this site and the footprint of their
operational site remains the same. The IWM’s claim that the site as a whole posses a new
risk seems unlikely and there is no evidence supplied in the form of obstacle identification
to pilots, or any other documents identify it as a hazard.
Page 17, para 1:
Temperarure +24°C

Nil Wind
Weight 10,500 lbs

The aircraft will accelerate and become airborne within 700m. A very shallow climb is
then followed to allow airspeed to reach 130mph. This shallow climb is essential to allow
airspeed to build whilst undercarriage is retracted and the propellers are changed to
“coarse” pitch. The aircraft will get airborne at about 75mph and failure between 75 mph
and 100mph would necessitate the aircraft being landed immediately ahead. Once 130
mph has been achieved the aircraft rate of climb can be increased.

The ARCA letter annexed states that good clearance is needed for both take-off and landing.
It states that under normal conditions take off is at circa 700m, which is 190m before the
end of the runway where worse case assumptions are made. It is also noted that the air
temperature is +24°C, which is a hot summer’s day (and rare in England). So we assume that
these are all worse case scenarios.
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For Case 1 the ARCA letter does not give any climb rates, the letter does not give any
distances where certain events would take place by. If, as per Case 1 here, the aircraft has
an engine failure at 75mph to 100mph, which is a relatively low speed which we assume is
immediately after take-off, then the plane will still be within the aerodrome site and would
land before hitting the first row of trees. The Vetspeed site at this point is over 1000m away.
Case 2
Engine failure between 100 mph and 130 mph.
An engine failure during this phase of flight is the worst, in that a rapid decision is
required by the pilot to ascertain whether the aircraft will continue to fly in a
controlled state or not. Many factors contribute to this.
Airspeed
Engine power on the remaining ‘good’ engine
Aircraft weight
Which engine has failed
Propellers in fine or coarse
It is likely that the aircraft will fly at a speed of 105mph, however the climb rate will
be very low and may be negative to start with as the pilot tries to increase air speed
using the remaining engine. External visibility maybe restricted at this time. The
workload is very high and if a banked climb is chosen to increase the climb rate then
the chances of seeing and then avoiding an obstacle such as a chimney is limited.
The aircraft tend to be flown on a curved approach to enable the pilot to see beyond
the nose.

Case 2 again does not give any climb or descend rates, not even any indicative or
approximate distances, so this event could be happening at long distances with plenty of
time or the plane could be at such heights that it is well clear of the chimney. The pilot does
state that the flight path is curved to give visibility and surely this will mean that when
taking off from the grass runway the aircraft will be banking away from A505 and Vetspeed.
The risk of this event happening has not been assessed, the likelihood of this event
happening has not been considered nor stated.
Examination of this letter does raise concerns for take-off in existing conditions with the
high trees at 550m to the west and the M11 on the east side at 350m from the end of the
runway. If there is a likelihood that this plane and others could have engine failure during
take-off the risk should be quantified and understood already. There are existing hazards
that the pilot has to recognise and take into account when flying his aircraft, so the idea that
the pilot now considers a single object 1550m away a significant risk seems unlikely.
Pilots like these take these risks every day at the IWM and a single, narrow object 1500m
away would seem small in comparison to a row of trees with 20m clearance at 550m away
or a busy motorway at 350m away.
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The risk tolerance table that is in appendix C is relevant when assessing the existing risks
and the new chimney and the key issue is likelihood of occurrence. The public records show
that there has never been a forced landing due to engine failure reported by the IWM. So
we assume that the IWM and their pilots see the likelihood of engines failure as either
Improbable or Extremely Improbable which makes taking off an acceptable risk or one that
needs review prior to taking off.
Page 17, para 4:
It has been indicated that the construction of a 82.9ft (25m) chimney would mean the Red
Arrows would need to reassess whether they could continue to support airshows and
displays at Duxford,

Aerobatic displays will take the new chimney into account but there is no evidence to show
that it would actually stop an air display or even change the nature of the display.
Page 18, para 3:
Duxford Aerodrome Rescue and Fire Fighting Service has not only provided support to
local incidents not related to the aerodrome; but they attend and provide emergency
support/service to incidents both inside the aerodrome and in the surrounding fields
involving aircraft (related to forced landings) including the fields adjacent to the
Vetspeed/Nous Environmental site.

There has been no evidence of forced landings near Vetspeed, this again is an alarming
statement as it has not been reported to the AAIB or Vetspeed as a near miss.
Page 19, para 2:
New?
Answer: Yes self-evidently. Although attached to an existing site and expanding
operation, It would be new. It is not a like for like replacement. It is as we understand a
brand new chimney and at 25m (82.9ft) it is 60% (10m/33.2ft) higher than the existing
chimneys.

The chimney would be below the OLS by a significant margin, to help mitigate the
introduction of the chimney mitigation measure can be taken such as notifying pilots of its
existence. This does not make it a ‘significant hazard’ it makes it a small and manageable
risk.
Page 19, para 3:
Significant?
Answer: Yes. It would be new; and it would be significantly higher than any other obstacle
in the immediate vicinity, and 60% higher than the existing chimneys. Therefore it is and
would be ‘noteworthy’. Indeed with reference to ASA Ltd’s report it would need to be
flagged as an obstacle to aircraft coming into or out of Duxford Aerodrome; it would also
need to be notified to the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team (Red Arrows) as per Military
Aviation Authority requirements highlight any15obstruction in excess of 50ft above
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Aerodrome Level (Note the current chimney
is slightly
under this at 49ft 2.5inches (15m).

The new chimney is well below the OLS, it is not a hazard under normal operations as the
lowest climb rate gives significant clearance above the chimney. The only risk seen here is
engine failure at take-off, which is extremely improbable to occur, and if it were to happen
there are open fields in front and to the side of Vetspeed. The new chimney would be at
such a distance away that the pilots would have time to maneuver before they reached
Vetspeed. Even if they did reach Vetspeed they would be on the ground by then.

Conclusion
The IWM’s report does not provide any technical evidence that the new chimney would be a
‘significant hazard’ to air traffic safety. The report was not authored by an aviation expert
and its conclusions have not been reached through suitable, standard or qualified means.
What this report tries to do is to use limited information in support of a desired conclusion.
Those who have been quoted or who have compiled this report are neither independent
experts, nor unbiased.
The IWM claim that historic aircraft fly outside the CAA’s surface limits for take-off of 3°, but
the only evidence given in this report shows that they climb at 4.3°. Just because they do
not have full CofA and need a Permit to Fly does not mean they cannot climb at greater than
3°.
The Permit to Fly helps ensure that the planes are well maintained and fit to fly and as such
avoid any failures. There is no evidence of any forced landings due to engine failure.
The assertion by the IWM that there is one forced landing per year has driven the risk
assessment and is misleading as it assumes the likelihood of an event happening is greater
than in reality. The likelihood of a major or serious incident goes from remote (as assessed
by the IWM) to extremely improbable and the risk becomes acceptable or to be reviewed.
The level of severity has been derived using the European Strategic Safety Initiative Guidance on Hazard Identification – March 2009.
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The IWM, despite a clear request, have not produced a technical report that can be checked
or independently verified. The scant technical information that has been supplied with the
report actually helps show that historic aircraft do fly above the OLS and if engine failure
were to occur they would likely hit trees or land on fields long before reaching the Vetspeed
site.
Pilots taking off in aircraft that cannot climb if an engine fails are currently satisfied that the
likelihood of engine failure is so low that they will clear all hazards that are close to the
aerodrome, notably mature trees and the M11. The proposed new chimney is significantly
less of an obstacle than the existing trees.
We would like to confirm the report acknowledges the following:
1. The chimney is not an obstacle when tested against the permitted flying zones and
OLS.
2. The chimney is not a hazard when using the hard runway for take-off and landing.
3. The chimney is not a hazard when airborne and ‘normal’ flying for any type of
aircraft
4. The chimney is not a hazard when landing on the grass runway.
5. The chimney is not a hazard when normal take off procedures are followed and
normal climb rates are maintained
We are concerned about several statements in this report and would request that evidence
or further explanation should be provided concerning:
1. The number of movements stated as 25,000 and half on the grass runway.
2. 1 forced landing per year and needing emergency vehicle assistance.
3. 1 forced landing near Vetspeed.
The IWM report focusses on historical aircraft and their ability to avoid danger during takeoff but no strict methodology has been followed to quantify the risk, the assessment has
been more anecdotal than based in fact.
The report claims that the introduction of the new facility will ‘close us down’ but nowhere
is this claim substantiated. Is the IWM claiming that the risk of collision is so high [if the
chimney were to be built] that they could no longer fly, or are they currently flying outside
the CAA’s permitted fly zones and this will raise safety issues with existing operations.
This report does not state, nor is it assumed, that ANY aircraft flies outside of the
aerodromes airspace, all planes must take-off, land and fly within the fly zones. If aircraft do
fly below these fly zones then they are in breach the airport license. It is assumed that all
planes at Duxford have either a Certificate of Airworthiness or have a Permit to Fly, and if so
they should be able to climb within the surface limits. If not, the pilot must assess the risk
and be confident it is safe to fly. We would ask to see the documentation that allows for this
added risk, such as examples of these planes’ Permits to Fly, especially ones that cannot
achieve the 3° climb rate.
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Notes:

Existing conifer hedge

N

Proposed buildings

1.

New access track to have a rolled stone surface with grass verges as
shown, wider on bends and to allow for passing.

2.

See separate specification and schedule for planting details.

3.

Individual tree planting to be feathered or heavy standard trees, planted
into prepared pits and staked - native species around perimeter, more
variation within the site, detailed arrangement of species to be
determined on site.

4.

Woodland edge planting to be native species transplants at 1.5m
centres, with some feathered trees.

5.

Hedge Type 1 to site perimeter, outside access track, to be double
staggered row of native species. Hedge maintained to an ultimate
height of 3m.

6.

Hedge Type 2, to inside of access track, to be double staggered row of
beech, maintained to an ultimate height of 2m. 1.2m high green mesh
windbreak fencing to be erected between the hedge and the track to
provide some shelter for the plants and initial screening until the hedge
becomes established.

7.

Woodland edge and hedge planting to be protected from rabbit damage
by individual plant shelters - see specification.

8.

All planting to take place within the November to March planting
season, establishment maintenance for five years after planting to
include replacement of dead or failed plants.

A505

Proposed HGV access
with grass verge

Existing visitor parking area

Fastigiate hornbeams
planted inside fence line

Existing buildings

Proposed HGV turning
area

Existing tall conifer hedge

Proposed hedge Type 1
Existing pond
Woodland edge planting on
existing bund

Existing memorial garden area

Proposed hedge Type 1

Proposed hedge Type 2

0

10

Rev. B, April 2016 - revised line to SW boundary
Rev. A, April 2016 - trees added to NW corner

50m
project

New section of path with relocated raised
brick beds and new tree planting, to
replace lost area of garden

Vetspeed, A505, Cambridgeshire

title

Existing
Page 171 of
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PLANTING PROPOSALS

Jon Etchells Consulting
Devonshire Business Centre
Works Road
Letchworth
Herts

SG6 1GJ

01462 488221

date
scale

December 2015

1: 750 @ A3

checked
dwg. no.

je

JEC/407/01B
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Agenda Item No: 5

Summary of Decisions Made Under Delegated Powers

To:

Planning Committee

Date:

21 July 2016

From:

Head of Growth and Economy

Electoral division(s):

All

Purpose:

To consider the above

Recommendation:

The committee is invited to note the report

Officer contact:
Name: Tracy Rockall
Post: Planning Co-ordinator
E-mail: tracy.rockall@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
Tel: 01223 699852
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

At the committee meeting on 31 January 2005 it was agreed that a brief summary of
all the planning applications that have been determined by the Head of Strategic
Planning under delegated powers would be provided.

1.2

The powers of delegation given to the Head of Strategic Planning (now Head of
Growth and Economy) are as set out in the Scheme of Delegation approved by full
Council on 17 May 2005 (revised May 2010).

2.0

SUMMARY OF DECISIONS

2.1

4 applications have been granted planning permission under delegated powers
during the period between 6 June 2016 and 12 July 2016 as set out below:
1. F/2002/16/CW Installation of gas to grid plant, ancillary to existing anaerobic
operation. Westry AD Plant, Wisbech Road, MARCH, PE15 0BA
Decision granted on 13-06-16
For further information please contact Elizabeth Verdegem on 01223 703569
2. F/2003/16/CC Erection of an aluminium frame classroom canopy with a
polycarbonate roof and new external door opening with a new connecting path.
Kingsfield Primary School, Burnsfield Estate, CHATTERIS, PE16 6ET
Decision granted on 14/06/16
For further information please contact Rochelle Duncan on 01223 743814
3. H/5001/16/CC Extensions to the existing primary school to include 7 new
classrooms, kitchen office and store, existing classroom extension and circulation
area resulting in a net gain of 4 classrooms (850sqm, gross external floor area) and
internal refurbishment, relocation of existing double mobile classroom during
construction works, revised car parking layout and landscaping. Little Paxton Primary
School, Gordon Road, Little Paxton, ST. NEOTS, PE19 6NG
Decision granted on 30-06-16
For further information please contact Mary Collins on 01223 743840
4. C/5000/16/CC Demolition of single storey section of the school and replacement with
one and two-storey extensions; reconfiguration of car parking area; installation of
new cycle parking spaces; widening of footpath at main access road; new
landscaping; extension to hard play area; and associated external works. St Bede's
Inter-Church School, Birdwood Road, Cambridge, CB1 3TD
Decision granted on 07-07-16
For further information please contact Elizabeth Verdegem on 01223 703569.
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Source Documents
Applications files

Location
SH1315, Shire Hall, Cambridge, CB3 0AP
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